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O Land of the Free by the Carib sea,
Our manhood we pledge to thy liberty!
No tyrants here linger, despots must flee
This tranquil haven of democracy
The blood of our sires which hallows the sod,
Brought freedom from slavery, oppression’s rod
By the might of truth, and the grace of God,
No longer shall we be hewers of wood.
(Refrain)
Arise! ye sons of the Baymen’s clan,
Put on your armour, clear the land!
Drive back the tyrants, let despots flee—
Land of the Free by the Carib Sea!
Nature has blessed thee with wealth untold,
O’er mountains and valleys where prairies roll;
Our fathers, the Baymen, valiant and bold
Drove back the invader; this heritage hold
From proud Rio Hondo to old Sarstoon,
Through coral isle, over blue lagoon;
Keep watch with the angels, the stars and moon;
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For freedom comes tomorrow’s noon.
(Refrain)
Arise! ye sons of the Baymen’s clan,
Put on your armour, clear the land!
Drive back the tyrants, let despots flee—
Land of the Free by the Carib Sea!
2\fn{The Negro World began publication in 1918 as the official organ of Marcus Garvey’s Universal Negro Improvement Association and
African Communities League (UNIA-ACL) . Mr. Haynes met Marcus Garvey in Belize in 1921, and in 1923 emigrated to the United
States, becoming at some time between then and 1933 an editor and writer for The Negro World and briefly (in 1929) the Official American
Representative for the UNIA under Mr. Garvey. Indeed, he was so impressed with this organization that he founded a branch of the UNIA
in Belize, and was for a while its Secretary:H}

The Negro of the Western world was born in the school of Philanthropy, he lives in the school of chance, and
invariably dies in the school of ignorance. Unscientific philanthropy engenders laziness. Chance is fascinating but
unreal. Ignorance is the curse of the ages.
Such a program as this which we foster holds no interest for the Negro who graduates from the schools above
set forth. Only he who possesses the highest conception of life, liberty, and the pursuits of happiness can afford to
embrace Garveyism. Building a nation is the severest test to which any ambitious race or group can commit itself.
Nationhood is the child of slavery and Marcus Garvey could have selected no more advantageous era than this to
promulgate such an ideal. It comes at a time when the negro stands out conspicuously in his achievements as
conqueror of every known human and natural adversary of man. By advocating the building of a nation in Africa
as the solution to our problem, Marcus Garvey\fn{ 1887-1940} drove a peculiar fear into he heart of the Negro, a
fear based upon the magnitude of the program and the responsibilities to be borne in the successful execution
thereof.
*
Such a fear should give way to confidence supreme. The privations, the hardships, the peril of disease and
death on the road to nationhood in Africa are but pigmies beside that which the Negro overcame at the North Pole,
the Panama Canal, and Cuba; on the estates of the United Fruit Co in the Central American republics and on the
battlefields of France, Palestine and Mesopotamia. In these regions the Negro in the role of soldier, laborer and
adventurer builded railroads where once treacherous jungles of the hinterland held sway. He turned marshes and
swamps into thriving cities and towns, braving death from the dreaded yellow fever, typhoid and tuberculosis. He
converted the habitats of sharks and other sea devils into flourishing ports and magnificent harbors. He was the
deciding factor in the success of that great commercial institution known as the United Fruit Co. He made Teddy
Roosevelt famous and crowned Peary with immortality.
There is no climate, no human or natural condition that the Negro has not yet mastered. He is a physical
machine that has decided every important battle in which physical prowess was the price of victory. God and
nature have combined to make him the peerless specimen of superb manhood. Where then is the excuse for
turning away from he path of nationhood? His own history of service to others believe him.
The membership of the Universal Negro Improvement Association is a group apart on which the eyes of the
world are centered, not in derision but in surprise and restlessness. To demonstrate to an anxious world that the
Negro is deserving of a place in the bigger brotherhood of man—this is our task. We shall not have completed it
until a powerful Negro nation in Africa shall have shed its civilizing influence and power throughout the universe.
We are respected in proportion to our independent achievements. The more we achieve independently the
higher we climb in the scale of world power and universal respect. Building a nation means much more than most
of us can perceive just now. There are problems awaiting us that will merit the highest and best in human
intelligence. There are obstacles in the distance of which we dare not conceive. Our is a human problem. The
only thing that matters is our knowledge of man. With new discoveries through science and chemistry greeting us
daily, nation building in Africa by Negroes should prove less vigorous than nation building for others has been to
them.
Garveyism challenges the race to …\fn{ A line of text is missing here:H } financiers and statesmen, its historians and
educators, its industrial and commercial wizards. To decline such a challenge is to be branded a coward. We owe
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our progenitors a monument, not of cowardice but of glorious manhood. Let that monument be nothing less than a
nation in Africa, representative of their sacrifices, their prayers and our own conception of life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness.
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In discussing the possibilities of the new year affecting our program, two weeks ago, I reached the conclusion
that everything pointed to a year of surpluses in the realm of internationalism. The following pronouncements
should drive home to the membership at large some conception of the opportunities now present and prepare them
to take full advantage thereof.
Dr. Herbert F. Fraser,\fn{1890-1953} Professor of Economics, Swarthmore College, in an interview-editorial in
the Pittsburgh Gazette Times, December 17, 1926:
Imperialism has caused many wars in history. In our day the conquest of Africa and India and the Far East has been
fraught with war scares. And it is still going on today … Nations in Europe are still looking covetously at parts of
Africa and the Far East. At bottom, the supposed profits of imperialism are nothing but an illusion … today we know
that imperialism is an economic failure. It is impossible to exploit a nation of backward needs and wants with profit.
And if a country civilizes these backward needs and wants, it is not long until a successful revolt is certain. The history
of the British Empire proves this. Imperialsim does not make a country prosperous. It risks war for very small
dividends. It is not worth trying.

Mr. Briand of France,\fn{Aristide Briand (1862-1932)} an outstanding leader of thought and culture, philosophized
in his Christmas message to France and the world thus:
The peoples of the world have begun to realize that it is necessary to give themselves whole-heartedly to peace and
to setting up technical means needed to do away with the old automatic risks of wara.

President Coolidge,\fn{1872-1933} speaking at Trenton, N. J., December 29, 1926, at the sesqui-centennial
celebration of Washington crossing the Delaware declared:
Washington and the patriots of his day wanted peace. They fround it necessary to make great sacrifices in order to
secure it. We cannot escape the corresponding sacrifices. The world has been striving to advance in this direction, to
discard the theory of relying entirely on force and to adopt the method of relying more on reason … We cannot
establish the new principle unless we are willing to put some courage into our convictions … As it is necessary to
change the heart of the individual, so it is necessary to change the heart of nations. This has often been referred to as
moral disarmament. The mistake that is being made in its application lies in the fact that it does not come first.

Sir Philip Gibbes,\fn{1877-1962} special writer for the Pittsburgh Press, January1:
It would need a prophet to foretell how the international situation is likely to develop during the next twelve months,
because nothing is settled in the world today and there are many explosive forces, racial aqnd economic pressures,
which may break forth suddenly … I am under no illusions as to latent causes of conflict and international rivalry
which lead to war … they are not only lurking in Europe. They are everywhere in this seeting cauldron of humanity
which is our world. Colored races are restless and hostile to white man’s influence. China is learning machine gun fire
and other western habits. Christian nations do not love one another with any new fervor … The great powers of the
world, namely, United States, Great Britian, France and Germany, do not want war. They are going to prevent it by all
possible means.

One cannot digest these penetrative expressions without realizing that the white man is now engaged in a
desperate struggle to save himself from the cataclysm which is the product of his own insatiable ambition. You
realize further the price he is willing to pay for this salvation when Great Britian, the master-strategist, flatly bows
to the growing manifestation of Chinese nationalism and feverishly appeals to the United States for a joint handsoff policy of the powers in China. Not only is the burden of empire and imperialism meeting with disfavor, but
this den of empire controlling many lands against the wishes and desires of those under conrol has given birth to a
type of racial revolution that is destined to shift the centre of civilization from West to East.
*
There is no make-believe in this cry of the white man for peace and understanding. It is genuine and based
upon a proper interpretation of the impending uprising. But it is for the darker races to test the sincerity of those
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who cry aloud for peace and understanding, how far they are willing to go and what sacrifices they are prepared to
make in attainment of the goal. We should let the eloquence of truth and justice rather than the eloquence of
words claim our attention.
Dr. Herbert F. Fraser has reached a singular conclusion on the efficacy of imperialsim. This scholarly
gentleman owes it to his race and humanity to carry his convictions beyond the confines of the Phittsburgh
Gazette Times. The Universal Negro Improvement Association affords him a splendid opportunity to propound his
measure of anti-imperialism to the world. From a thousand Liberty Halls and through the columns of The Negro
World he can start now on the road to fame and perhaps immortality.
Let Mr. Briand be as eloquent in his heart as he is in figure of speech. If he is wholeheartedly for peace as he
avers let him rouse France to the injustices meted out to French colonials, get his government to return Abd-ElKrim,\fn{1882-1963} gallant Riffian leader, to his native Morocco and cease further exploitation and oppression in
Africa.
*
Let President Coolidge make some sacrifices. Let him put some courage into his convictions. He spoke nobly
at Trenton, but he has yet to rule well. For lynching to go on because the states lack the manhood power to stop it;
for Marcus Garvey, idol of the Negro people of the world, to languish a moment longer in Atlanta prison,\fn{ 19251927; Coolidge commuted his original five year sentence } because he dared to lift the veil of ignorance and religious
superstition from the eyes of the Negro—these things would prove that President Coolidge is officially if not
individually inconsistent.
Sir Phillip Gibbs has no illusions as to the latent causes of war, then let him dedicate a part of his time to native
affairs in South Africa. There a war is brewing that his country does not want. Sir Philip can greatly assist in
restraining it by rousing public opinion against imperial practices throughout Africa that may send his country the
way of Rome and Carthage.
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Henry Wood, United Press staff correspondent at Geneva, reports under date of January 3 rd, 1927:
The League of Nations today was planning three great international conferences, one designed to remove as many as
possible of the economic causes of war. The new year found league officials convinced that henceforth the world war
menace would arise from economic rather than political disputes or aspirations.
The first of three scheduled conferences is the economic conference, to convene May 4 th. Mighty struggles impend
among the world’s great nations for economic life and independence, League officials are convinced, and it is to keep
these contests within the bounds of peaceful commercial rivalry that the League has summoned the world to come to
Geneva to talk of economic problems.

That economic rather than political disputes or aspirations would foster future wars is no new discovery. The
knowledge is as old as history. The Carthaginians built ships, explored the Mediterranean Sea, and took
possession of the islands. They penetrated into Spain and found silver, gold and ore. The result was that
Carthagena, first called New Carthage, was made the center of their operations in Spain. Then came to enmity of
Rome and the destruction of Carthage. In the seventh century economic necessities inspired an invasion of the
North African Coast by the Mohammedans, thus bringing that part of the continent beyond the Sahara and Upper
Egypt within cognizance of the world of civilization and history. Because David Livingstone\fn{ 1813-1873} was at
heart an imperial economist and at advantageous times a missionary, Great Britain today thrives by virtue of her
economic resources in Africa, which necessitate a large army and navy. It was economics that caused that great
empire builder, Cecil Rhodes,\fn{1853-1902} to substitute the dream of empire for his Bible and prayer book and
occasioned native rebellions at intervals in Central and South Africa. It was not the lure of adventure, but the
economic necessities of their countries that sent explorers dashing across the untamed Atlantic and the Caribean
to Mexico and South and Central America. The same demands inspired European traders and missionaries to seek
new fields of conquest in Arabia, India and the Far East.
*
Economics is a mighty drama of food, fuel and clothing. There is more than enough room to house the
population of the world, but with an unequal distribution of these three necessities of life the room becomes small
and congested. It is at this point then that war emanates. As a national expediency war has about burned out the
glory of manhood and mentality of Great Britian and France, who dominate the league and are wholly dependent
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upon the economic resources of their colonial outposts for their longevity. Perhaps Mussolini’s\fn{ 1883-1945}
interest in North Africa, Firestone’s interest in Liberia and Uncle Sam’s policy below the equator are responsible
for the suggestion in the latter part of Mr.Wood’s report that the League will center its deliberations on continued
exploration of weaker peoples, bearing in mind the traditional right of nations to commercial competition along
peaceful lines. If the League intends to equally divide the spoils of the earth between its members, war rather than
peace would result.
*
The New Negro, thanks to Marcus Garvey and the Universal Negro Improvement Association, has developed
an international mind. He cannot think of economics as seen from the League’s viewpoint without thinking of the
virgin soil and earthy deposits which are divine gifts to his fellowmen in Africa, Asia, South and Central America,
and the islands of the sea. He cannot think of peace without thinking of a nation of his own in Africa to demand
peace. He cannot think of commerce without thinking of ships manned, operated and controlled by black men for
black men. He links economics with unwarranted atrocities meted out to natives throughout Africa and India, with
mob violence throughout the United States, with starvation and poverty in the West Indies and Central America,
with the enemployment of young Negro manhood and womanhood who stood by world democracy in all ages.
*
No good will result from such a conference unless the teeming millions of Africa, India and China are taken
into its confidence. Their homelands supply the necessities of the national life of League members. We do not
desire that the white man be deprived of his rights as a guest, but we demand that as such he keep within the
limits of these rights that are his to enjoy. The darker races of the world demand that the white man rule his own
house in Europe and America and legislate for the safety and welfare of the members thereof. In the same spirit
they demand that the principle be applied to their house in Africa and Asia. Nothing could be more human. It is an
understanding that would in no way radically affect our friendship or the economic and commercial relationship
to be mutually agreed upon by treaties and covenents, providing that the laws, customs and traditions of one
house are religiously observed by the other.
*
So long as imperialism reigns, so long as force is applied to confiscate the rights and properties of weaker
peoples for the upkeep and comfort of the strong, so long will the world be one eternal field of blood and regrets.
The Negro has always lived at peace with his fellowmen, but those who believe that he will be peaceful in face of
a brazen attempt to deprive him of the necessities of life, and to the extent of giving up his economic and racial
rights to Africa, have yet another startling discovery to record in racial evolution. The New Negro is not going to
sit down and allow imperialism to thrust him aside. He serves notice on the League of Nations that any ecomonic
conference which involves the wealth and produce of Africa is null and void unless he is conceded in the
equation.
The late Lord Avebury (Sir John Lubbock)\fn{1834-1913} wrote in the Review of Internationalism:
The religion of Europe is not Christianity but the worship of war.

What steps the League will take to keep wars within the bounds of peaceful commercial rivalry are not
divulged, but it is not premature to say that they will offer rather than offset causes for war. Commerce is a friend
of humanity, but war is as great an enemy. One helps to stabilize peace, the other destroys. War and commerce.
History presents no greater antagonistic principles than these. How the League is going to bridge the chasm will
afford inerest for all those dedicated to peace and happiness.
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The Senate has refused to ratify the Lausanne Treaty between the United States and Turkey. This should be of
interest to Negroes of the Universal Negro Improvement Asssociation whose goal is nationhood in Africa.
Senator King of Utah,\fn{1863-1949} who headed the opposition to prevent its passage, said:
Obviously it would be unfair and unreasonable for the United States to rcognize and respect the claims and
professions of Kemal so long as he persists in holding control and sovereignty over Armenia, now a “No Man’s Land,”
while nearly a million Armenian refugees and exiles are people without a country.

This indictment is significant in that the sovereignty Kemal holds over Armenia is analogous to that held by
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President Coolidge over Haiti and the Virgin Islands. Senator King calls a million Armenian refugees an exiles a
people without a country. What about fifteen million people of African descent here in the Senator’s own
homeland who, although proclaimed citizens by the constitution are no better off than those Armenian refugees in
whom Mr. King is so very interested. The world has greater respect for the intelligence of Kemal Pasha\fn{ 18811938} than for that of the gentleman from Utah. One has revivified a whole country and driven one of Britain’s
ablest statesmen from the highest office within the realm; the other is only important in proportion to the size of
his own backyard. So long as fifteen million people of color are ruthlessly mobbed and lynched and exiled from
their constitutional rights and privileges in these United States, Congress has no moral right to attack the same
condition in alien lands.
*
Behind this refusal to ratify the Lausanne Treaty is the fascinating story of oil, a story that should awaken the
consciousness of every thoughtful Negro and imbue him with the spirit of loyalty he serves to his race and our
fatherland Africa. Isaac T. Marcosson,\fn{ 1877-1961} author of The Black Golconda, has this to say in an
interview-editorial in the Pittsburgh Gazette Times:
The one great distinctive American activity is oil. It is a romance as full of thrill and achievement as the story of
steel, coal or the railroads … And, of course, today oil is not just a cosmetic issue. Oil has become, with the exception
of Germany reparations, the prize international irritant. Foreign offices are much more concerned about available
supplies of petroleum for both war and peace purposes than anything else. We live in the age of oil.

From the facts before us oil has surpassed in human interest the ideal of democracy. It is more potential than
the eloquence of statesmen—more worthy than the voice of the people. It commands greater respect than the
constitution of the United States. It is more popular than England’s Magna Charta, more valuable than the Treaty
of Versailles. Just the other day Dillon, Read & Co offered the public $25,000,000 Batavia Petroleum Company
15 year 4¼ per cent debentures guaranteed by the Royal Dutch and Shell companies. The Batavia Company was
organized in 1907 and is world-wide in its operations, being especially active in the Dutch East Indies, Venezuela
and Argentina.
Bolivia, one of the most backward countries of south America, granted a concession of 120,000 square miles
of oil land in the Province of Santa Cruz to a British syndicate. They will pay no taxes for 25 years, and free entry
of imports will be allowed. Nor will there be any charges on products exported. Japan, confident that her
supremacy of the Pacific must one day unergo a rigid test, flirted with Soviet Russia and gained large oil
concessiuons from her to augment the oil resources of the Nipponese navy. Great Britain for years sent the flower
of her empire builders to Persia and Mesopotamia in the quest for oil and more oil. France staked her national
integrity on the oil markets of North Africa and Asia Minor, and only last year Italy reached an understanding
with Great Britain, pending the recognition of the League of Nations, for the exploitation of the oil resources of
Abyssinia. Germany at the height of her glory monopolized the oil markets of the world and her naval prowess
was a nightmare to all. Romania and oil are inseparable. Belgium and Holland go far to invest in it. The United
States now finds herself hemmed in between oil in Mexico, rubber in the Philippines and a canal in Nicaragua.
Soviet Russia jealously guards her oil resources and would have nothing of foreign capital for development.
*
These facts are related to point out to the Negro that oil, prince of mother earth, makes its home among the
darker races of the world. And yet we permit aliens to control this billion-dollar industtry and maintain their
government from its profits. Those who have lost nothing in Africa, more espeically the Negro who pawns his
soul to get a car, may be interested to know that underneath the greater part of Southwest Africa and in other parts
of this vast, prolific continent flows what Mr. Marcossan calls the Black Golconda. Geologists of every race and
nationality, except the Negro, are working assiduously in these territories, backed by their respective governments
through their financiers. From reports turned in by these servants of white supremacy we learn that vast fields of
petroleum are ready to sprout forth for the serivce of the nations. Elgin E. Groseclosco,\fn{ 1899-1983} writing in
The New York Times last year, remarked:
It is possible that in this black gold lies the hidden treasure which africa has kept from the world all these years.

While the eyes of the superstitious Negro are turned pathetically towards heaven, those of the practical white
man are turned intelligently towards the bowels of the earth. The Negro, inconsistent in religious practices, reads
the opening stanza of the Twenty-fourth Psalm, “The earth is the Lord’s, and the fulness thereof, the world, and
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they that dwell therein.” Lacking the spiritual power to interpret the soul of the psalmist, he is concerned only
with the literal meaning of the shepherd boy’s conception of creation, and so, inspired by this beautiful yet
innocent tribute of the psalmist, the Negro goes forth singing, “Take the world and give me Jesus.” The white
man, embracing religion because of its life-giving stream, reads in Genesis, first chapter, 28 th verse, “And God
blessed them, and God said unto them, be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it.”
Possessing saneness in religious worship, and fully persuaded that Jehovah created the earth and all therein for
man’s enjoyment, the white man goes forth to subdue it. Two schools of thought—one produces free men, the
other slaves; one inspires, the other discourages.
*
John D. Rockefeller\fn{1839-1937} found heaven in oil and through it he endeavors to bring heaven to others
through his health, educational and scientific institutions. Rockefeller is able to laugh his cares away on a golf
course in sunny Florida while the Negro, the doors of industry closed against him, goes out into the cold-swept
streets of New York, Detroit, Pittisburgh, Chicago, Buffalo, Boston and St. Paul, seeking shelter and food. Then
comes the dawn—a body stretched out in the morgue—relatives waiting in Mississippi or Georgia or Alabama—
cremation or a pauper’s grave. It happens every winter. The same old story of a race dying because of the
ineptitude of its leaders, dying because its manhood is afraid to go out and subdue the earth.
Let the religion of Garveyism and Rockefeller sweep every black belt throughout the world. Let it consume the
Negro and burn out his false conception of God and the universe. Let us whose blindness was healed by the light
of the Universal Negro Improvement Association reach out and point our erring brethren to mother Africa, the
land of light and learning, the land of the Black Golconda, where neither cold nor sleet nor hunger dwelleth—
where liberty is as free as the sunshine and God dwells in the hearts of men.
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That our loyalty can go no further than our sincerity
*
That we subscribe to a program which holds no special appeal for the Negro who is a graduate of the white
man’s school of thought and reason.
*
That the spirit of Garveyism is sweeping over Africa like a blinding hurricane while God watches over Garvey
in Atlanta prison.
*
That the United States sympathizes with the aspirations of the new Negro as interpreted by the Universal
Negro Improvement Association.
*
That we are winning the world’s applause even though it is given in silence.
*
That Lake Magadi in South Africa looks, even in hot summer, as if it were frozen over. It has a six-inch surface
of crystals of carbonate of soda and strong enough to walk on, although there is plenty of water underneath. [A]
large part of the world’s supply of baking soda comes from [Lake] Magadi.\fn{ Most of the following section of this, the
first of Mr. Haynes’ columns in The Negro World—perhaps a third of the overall text—is marred by an apparently permanent handling fault
made during the original manual archival storage of The Negro World, done probably many years prior to the creation of the phographic
process used by the New York Public Library in making its microform record of this newspaper. It looks like a simple diagonal foldover of
the sheet on which the column was printed, resulting in a crease in the page, and a consequent concealment of portions of the text below—
and now hidden behind—this crease. I have been able to restore certain isolated words concluding the section reported here, and also at the
beginning of the section following the section in question, but the fault itself is such as to render the text which it affects virtually
unintelligible. I resume my reproduction of Mr. Haynes column with the section following the damaged portion :H }

*
That the two great essentials of our organization are Men and [Mo]ney. Our program cannot be felt as intended
until we develop the leaders[hip to] push it forward. This means that we must educate ourselves in the scien[ces]
of government, of commerce and industry. It means the outlay of millions of dollars for educational purposes.
This is a paramount duty on which much of the future depends.
Great Britain owes her brilliant supremacy in world affairs to the birth of this truth. Her educators, financiers
and captains of industry gave her Oxford and Cambridge from whence the cream of British statesmanship flows.
They in turn give to Britain the freedom and prestige she now enjoys. Investing wealth and power in untrained
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hands spells ruin and disaster. First train the hands through the brain and success is certain.
Liberty University should be to us what Oxford is to Anglo-Saxons. Astute statesmanship and an intelligent
control of wealth are responsible for the majesty of the British Commonwealth of Nations. There will be no
redemption of Africa, no African nationhood until we develop the men and control the wealth. These are
imperative factors and Liberty University at Claremont, Virginia, can solve the problem if we but will it.
7
That it requires mountains of courage and sober devotion to follow this program through to its logical
conclusion.
*
That, notwithstandoing the imprisonment of Marcus Garvey, we owe a lasting debt of gratitude to the
government and people of the United States—under no other flag, in no other country, would the tolerance born
of sympathy and respect for the rights of minority groups and oppressed races, enjoyed by us, be sustained.
*
That each of us should take advantage of the evening and night classes in our respective communities. This is
imperative if we are to carry on intelligently. We need proficient administrators to direct our destinies from the
parent body as well as those of our branches scattered throughout the world.
We cannot successfully prosecute our African program unless we possess that leadership capable of piloting it.
This means that we must trek from the evening and night classes over into the colleges and universities here and
abroad. Mastery of international law, languages, political science and history is a vital cog in the wheel of African
Redemption.
Africa needs statesmen, captains of industry and commerce, engineers, mechanics, scientists and chemists,
lawyers, physicians, farmers, bankers, journalists, educators and such other elements of leadership that go towards
the making of a great country.
Each year finds the problems confronting us in pursuance of our objective growing in pofundity. Unless we
have the required leadership to solve them, failure and discouragement will result.
Resolve today that you’ll qualify for leadership in the association and pursue your studies accordingly.
*
That if all monies given for the cause of African redemption to responsible and irresponsible representatives in
the name of [the] Universal Negro Improvement Association were received by the parent body, we would now
boast our first colony in Africa, two profitable steamship lines encircling the globe with African commerce, a
larger Negro World and the honorable employment of thojusands of our people in all parts of the world. Best of
all, the Hon. Marcus Garvey would be at his desk at 56 West 135 th Street, New York City, instead of in a damn
prison cell in Atlana, Ga.
*
That Marcus Garvey has made his greatest contribution to Africa’s redemption. This much the world
recognizes. His was the opening chapter in one of the grandest classics of racialism. We, the members only, can
write the subsequent chapters in terms of loyalty and devotion to duty [a]s the master himself has so inspiringly
set forth in chapter one.
*
That 40 members each of one of our most progressive branches can send sufficient funds to the parent body
weekly for 50 weeks to put the association on a sound financial footing. At $1.00 per member each branch would
contribute $40.00, fifty branches $2,000.00 weekly. The religious performance of this service means that at the
end of 50 weeks, 40 members of 50 branches should have contributed, without any sacrifice whatever,
$100,000.00 towards the redemption of Africa.
The call is for 2,000 red-blooded Garveyites to make a weekly tribute of $1.00 to the parent body for 50
weeks. The success of this campaign means the abolition of spasmodic and consistent parent body appeals for
funds from your division to meet its daily obligations: an opportunity for your local to expand and develop;
efficiency at the parent body and in the field; inspiration and encouragement for the Hon. Marcus Garvey and the
adminis[tra]ion, and more rigorous prosecution of the program. It can be done. If you are interested in this
suggestion write the parent body immediately about it.
8
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Hamilcar,\fn{275-228BC} brilliant father of Hannibal, the renowned Carthaginian, said with fatherly philosophy:
My son Hannibal will be a great general, because of all my soldiers he best knows how to obey.

Obedience to constituted authority is necessary to success. The one sovereign body of the association is the
parent body. It is the fount of our every blessing: the main artery of our existence: hence, obedience to the parent
body means an impregnable fortress before which the enemy must fall. To surround the parent body with that
power and influence as becomes a sovereign body is our paramount duty. Instructions from the parent body are
like proclamations from a congress or parliament—they must be accepted as best for our liberty and happiness—
and any rebellion thereto merits severe discipline and occasionally banishment and disgrace. Any division, branch
or chapter which thinks otherwise should had in its charter immediately.
*
Africans, like Chinese, Mexicans, Filipinos, Nicaraguans and Panaman[ian]s, are being intimidated because
they are ambitious to preserve their untapped natural resources for the economic benefit of their own people,
refusing to turn them over to foreigners for exploitation. Better that these nationals die martyrs for the principle of
self-preservation than that the invader should cross the forbidden threshold.
*
Each of us should aspire to be an authority on the idealism of Garveyism. Every effort should be made to study
and imbibe it as it is being handed down to us by the greatest authority of all, the Hon. Marcus Garvey. The time
is here when our representatives should be thundering the idealism of Garveyism from the senate halls of the
nations, the forums of continental Europe, the open air of Africa, and the press of the world. The public must be
educated; world thinkers must be aroused; imperialists must be approached; cultural, religious, civic and social
institutions must be invaded. Our program must be heard. Salesmen are wanted to carry the idealism of
Garveyism to the four corners of the world. Make youself competent to serve—and the sooner the better.
*
Ours is an institution of dignity and honor. Each of us should strive to make our character and reputation
harmonize with the principles which drive us on to nationhood in Africa. Our conduct as members of an
organization dedicated to the improvement of the race along universal lines, culminating in the founding of a
national homeland, comes in for more consistent criticism than that which the conduct of members of other
organizations invites. This is as it should be. The life of any reform movement depends more upon the practices of
its adherents and less on their beliefs—what we practice invariably reveals the character of our souls.
*
We must hasten the day when we can have resident commissioners in every important capital of the world,
more especially at Genoa, to report on the activities of the League of Nations with regard to imperialsim in Africa,
the West Indies, South and Central America, to make proper representation to that and other official bodies loking
toward the economic and political freedom of the Negro people of the world, and to convert world opinion to the
idea of nationhood for Africans in Africa.
*
It is the silent heroes—that forgotten corps of brave Christian men and women whose lives are consecrated to
the ideal of service—to whom society owes its greatest gratitude. In war and peace, throughout the storms of life
and the uncertainty of the ages, they hold fast to their task, unremembered, yet cheerfully toiling to hasten the
sunshine and give birth to human ecstasies and contentment.
The Universal Negro Improvement Association, like others, has its quota of silent heroes, individually as well
as divisionally. Along the latter class it is appropriate to mention here the Miami, Florida and the Oakland,
California divisions, two of our most loyal and dependable branches. Caring very little for publicity and mindful
only of the great work to be done, their officers and members are deeply imbued with the spirit of service to race
and country. They have never failed the parent body at any time, have always accepted the leadership of the Hon.
Marcus Garvey as final, and have so functioned locally as to win the respect and admiration of all classes, holding
their own in their respective communities among the giants of fraternalism. The writer is personally acquainted
with the presidents of these divisions and because of his official connections with the association can testify to
their splendid qualities of leadereship which placed their charges in the forefront of Garveyism. The nobility of
purpose and the gallant determination which reign in the hearts of these heroes can hardly be surpassed. Long live
Miam! Long live Oakland! And may their tribe increase.
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Requested by a French general to retire his roops, the [officer commanding] the 369 th [New York Infantry],
Colonel William Hayward, replied:
My men never retire. They go forward or they die.\fn{ This exchange took place during the Battle of Belleau Wood (June 126, 1918)}

It is the spirit of the successful warrior that has enabled the Hon. Marcus Garvey to rise above his fellowmen.
It should live in the heart of every Garveyite: it should be the dominant influence in every division. Garveyism
must and will go forward, not looking down or back or in—but up, and out, and forward.
*
The Universal Negro Improvement Association is interested in efforts of race adjustment other than its own.
The universality of the ideal it fosters makes this inescapable. While we are convinced that African autonomy is
the only way out, there’s much that is helpful to be learned from other agencies working towards the same
attainment.
*
The rank and file of Negrodom are passionately proud of the leadership of Marcus Garvey, but because of their
dependency on white philanthropy and national sympathy, are not free to give full expression to this pride.
*
It is not what others think about Garvey and Garveyism, but just the way you feel about it—herein lies the key
to failure or success.
*
Less tinkling eloquence and more of consecrated service is what our branches need to hasten the development
and expansion of our cause.
*
A certain section of the American Negro Press has tried by subtle propaganda to fasten upon the minds of its
readers the impression that his countrymen in the West Indies, notably Jamaica, his island home, do not take
seriously the program of Marcus Garvey for the solution of the Negro problem. An honest investigation on the
part of these editors would reveal the fact that Marcus Garvey occupies an enviable position in the hearts of his
countrymen; the association enjoys the respect and admiration of the struggling masses as well as the
intelligentsia, and the British Government, conrary to popular belief, exercises no undue interference in the
humanitarian activities of the association in the West Indies.
*
Out in Kingston, Jamaica, where tropical grandeur and nature’s beauty are unexcelled, a busy, courageous
branch of the aqssociation flourishes. The Rev. S. M. Jones, a scholarly Christian gentleman and an indefatigable
race champion, is president, also commissioner for the island. The division not only ranks as the most influential
in the island, but it has the further distinction of being one of the most progressive in the world. Let it be borne in
mind, too, that it flourishes under the very nose of The Gleaner, our most bitter opponent under the British flag,
edited by the learned but unprincipled Herbert De Lisser,\fn{ 1878-1944} coadjutor of the cultured and unfortunate
Dr. W.E.B. DuBois,\fn{1868-1963} editor of The Crisis, official organ of the N.A.A.C.P.\fn{ The National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People } The division owns valuable real estate in King Street where its spacious Liberty
Hall and offices are situated. President Jones energetically supported by a zealous corps of officers and members,
has left no stone unturned to win Jamaica over to the idealism of African nationhood.
That their labors and sacrifices have not been in vain is evident from the growing popularity of Garveyism
which has swept the island with new fervor since the imprisonment of its instituter. Their meetings are held under
the glorious canopy of heaven amid the glow of the azure moon, and are largely attended. The name of Marcus
Garvey receives vocifereous applause as fast as it is uttered by the various speakers.
Among those whose loyalty and devotion to duty have helped to make Kingston one of our most valuable
branches are Dr. Bruce Forbes, Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Aiken and Mr. Charles Johnson, a promising young man with a
bright future.
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The idealism of Garveyism sets it apart as a living dynamo, daily transmitting the force and energy of African
thought and deed as nothing else can do.
*
Thought which is honestly searching out truth cannot be wrong. It is such a thought that gave birth to
Garveyism and the cry of “Africa for the Africans, those at home and those abroad.”
*
Garveyism has certainly made some obscure Negroes and white opportunists feel important. We had the
International Negro Alliance and the League for the Protection of Colored People with headquarters in Paris.
Others are being born so fast that it is almost impossible to keep up with them. Here are some of the latest. The
American Negro Labor Congress; the Hamitio League; the International Carib Society, with headquarters in
Guatemala, Central America; the Sons and Daughters of Love; the National Negro Development Union, another
society in Paris for the defense of colored people; the Sons of Southern Soil, with headquarteres in Pittsburgh; and
last, but not least, the Negro Pioneers of the World. It sounds like the awakening of a new race. In reality it is
only the praying of an army of egotistic fools whom American democracy has encouraged to be lazy and
dependent. But for the dynamic leadereship of Marcus Garvey the promoters of these bodies would be unknown
to their own community. If Garveyism has anything to its credit it is the fact that those who come in contact with
it are inspired to do and to dare.
*
There is a tendency on the part of our membership born of inability to sympathize with the other fellow’s
viewpoint, to belittle the friendship of those whose racial philosophy does not harmonize with our program of
African nationhood in its entirety. The program of the U.N.IA. is divided into a series of ideals all leading
ultimately to African nationhood. While our opponents balk at transferring their citizenship from America to
Africa, they are, nevertheless, friendly to other ideals which we propagate. Our organization is not in the acme of
perfection—very few organizaztions are—and the knowledge that we have friends who are willing to help reduce
our imperfections should not be reated lightly.
It is to our advantage to foster such a friendship—it is one to be accepted in the spirit of racial good will and
understanding, and let it serve where it is best helpful. This does not mean that we must admit those friends into
the inner temple of Garveyism without reservations. The suggestion is that we cultivate their friendship as the
only means of bringing it in closer contact with the practicability of African nationhood.
Webster said:
It is not what others do for him, but what a man does for others, that gives him immortality.

This trenchant philosphy has a place in the sanctum of Garveyism. If we are to win wholsome respect, if we
are to satisfy the black world of our logic, if we are to immortanize African nationalism, Garveyites must learn the
art of cultivating friendship. We must sympathize with the other fellow’s viewpoint and appreciate the proffered
hand of service and support. The spirit of Garveyism reigns in the hearts of many outside its portals, but it is for
us to convince them of this fact, of which they live in ignorance. Experience has taught me that opposition to
Garveyism, ninety-nine out of a hundred, is based on methods of procedure and not on its ideals; hence we risk no
grave danger in lending attention to the advice and counsel of those who are wholly or partially interested in our
welfare.
There is some good in the worst of men. How to corral this goodness for the service of society has long been
an outstanding problem. The Negro is a part of the human family, and hence has much to gain in harnessing the
goodness in the worst of his fellowmen. The U.N.I.A. must brave the issue. Let us approach it in a spirit of
friendship and understanding.
11
Virgil Clarence George wrote a poem, every line of which holds some philosophy for the individual or group
struggling upward through the night. He rightfully called it Your Heritage. Primarily it is a message of strength
from a white man to white men, but since truth is without color the writer takes this liberty to present it to
Garveyites throughout the world. Read it and think—and let its inspiration drive you to unscaled heights in the
struggle for African autonomy:
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God gave you a body that’s sturdy and strong;
He gave you your choice—do right or do wrong.
You can make, you can break, cherish or kill,
Be brute man or true man—it is as you will.
*
God gave you brain to do your part,
Make it lead a nation, or draw a cart.
Fill it with gems, or stuff it with slime,
It may live for a day, or live for all time.
*
God gave you a soul that can grow or shrink;
Make it white or black by the thoughts you think.
You can sink to the level of the sordid sod,
Or climb to the mountain and talk with God.

Some weeks ago The Negro World exposed one Richard Moore, a communist, who posed as a representative of
the association at the “Inernational Congress of Oppressed Nations” then assembled in Brussels, Belgium. The
Associated Press would not have relayed this bit of news to its white patrons here had not Moore attacked the
United Statees in his address before the congress. This is only an occasional revelation of a concerted effort on the
part of paid agents to misrepresent our true aims and purposes to those whom they offend from the standpoint of
imperialism. As The Negro World so potently pointed out
There is a great gulf fixed between Communism and Garveyism

Yet organizations and individuals prejudiced against us because of the magnitude of our successes continue in
their efforts to impress our enemies that the two are one and inseparable.
Prominent among this latter group are the Daily Worker and its dutiful water boy, the American Negro Labor
Congress.\fn{1925-1930} Incensed because of a refusal to endorse their policy of war on capitalism they have
seized every opportunity to hold us up to ridicule and contempt. The most significant feature of this program of
malignment is that any riff-raff or communist may essay\fn{ Seek} to misrepresent us and receive comfort and
encouragment from those opposed to our program of African Nationalism. Until we are competent to maintain
accredited representatives in the capitals and havens of imperialism to safeguard our interests we will always be
embarrassed by such culprits as Richard Moore and his ilk.
*
In an impassioned address last December before the Vancouver Kiwanis Club of British Columbia, Dr. A.W.
Farfield, missionary from Lagos, West Africas, proclaimed:
Africa today is a giant of 180 millions ready for awakening from centuries of darkness and it is incumbent upon the
British Empire to guide the destinies of this giant.

He pictured Africa as the great producing continent of the world, furnishing one-half of the world’s rubber,
one-half of the gold, one-half of the cocoa, and a variety of fruits an vegetables, that make it the most wonderful
of all the producing countries. He closed his address with a plea to Britons to make “The Sleeping Giant of
Africa” safe for the rest of the world.
The U.N.I.A. is grateful to Dr. Farfield for confirming what we have long ago suspected. The appellation of
“The Dark Continent” where Livingstone, Stanley\fn{ Henry Morton Stanley (1841-1904)} and Cecil Rhodes found
heaven and immortality, passes into history while that of “The Sleeping Giant” now beckons their countrymen to
plunder and ruthless exploitation under the protecting wings of the arms of national defense.
The brilliant Kaffir chief, Moselekatse,\fn{ Or Mzilikaze, Mosilikatse, c.1790-1868} King Dingaan of the Zulus,\fn
{Digane kaSenzangakhona (1795-1840)} Chaka,\fn{Shaka Zulu, 1727-1828} his famous brother, who aspired to be emperor
of all Africa, and King Cetewayo\fn{Cetshwayo kaMpande (c.1826-1884)}—these fought savagely to defeat the dream
of Dr. Farfield, but the treachery of their own brothers made possible by the hidden hand of imperialism proved
too much and they paid dearly with their lives.
King Prempeh,\fn{1870-1931} paramount chief of the Kumasi tribes of the Gold Coast, fought valiantly to keep
“The Sleeping Giant” on his feet. He was exiled in 1896 for defying the British authorities and restored to his
people in 1926—too old and broken to renew the warfare.
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Zagzhoul Pasha,\fn{Saad Zaghloul, 1859-1927} dynamic Egyptian leader, kept his country awake for years to
Britain’s ambition in the Sudan and the Suez Canal. He too was exiled, then vindicated, and although he still
wields much influence his life is not his own.
Abd-El-Krim, courageous Riffian leader, also fought tenaciously to keep the giant awake in North Africa.
France and Spain shipped him to a remote island in the Indian Ocean.
Marcus Garvey, dashing leader of the Negro people of the world, dared to arouse the sleeping giant to a
consciousness of her strength—the prison doors clang shut behind him.
“Africa for the Africans,” cries Garvey.
“Africa for Anglo-Saxons,” answer the Imperialists.
And so the battle waxes warm. To the right the U.N.I.A. To the left Great Britain, France, Italy, Belgium, the
United States and Portugal. What a contest! Let not your heart be troubled. “Not by might, nor by power, but by
my spirit saith the Lord of hosts.” Africa was never a “white man’s country.” It never will be. This is the goal of
the new Negro—our venereable fathers have gloriously paved the way and neither treachery, exile, imprisonment
nor death will ever batter down the grim determination of these their proud heirs.
12
Hail! United States of Africa! from the trenchant pen of the Hon. Marcus Garvey, reproduced in The Negro
World, is a poem of philosophical optimism, a weighty prophecy, an inspirational gem that Garveyites will
treasure amid the toil for nationhood. History informs us that the prison and an immortal number of its inmates
are among society’s greatest benefactors.
It was in Madrid jail that Cevantes\fn{1547-1616} wrote Don Quixote.
Robinsom Crusoe\fn{by Daniel Defoe (c.1660-1731)} was written in prison.
The Pilgrim’s Progress\fn{by John Bunyan} appeared in Bedford jail.
Sir Walter Raleigh\fn{1552/54-1618} wrote The History of the World during his imprisonment of thirteen years.
Martin Luther\fn{1483-1546} translated the Bible while confined in the Castle of Wartburg.
Dante\fn{1265-1321} worked in exile for twenty years and even under sentence of death.
St. Paul\fn{c.5-c.67AD} in his Roman cell composed The Second Epistle to Timothy.\fn{Highly unlikely, or I Timothy
and Titus, for that matter, as almost all Biblical scholars now believe. Disputed also is his authorship of Colossians, Ephesians, II
Thessalonians and Hebrews:H}

During his first year in a Nordic prison Marcus Garvey gave to the world African Fundamentalism as powerful
a document of human rights as was ever written by mortal mind. The poet was quite right when he wrote:
Stone walls do not a prison make, nor iron bars a cage.\fn{ Part of the poem To Althea, from Prison, by Richard Lovelace
(1618-1658)}

*
While in New York a few weeks ago I saw a postal card on the desk of the Hon. Fred A. Toote, acting president
general, from a lady of the New York local. It read thus:
Dear Sir:
I can not come to the meeting as suggested. Please cancel the pledge I made on the mortage fund as I do not care to
belong to any organization that don’t believe in God.

The U.N.I.A. is flooded with a bunch of ecentric religionists of which this lady is one. When all is well within
they can see and feel God in the ideals we foster, but when the enemies press us hard, when factionalism arises,
thus entailing more sacrifice and suffering, these devoted religionists cover their lack of courage and intelligence
by hiding behind the convenient exuse that “we don’t believe in God.”
Such a libel is perhaps the most degrading that could be filed against us. It can not be sustaind by the libelists
who have neither facts nor documentary evidence to prove their charge. Garveyism has no thought of decrying
religion. Its business is to live a larger concept of religious values. Through a study of internationals, of social
interests and industrial and economic values as they affect the races, Garveyism maintains that if the race is to
survive as such you must adjust religion to the present day. Giving up old systems for new in the religious life
means to come into possession of a more progressive outlook on Christian sevice, thus insuring a stronger race.
*
Mr. William Pickens,\fn{1881-1954} field secretary of the N.A.A.C.P., told a New York audience some time ago
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that “sex” is the crux of the race problem in America. His unpleasasnt conclusion was immediately challenged by
the scholarly Dr. Hubert H. Harrison\fn{1883-1927} and others.
Mr. Pickens was partially correct. But there is something deeper than sex—ambition.
Sex is the end, ambition the means. The crux of the race problem not only in America but in the British and
French colonies lies in the Negro’s ambition to enjoy the full privileges of citizenship wherever he is domiciled.
The foundation upon which the white man’s civilization is built is too intricate for his unscientific mind, hence he
can not understand that public opinion is greater than the constitution of the land, that that opinion fixes his status
within the nation as a ward, and the title of citizen which he inherits from the spirit of the constitution was
intended to serve as an act of national courtesy rather than a license to enjoy the political and social luxuries of his
white neighbors.
The thing called truth is invariably harsh and uncompromising. The Negro intelligensia fears it because it
uncovers their ignorance and hypocrisy. The Negro masses pine for it like a desert traveler pines for water.
Garveyism beseeches the Negro to let his love and friendship for America, Britain and France suffice, and let his
ambition reflect its nobility in African nationalism from whence he can enjoy the full rights of citizenship and
political and social lucxuries in the land of his fathers.
*
A very unique division is that in Homestead, Pa. During the great war of 1913-1918 it was one of the most
progressive in the country. Homestead is a busy center of the steel and iron indusry, and like others its Negro
population is of the floating type. The faithful members who are carrying on are happy to serve. Their loyalty to
the Hon. Marcus Garvey and the parent body is remarkable. For the two years I have been visiting this division I
can not recall one occasion when there was any excuse for postpning a meeting. Sunshine or rain, winter or
summer, they meet in the Masonic Hall and transact their business with admirable precision. President W.J.
Thompson has served valiantly for years. A Christian gentleman, reserved and unassuming, he is the proud father
of a large family prominent in the civic and social life of Homestead. Assisting him are: Mr. F.H. Young,
secretary, numbered among our most trusted and eminent servants; Mr. J. Carr, first vice-president, resourceful
and energetic; Mr. J.H. Campbell, treasurer, watchful and loyal; Rev. J.B. Saulsberry, ex-chaplain, courageous and
dependable, a valuable field worker. Homestead has faith in the future and is fully determined to do its part in
bringing unbounded success to the leadership of Marcus Garvey and the cause of African liberty.
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Two bits of news from afar, of interest to all:
Mr. F. A. Mitchell-Hedges,\fn{1882-1959} white explorer, who lays claim to the discovery of the buried Maya
city of Lumbaantum in British Honduras, Central America. In an interview concerning life and administration in
this outpost of the British Commonwealth of Nations, told the London Daily Express:
Colored men have the right to “hold up” and question English women in the Customs Office of the British Crown
Colony of Honduras. Conditions in this British Colony are beyond belief. When we arrived at Belize, the capital, we
naturally had to pass through the Customs. All the Customs officials were colored; there was not a single white man
among them. … The whole poasition is a scandal, and I mean to see that questions are raised concerning the
administration of the colony in Parliament in the early days of next session.

Henry L. Stimson,\fn{1867-1950} Secretary of War in President Taft’s\fn{ William Howard Taft (1857-1930)} cabinet,
who recently returned from a tour of study and inspection in the Philippine Islands, reports on present conditions
there and gives his views regarding the proper American policy in an article in the April issue of Foreign Affairs.
He says:
The main center of the agitation for complete independence is confined to the neighborhood of Manila, and perhaps
two or three other cities where there have accumulated bodies of young Filipinos who during recent years have
received a kind of education for which the development of the islands does not yet afford a sufficient outlet in practical
application. We have educated young men too freely for white collar jobs, which do not exist among this purely
agricultural people. As a result it is a quite prevalent idea among the young men that a diploma should entitle them to a
place in the government or some other easy livelihood and that independence will create such jobs for them.

Mr. Stimson may probably succeed General Wood\fn{ Leonard Wood, 1860-1927)} as Governor-General of the
islands.
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Black men holding down “white collar” jobs in British Honduras and the Philippines while millions of white
unemployed wallow in poverty in Europe and America must not be tolerated. White supremacy must be supreme.
“White collar jobs for white men; blackjacks and whips for black men.”
So reason the imperialists. Garveyism is determined that black men everywhere must not only hold down
white collar jobs, but become Kings, Presidents, Statesmen, Admirals, Field Marshals, Aviators, and Empire
Builders. We are uncompromisingly opposed to white supremacy in Africa and the subjugation of black men
everywhere. African autonomy is one goal and neither imprisonment nor proscription can turn us back.
*
The Negro is having his day in court. Among the latest victories he has won through the United States Supreme
Court are: the unconstitutionality of the Texas statute debarring Negroes from voting in Democratic primaries; the
segregation law of Louisiana held invalid; the granting of a petition for review of a Texas Federal Court decision
enjoining Negro Shriners from the use of the name and paraphernalia of the Shrine order.
But there is nothing to celebrate. These cases involved the principle of the rights of citizenship—the spirit of
the Constitution is that these rights are involable—hence the Court could not be inconsistent in upholding that
jurisprudcence which makes for the perpetuation of the sacredness of the Constitution. The race has won no
extraordinary combats. These legal victories do not denote progress or the breaking down of the white man’s
hellish prejudice against Negroes and things Negroid. The Court need no special commendation. It has simply
done its duty as becomes the function of democracy’s highest tribunal of justice.
The Universal Negro Improvement Association commends and congratulates the individuals and organizations
who labored to realize these victories. African Nationalism is not an invitation to yield up those fundamental
rights and privileges which we inherited from the spirit of that classic document known as the Constitution of the
United States. It is not an invitation to pack up bag and baggage and go to Africa. It is something deeper and
nobler. It is an invitation for black men and women to fight strenuously for those rights and privileges which are
the common heritage of all mankind. The founding of a national homeland in Africa simply means forging a
weapon of demand and reason that will constrain our heartless oppressors to think thrice before going on a
lynching spree. The building of a government by Africans for Africans is the only force that will place the life
and liberty of black men in the same equation with that of other men.
*
I overheard the following conversation on the train en route in Toledo, Ohio, from Pittsburgh, Pa:
First White Man—If we were to obey the ten commandments we would be more true to our fellow men, and the
world would not be so infested with corruption and injustice as it is today.
Second White Man—It is becoming more and more evident that a man will have to be a perfect lawyer in the years
ahead if he is to protect his rights as a citizen.

The next morning I read this record encouched in a full page advertisement in the Detroit Free Press by the
First National Bank intended for the consumption of lawyers:
In 1925, there were 7,430 law and 11,671 chancery cases decided in the city. The justice courts handled nearly
100,000 minor cases, each involving $500 or less. The Prosecuting Attorney brought actrion for the State against
43,634 persons for the year ending June 30, 1926, 32,544 of whom were convicted; 8,635 new cases were filed in the
Probate Court in 1925 and the Recorder’s Court in the same year collected $303,667 from proceedings against
66,270 persons.

There are two commandments that hold no terror for the white man. One is “Thou shalt not steal” the other
“Thou shalt do no murder.” He is an expert at stealing other people’s goods and can cart away anything from a
penny to a whole continent. As for murder, it is one of his most honorable and successful professions; not even the
most docile animal in his jungle home escapes his thrist for blood, and defenseless minorities but incite him to
rape, plunder, and ravage.
“Ignorance is no excuse of the law,” says the mighty white man. Thus he exploits the unfortunates of which
Negroes are the most conspicuous. To stop white men from stealing and murdering, the Negro will have to master
law—not the law of Moses, but those constructed by the white man for the preservation of himself and the
extermination of others. A brilliant array of leaders skilled in international law is an important factor in the
triumph of African Nationalism.
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The writer opened a month’s tour of divisions in the Middle West on March 14 and is pleased to record the
following impressions:
Toledo, Ohio—Rising from the ashes of mal-administration. President Chas. M. Carson, assisted by Mr. A.
Marr, secretary, and a loyal band are working zealously to bring order out of chaos.
Detroit, Mich.—Forging ahead in spite of sinister influences which sought to paralyze its brilliant power at the
close of the March convention 1926. President Leonard Smith and his administration are guarding jealously the
honor and integrity that are Detroit’s.
Chicago, Ill.—Running wild. Just as the city of Chicago is bent on wresting the crown of civic greatness from
proud New York, so Chicago division under President E.B. Knox and Mr. Balfour Williams, executive secretary,
is bent on wresting the crown of greatness from the New York local, Cincinnati and Detroit. All auxilliaries are
functioning well, and the choir is a wonderful musical aggregation.
Gary, Ind.—After years of doubt and uncertainty this division is coming through to victory. The Gary band is
among our best and the Legions, Nurses and Motor Corps are stepping at a fast pace. The juveniles are growing in
strength and service. In Miss Lillian Bell, 12 years old, there is the nobility, grit and bulldog tenacity of Madam
M.L.T. DeMena. She is a prodigy of which Gary and the association may well be proud. President Eugene
Stewart, recently from the parent body, is receiving the whole-hearted support of the members and gradually
winning the respect of the community. Gary is justly proud of its Liberty Hall which has a seating capacity of
about 200. It is a beautiful monument to the loyalty of its members who made it a reality through donations of
materials and personal labor.
*
Former President Alvaro Obregon\fn{1880-1928} of Mexico declared on March 23:
The strong must never forget that a friend is more helpful than a slave, and that it is less costly to convince than to
subdue men and peoples.

It is not that the strong do not realize these truths. They are but slaves of that insatiable ambition which
inspired Socrates\fn{470/69-399BC} to say:
The penalty of injustice is not death or stripes, but the fatal necessity of becoming more and more unjust.

Years ago the late Lord Avebury (Sir John Lubbock) wrote in the Review of Internationalism:
The religion of Europe is not Christianity, but the worship of the god of war.

Time has failed to prove anything to the contrary. Old world animosities, jealousies, and intrigue are as virgin
today as they were at the time of birth; each succeeding age finds them growing rather than diminishing in
intensity.
News from the past week reveals these momentous international situations: the danger of war between Italy
and Jugo-Slavia over Albania; Italy demands navy equal to French fleet; British reported back of Mussolini and
his drive to dominate the Adriatic while France supports Jugo-Slavia; Russia watches Poland; Rumania fevereshly
prepares for the worst; Germany marks time; Italy reportted to be encouraging Bulgarian brigands to revolt
against Jugo-Slavia.
And while Europe sizzles in her own pot of mess, 400,000,000 Negroes, blinded by religious hypocrisy and
superstition are unmoved by the great opportunity present to strike the blow for African autonomy. With all our
professed religion we do not seem to know when our prayers for liberation from oppression are answered.
*
Other international news of interest to Negroes during the past week:
1. Capture of Shanghai by Chinese Nationalists.
2. Premier Mussolini of Italy plans regal visit to North African Colonies.
3. United States terminates smuggling treaty with Mexico.
4. Diaz\fn{Adolfo Díaz Recinos (1875-1964} conservative government in Nicaragua purchases from the U. S. War
Department 3,000 rifles, 200 machine guns, and 3,000,000 rounds of ammunition to continue the struggle against
the Sacasa Liberal forces.
5. British in India take precautionary steps to check any eventualities among natives arising out of the
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Nationalists’ triumphs in China.
*
Shanghai, chief city of the Northern Chinese forces, is in possession of the Nationalists, or southern army. The
significance of this climactic incident in a prolonged and unfortrunate civil war is two-fold for Negroes. First, it
demonstrated that although enemies in the struggle for control of their native land, the two factions were one in
principle so far as foreign interferences in the internal affairs of China was concerned. The defender of Shanghai
refused to neutralize his zone, thus endorsing a similar stand of the Nationalists, much to the surprise and disgust
of the white powers. It was China’s battle, they said in short, and China is fully competent to protect her integrity.
Throughout the whole campaign no Chinaman on either side violated that principle, no one betrayed his trust. Get
rid of foreign control first, then we’ll settle our differences after—such was the spirit of nationalism which made
the struggle between the two factions unique in the annals of imperialism.
Second, the Northerners represented the old China, the Southerners the new. And just as how the new had to
convert the old by force of arms to save China for the Chinese so, too, the day is fast approaching when a similar
battle will take place on African soil—a struggle between the old Negro and the new to save Africa for the
Africans.
*
Liberty University at Claremont, Va., represents a practical investment. The history and tradition embedded in
its ideal location on the James River and the righteousness that now hallows its environment are worth much more
than the purchase price. What it will be in the future, the service it will render to the race and civilization, the
blessings it will bestow upon those marching for racial truths and liberty of human action, can best be answered
by ourselves. Fifty divisions have elected to safeguard its interests. Local committees on finance have been
organized. Let us pull together, combining our intelligence and financial power to the end that this institution may
flourish as a priceless monument to the leadership of the Hon. Marcus Garvey.
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Liberty Hall must be saved.
This priceless treasure of an inglorious age, this hallowed nonument of independence, must forever remain the
property of those who suffer that it might live. Liberty Hall is as dear to us as Westminster Abbey is to Englishmen. It is as sacred to us as the Vatican is to Catholics. Let us remember at this time the words of
Emerson:\fn{Ralph Walso Emerson (1803-1882)}
The institute is no greater than its instituter.

The greatness of Marcus Garvey gave birth to Garveyism and the function of Garveyism made Liberty Hall
ncessary. In our struggle to retain it let us bear in mind that the plot of ground, the building thereon, are but myths
beside the colossal influence, the superb intelligence which radiate therefrom to the four corners of the world.
Liberty Hall is not merely a meeting place for Negroes. It is a world-wide institution the soul of which makes
its abode in the clarion cry of “Africa for the Africans!” Marcus Garvey first hallowed it with his uncompromising gospel of African autonomy, he later sanctified it with his blood when an assassin attempted to rob him of
life.\fn{October 14, 1919; the accused assassin, one George Tyler, “committed suicide by leaping from the third tier of the Harlem jail as
he was being taken to his arraignment”:W/H } Robert Lincoln Poston\fm{1891-1924} dramatized it in death; Isaiah
Emmanuel Morter\fn{1860-1924} crowned it as the shrine of an oppressed race; John E. Bruce\fn{ Probably John
Edward Bruce (1856-1924)} was so impressed with it as a sanctuary that he sang as only he could:
God of the right our battles fight …

Liberty Hall! What happy memories are wrapped up in this declamation! The Black Star Line, The Negro
World, League of Nations Delegations, International Conventions, Court Receptions, the Black Cross Navigation
& Trading Co., Liberian Delegations, the Negro’s Bill of Rights—the history, tradition, inspiration—the birth of a
new race—the dawn of a new day—Marcus Garvey! Let’s go to it, Garveyites. Let’s throw selfishness,
indifference and petty jealousies to the wind. Let’s beat back the enemies of Negro progress. Don’t delay. Send in
your contribution now to the parent body. Let’s show to the world that Garveyism knows no defeat.
*
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The parent body faces a crisis. In the next 90 days it must go up or go under. The enemies continue to press us
hard. Money and money alone will stem the tide of battle. The parent body special gives you a splendid
opportunity to shoulder your part of the burden. One thousand Garveyites are needed to protect the front line
trenches of Garveyism, not with guns, but with greenbacks. In ninety days there must come pouring into the office
of the parent body every Monday morning $1,000, each dollar representing a Garveyite in one of the forty-eight
States who has pledged that the work of African redemption must succeed. The parent body special is an open
affair in which all can compete. One dollar per week for 50 weeks.
If you think this is too much to ask let me remind you that our program for nationhood is not decreasing. Every
year finds it growing in intensity. Where last year it took $100,000 to prosecute this program, this year we need
$200,000. By 1930 our annual budget will pass the $1,000,000 mark. There is no exaggeration here. Don’t be
appalled. When you frully comprehend the seriousness of the program these figures will not seem so large.
Join the parent body special now. The divisions in the Middle West are rallying splendidly to the call and we
feel confident that as goes the Middle West so goes the whole country. Some of you have been giving the Jew $1
per week for 250 weeks, and the end is not yet. About one-third of this he contributed towards a Jewish homeland
in Palestine. If you would repeat this same service for the Universal Negro Improvement Association you would
be helping to build a nation of your own the same time the Jew is struggling to build one of his own. Don’t
hesitate. See your secretary right away and tell him to put your name down as a member of the parent body
special.
*
It is to be hoped that every Garveyite read and digest that splendid editorial which appeared in The Negro
World, March 26, under the caption: “What India Needs Is What Africa Needs—the Spirit to Fight.” For 300 years
Negroes have been evading this fighting idea. We have even gone so far as to ask God in all solemnity to fight our
earthly battles. The Negro, out of respect for one of the ten ommandments, does not cherish the necessity of
fighting to survive lest in fighting he kills somebody; yet he has no objection to God doing what killing there is to
be done. This attitude has helped to weaken rather than strengthen the race. All the world loves and respects a
fighter, but no one acclaims a coward.
The greatest profession among Europeans and white Americans is that of a fighter. They never feel so proud or
important as when dolled up in the uniform representative of national defense. It is best that the Negro realize
now that he can’t get to heaven without fighting, nor can he live without fighting. Fighting, whether with our
brain, our hands or our hearts is an important part of our everyday life from which there is no escape. Since there
can be no success without fighting the Negro must fall in line. As Theodosia Garrison\fn{ Theodosia Pickering
Garrison, Newark, New Jersey, 1874-1944} puts it:
I do not pray for peace,
Nor ask that on my path
The sounds of war shall shrill no more,
The way be clear of wrath.
But this I beg thee, Lord—
Steel Thou my heart with might,
And in the strife that men call life
Grant me the strength to fight.
*
I do not pray for arms,
Nor shield to cover me.
What though I stand with empty hand,
So it be valiantly!
Spare me the coward’s fear—
Questioning wrong or right:
Lord, among these mine enemies,
Grant me the strength to fight.
*
I do not pray that Thou
Keep me from any wound.
Though I fall low from thrust and blow
Forced fighting to the ground;
But give me wit to hide
My hurt from all men’s sight.
And for my need the while I bleed,
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Lord, grant me strength to fight.
*
I do not pray that Thou
Shoulds’t grant me victory;
Enough to know that from my foe
I have no will to flee.
Beaten and bruised and banned,
Flung like a broken sword,
Grant me this thing for conquering—
Let me die fighting, Lord.
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We are passing through much tribulation. Our leader is still in prison, a victim of prejudice and far-flung
imperialism. Unprincipled men and women persist in their efforts to undermine the influence of Garveyism.
Liberty Hall, New York, cradle of Negro liberty, is the prize now sought by a group that has lost all kinship with
God and Justice. Garveyites throughout the length and breadth of the land must rally and rally quickly, lest this
immortal fount of inspiration pass into the hands of pirates.
This is no time to whine or falter. Think of the man who now suffers because he dared to repeat in Liberty Hall
what the American fathers did in Independence Hall. Think of the millions in Africa, Asia, South and Central
America, and the islands of the sea who look to Liberty Hall for light and inspiration. Think of that Faith, that
Hope, that Sunshine which Liberty Hall brought to a race weak an weary from chattel-slavery and social
ostracism. Think of the great investment, the personal interest you have, through priceless sacrifice, in Liberty
Hall.
Why not let Liberty Hall go? We can build another. So argue the thoughtless. The same urge which causes the
powers of the world to hold on to their international settlements in China, the same urge which causes England to
keep Gibraltar; the same urge which causes Negroes to hold on to their religious and fraternal temples; it is this
that makes the retention of Liberty Hall expedient. Yes, we can build another, but it would be so different in
creative force and spiritual power. There are other halls in America, but none is so dear to the hearts of white
Americans as Independence Hall. And no Liberty Hall will ever be as dear to us as that brought into being through
the early labors of the Hon. Marcus Garvey.
“Through many tribulations we must enter into the kingdom of God,” saith the scriptures.\fn{ Acts 14:22} It may
take might to make right, but it takes tribulations to make a man. It takes ribulations to make anytyhing worth
while. It reveals the stuff of which we are made. It gives us strength. It creates sympathy. It purifies and refines us.
Henry Ward Beecher\fn{1813-1887} said:
If there is anything which is to endure the fear of death, and the strife of the eternal world, it is that to which we
come by suffering.

Another immortal said:\fn{This quotation occurs verbatim on page 473 of History of the Twentieth Tennessee Volunteer Infantry
C.S.A., by W. J. McMurray, M.D. (The Publication Committee, Nashville, Tennessee, 1904); it is the earliest reference I can find:H }
Calvarys and crucifixions take deepest hold of humanity—the triumphs of might are transient—they pass and are
forgotten—the sufferings of right are graven deepest on the chronicle of nations.

Come Garveyites—we who measure up like men and save Liberty Hall for the race. Get everybody to help.
Garveyism is every Negro’s cause. Don’t wait. Time means victory or defeat. Send in your contributions now. Let
it be said of us when the smoke of battle shall have cleared away:
“These are they that have come up out of great tribulation.”
*
The Parent Body Special is being hailed with jubilation and unusual enthusiasm everywhere. A few days ago
this writer explained the campaign to the Akron, Ohio, division. He had hardly taken his seat when Mr. T.M.
Wimbush, Secretary, took the floor and said dramatically:
Members, this is a great idea, let’s raise $100,000 this year through the Parent Body Special and so give a year’s
vacation to each division that it may grow and flourish as it should. We can do it; let Akron play its part tonight.
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The response was spontaneous. What the Parent Body dsires to do is told simply in these few words of Mr.
Wimbush. Ever since the enforced absence of the Hon. Marcus Garvey, the burden of supporting the administration was voluntarily assumed by such divisions as the New York Local, Detroit, Cincinnati, Philadelphia, and
Pittsburgh, with the valiant co-operation of Chicago, Cleveland, New Orleans, Miami, Oakland and a few others.
These breanches gave unstintedly of their resources, notwithstanding that their local obligations had to be met at
the same time. Because of many financial responsibilities to be met they gladly sacrificed their local program for
the bigger program sponsored by the Parent Body. This the administration gratefrully appreciates; hence, through
the success of the Parent Body Special it seeks to give, as Mr. Wimbush puts it, “a year’s vacation to each division
that it may grow and flourish as it should.” But until we make the campaign a success this vacation will be
indefinitely delayed, and those troublesome “yellow envelopes” that occasion so much comment when they arrive
in the midst of a local drive, will continue to pay us their customary visits.
The Parent Body Special affords an oportunity for large and small divisions to support the administration
without any undue sacrifice. And for these so-called one hundred per cent Garveyites who do not attend the
meetings of their local because of dissatisfaction, but who profess loyalty to the Parent Body, this is an avenue of
service that needs no commendation. Make a vacation possible for your division and check the visits of yellow
envelopes by joining the Parent Body Special for 50 weeks. The safest way to protect your investments in the
Parent Body is to invest some more.
*
Divisions visited by the writer during the past fortnight and the impressions gained are recorded with pleasure.
Cincinnati, Ohio—Strong as Gibralter. “The Parent Body of the West,” as Sir William Ware proudly refers to
his constituency, is one of the most valuable gems in the crown of Garveyism. If you are discouraged, weak and
weary, visit Cincinnati.
Louisville, Ky.—Striving to survive. An aggressive leadership is Louisville’s greatest need.
Dayton, Ohio—A coming star. Mr. Benjamin Montgomery, President, who received his early training in
Cincinnati under Sir William Ware, has done remarkable work: ambitious, honest and sincere, the Parent Body
should keep him at the helm in Dayton for an indefinite period. The auxiliaries are rendering splendid service. The
choir is forging ahead under the able direction of Mr. Robert L. Henry, while the Garvey Club flourishes under the
leadership of that stalwart heroine of Garveyism, Mrs. Lizzie Johnson. The Juveniles are entrusted to the capable
hands of Mrs. Dora Drake. The Nurses are successfully captained by Mrs. Ina Gilbert, and the legions are going
strong under Major Neely, ex-president and devoted Garveyite. Among the most prominent willing workers is
Mrs. Susie Anderson, fiery exponent of African nationhood.
Columbus, Ohio—The timely arrival of the Hon. Fred E. Johnson at the helm of this stronghold of Garveyism
saved it from disintegration. Selfishness and greed and treachery had about reduced it to a skeleton. Factionalism,
reaching its climax in the courts, had stripped it of its moorings. But the strong and capeable hands of Mr.
Johnson, aided by the unswerving loyalty of such loyal members like Mr. J.G. Burroughs, Mrs. L.B. Forrest and
others, snatched Columbus from death back to life. It is destined to become one of our strongest links. With
valuable property on Mt. Vernon Avenue, on which is situated their spacious Liberty Hall, a corps of willing
workers are making this spot the holiest place among Negroes in Columbus. New members are flocking to the
standard and the enthusiasm is high.
West Virginia—The Rosemont division alone steands out as the one redeeming star of hope and inspiration.
From 1921 to 1924 our eighteen branches along the picturesque Monongahela River were among the most
progressive in the country.
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Our struggle to save the historic Libety Hall of the New York Local grows in intensity. The days are fleeting.
Soon, we must face the verdict—it must be one of which Garveyites will be proud; one in keeping with that
tradition of Garveyism which acknowledges no defeat.
When the shadow of death lurks in the distance, when we lose faith at the approach of the encircling gloom,
we can revel in the reality of life and bask in the sunshine if only we realize then that
we are mightier than any situation or experience which can come to us. There is within us that which can master any
adverse circumstance which appears in our life.
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One of the secrets of the phenomenal success of Marcus Garvey lies in his discovery and utilization of this
power, so potently manifested in the Black Star Line and The Negro World, the magnets which brought millions
into the fold of the Universal Negro Improvement Association and focused their attention on the ambitious ideal
of African Nationalism. Garveyites have inherited much of this never-say-die spirit from their shepherd, and that
is why they are expected to save Liberty Hall from the hands of the schemers.
Rush your $5.00 donation to headquarters. Let everybody get busy. There are, or should be, five important
auxiliaries in every progressive division—nurses, legions, ladies’ department, choir and willing workers. If each
of these raise just $10.00 in the next ten days it should mean $50.00 for Liberty Hall from the auxiliaries alone in
just one division, or $2,500.00 from these auxiliaries in our 50 leading divisions. It can be done, Garveyites. Let’s
go!
*
We cannot brush aside the economic conditions as they affect our members. A large number of those who have
stood by the parent body in the past and who are still willing to carry on are being thrown out of employment.
They can no longer lend much to the cause without painful sacrifice, and their donations depend in a large
measure upon their family obligations. Some are forced to ask the divisions to advance them small payments on
matured notes and bonds in order to keep the wolf from the door. The parent body special is a medium through
which the member can give financial support without entailing any high degree of sacrifice. It is easier to collect
$50.00 in twelve months from a member than it is for him to loan the parent body this same amount at different
times during he same period.
The situation is one that calls for much thought and sympathy. It must not be construed as meaning that the
members are growing tired and discouraged. There is no sign of weakness anywhere, the morale of the
membership was never greater, but their ability to support the program unflinchingly is being rapidly reduced
because of economic conditions. How to keep this ability virile under the circumstances is the problem that
confronts us. Unless we inaugurate a financial system whereby the members can support the program without
personal injury, we are apt to burn up our resources and close up those avenues that are now accessible. The
parent body special provides the remedy. Join it now.
*
I believe in rendering unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and those who follow after truth and justice
believe the same. One year has passed since the new administration under the leadereship of the Hon. Fred A.
Toote, Acting President-General, assumed the reins of government. What it has done to save the Association from
going to pieces is now common history. Let it be said to their credit that our branches in the field gave unstinted
support and rested confidence in the new regime during these twelve months, without which the victories
achieved would have been lost. But in every struggle there are heroes and heroines whose bravery under fire and
devotion to duty win them the plaudits of the multitude. It is such a hard and difficult task to find men and women
who are true to their trust in our Association that everyone who serves in an executive or official capacity does so
under a real shadow of doubt and suspicion from the membership. But there are exceptions to the general rule,
and just as how it has been customary for us to point out the traitors when discovered, we should be as
spontaneous in singing the praise of thse who have given consecrasted service and remained faithful to their
responsibilities.
I am one of the oldest servants in the Association.\fn{ In 1927, Mr. Haynes would be just 28 years old. He arrived in the
United States on July 21, 1923. Marcus Garvey himself would have turned 40; Robert Poston would be 36; I can’t find out the exact ages of
the others at this remove:H} I am throughly acquainted with our history, and I have no apologies to offer when I say
that outside of the Hon. Marcus Garvey and the Hon. Robert Lincoln Poston,\fn{ The Secretary-General} no other
executives have labored so zealously for the cause of African redemption as the Hon. Fred A. Toote,\fn{ The
President while Marcus Garvey was in prison in Atlanta } the Hon. Levi Lord\fn{The Auditor-General} and the Hon. Mrs. M. L.
T. DeMena.\fn{The International Organizer} They dared when daring seemed inconsequent; they held fast when the

darkness was thickest and stuck to their post of duty when all seemed lost. There is much that we as members owe
to these valiant servants of the Negro race. Their kind is hard to find. Let us inspire and encourage them with
undivided allegiance and greater confidence.
*
The writer recently visited the following divisions and is again pleased to record his observations:
Youngstown, Ohio—Although located in the second largest steel center in the country, Youngstown has never
succeeded in developing that leadership conducive to its progress. At present the burden of keeping alive the spirit
of Garveyism rests with a noble band of women. Mrs. Olivia Thomas, lady president, is acting president. She is
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energetic and aggressive. Mrs. Pearl Atkinson, efficient and loyal, holds down the responsible position of
executive secretary. Mrs. Ada Pinkard, resourceful and ambitions, fills the position of first vice-president. But for
the determination of these gallant Amazons, Youngstown might have gone the way of other divisions which
lacked the spirit to survive. It must be said to their credit, however, that the men who remain loyal are giving the
ladies wholehearted support and co-operation. Among them are Mr. Wm H. Atkinson, Mr. Lee Porter and Mr. E.
S. Celius.
Akron, Ohio—Located in what the rubber barons delight in calling “The Home of Rubber,” Akron division is
struggling hard to gain a place among our most formidable branches. I found them enthusiastic and hopeful under
the new leadership of Mr. J. H. McElwain, president. They own valuable property at 157 E. Center Street, on
which their Liberty Hall is situated. This value will mount when the new Union Station is completed, two blocks
away.
Cleveland, Ohio—Sir William Ware had better look to his laurels. Cleveland, scarred hero of the south, is on
the Universal warpath, carrying all before it. Supporting Mr. Robertson is a zealous group of officers who are as
ambitious as their leader. If you see greatness in a man, search for its source and you’ll find it in the soul of a
woman. I found Mrs. A. I. Robertson, devoted and loyal wife of President Robertson, rousing the womanhood of
Cleveland to deeds of valor and inspiring the man of her heart to the glory of the future. Cleveland possesses one
of the most treasured pieces of real estate outside of New York, which Mr. Robertson arrived in time to save. The
auxiliaries are growing in strength and usefulness, and the members are all busy toiling to place Cleveland at the
top of the Universal world.
Canton, Ohio—This division received its charter on March 12, 1924, and has been struggling three years in a
hostile environment. Its progress has been slow due in a large measure to the absence of aggressive leadership.
The president is Mr. Edward James Anderson who has labored hard for success. In Mr. G. W. Vess, chairman of
the trustee board, I found not only a Garveyite, but an artist of no mean ability. His home at 405 14 th Street South
East is a cosy nest of inspiration for art lovers. He has sold seveal of his works to white patrons and specializes in
works of art for U.N.I.A. divisions. His success is all the more remarkable when it is considered that Mr. Vess is a
graduate only from the school of natural talent.
Warren, Ohio—At the helm of the division is that stalwart servant of Garveyism, one of the early builders of
the Cleveland division, and a formidible investor in its property, Mr. P.H. Johnson. Finding the division obsolete
on his arrival in Warren, he at once busied himself to revive it. Interest in the work is growing steadily, and the
future is bright. Assisting Mr. Johnson is Mrs. Georgie Lynch, secretary. She and her husband formerly belonged
to the Toronto (Canada) division, where they rendered valuable service. They are working hard to make Warren a
hotbed of Garveyism.
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Marcus Garvey, beloved and revered by millions of African descent throughout the universe, lies seriously ill
in the hospital in Atlanta Federal prison. This is news of greater significance to the whole world than the split in
the ranks of the Chinese nationalists, or war clouds in the Balkans. In spite of our prayers and appeals to the
Department of Justice and President Coolidsge, in which thousands of other nationalities joined, this man, whose
only offense, if such it is, against white civilization is the arousing of a race 400,000,000 strong to the wrongs
brutally visited upon it, still languishes in prison, a splendid example of democracy’s conception of the rights of
weak peoples. And while he suffers a mighty storm that portends no compromise is gathering momentum in
Africa, the longer he suffers the fiercer it grows in intensity. Our brilliant institutions seeking to preserve the
peace of the world such as the League of Nations, the chuches, the press, and the interracial commission should
make themselves interested in the early release of Marcus Garvey—his death in a white man’s prison occasioned
by the rigors of prison life would not be such a pleasant thing for white supremacy. And no one knows what
tragedies such a tragedy would inspire. For the peace of the world and the good of all grant executive clemency to
Marcus Garvey.
*
The following editorial, culled from The Pittsburgh Press is inserted here for the interest it should hold for
Garveyites at this time:
A convict known as Peg-leg Jack Gordon recently was captured in Knoxville, Tenn., ten months after he had broken
out of a New Jersey prison, where he was serving a 12 year term.
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Because he broke jail and assaulted a warden, 15 years have been added to his prison sentence. Informed of this, he
smiled and told his captors that his ten months of liberty were worth far more than 20 years in prison.
With that remark, he went back jauntily to serve out his time.
Jack Gordon will be an old man when he gets out of prison, if he does not die there. Judging by his record, it would
seem that prison is a pretty good place for him; ceretainly he need not arouse any sympathy.
Yet his remark contained a profound truth; and as he resumes his old job of weaving chair bottoms or picking oakum
or whatever they do in Jersey penitentiaries, we can ponder on it for a time.
To a convict in prison any sort of state where one is not watched constantly by a man with a gun is liberty. To a man
on the outside, liberty may need much clearer definition. Yet both men want it—nay, must have it if they are to live—
and most of the trouble in this world comes because some people feel that some other people are denying it to them.
Liberty is not a thing that can be denied forever. Even a convict in his cell, sooner or later, is apt to break loose, and
when a nation instead of a lone convict is involved, the breaking out is terible to behold. If you don’t believe it, think of
the revolutions that France and Russia indulged in after centuries of slavery.
We may well beware how we infringe on the liberties of others. We may also tke pains to understand this craving for
liberty. It will help us to understand, for instance, the feeling that animates the Chinese just now.
You can catch a convict and put him back. You can’t do that with a whole nation.

Some day you hope to go to africa. Mrs. Amy J. Garvey,\fn{ 1895-1973} brilliant wife of our great leader, has
just rendered the race another invaluable service. Cut out her trenchant editorial appering in The Negro World for
April 16th, 1927, frame it or file it carefully where you can reach it at the opportune moment. Let every division
display it prominently in its Liberty Hall. If you have alreaqdy made your plans compare them with the advice
and instructions coming from Mrs. Garvey, then make the necessary adjustments. Make no mistake about it, there
will be very little time for pleasure when we get in Africa, it will be work, work, work, till your eyes are heavy
and dim; work, work, work, till you the victory win. Take in all your Coney Islands, Atlantic Cities, dance halls
and cabarets on this side of the pond, you won’t see any in Africa for at least fifty years after you have landed. If
you have nothing to do, do it here, brother. If you haven’t got enough of the old time religion over here, sister, get
it while the getting is good. Once in Africa we are going to work as hard for 300 years building a nation as we
have worked over here building churches and founding new creeds. Get that editorial and study it carefully.
Brains and superb manhood and glorious womanhood, these we want in Africa, nothing less.
*
Roland Hayes,\fn{1887-1977} celebrated tenor, scored a wonderful triumph last Wednesday evening, April 20 th,
in Carnegie Music Hall, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Critics stamp him as the world’s foremost singer of Negro spirituals, but it appears to me that he deserves
greater praise for his brilliant presentation of the classics of Mozart, Schubert, Beethoven, Schumann and
Griffes.\fn{Charles Tomlinson Griffes (1884-1920) born in Elmira, New York}
To hear Roland Hayes sing is to dwell for a few brief moments in the company of angels. To be with him in a
music hall is to live in Beulah Land. If the simplicity of Christ makes itself manifest in the resonant smile of a
child, then His genius is supreme in the voice of a Roland Hayes. He is not merely a great concert artist but
ostensibly an impregnable spiritual force swaying civilization in spite of itself. And a race that produces an
Alexander Hamilton,\fn{1755/57-1804; but see Robin’s Blog “Was Alexander Hamilton Black? for Tuesday, August 3, 2010 } a
Booker [T.] Washington,\fn{1856-1915}, Tanner, a Dumas,\fn{Alexandre Dumas (1802-1870); his mother was a Hatian slave }
a Marcus Garvey and a Roland Hayes cannot die—there’s genius in it sufficient to destroy the rankest prejudice,
and hurdle the most obstinate obstacles in the quest for racial freedom and independence.
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Will President Coolidge grant the fervent request of an oppressed race for the release of Marcus Garvey? It is
my opinion that he will. Because of our confidence in him and our faith in African Nationalism it is natural for us
to grow impatient when the freedom of our leader is concerned. But it must be borne in mind that the imprisonment of Marcus Garvey cannot be brushed aside without due consideration being given to his reaction on society
and the race it affects. The inviolability of the rights of weaker peoples and defenceless minorities is one of the
principles on which the greatness of American democracy is based. Marcus Garvey, in a sincere effort to
perpetuate it, ran foul of the law—mere dollars and cents were incidentals, the founding of an African democracy
to assist in the prosecution of world peace and understanding with the inspiration which gave birth to the Black
Star Line. President Coolidge and his race are aware of these truths and when, in the opinion of the Chief
Executive, the psycyhological moment arrives for the release of Marcus Garvey, I am confident that there will be
no hesitancy on his part. But it is for us who know him better than the President to hasten the freedom of the
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father of African Nationalism. Let us so live and act that humanity might know [that] without Garvey to lead and
guide us the Negro is a liability rather than an asset to civilization.
*
Speaking before the American Society of International Law of which he is president, Charles Evans Hughes\fn
{1862-1948} said:
It would seem to be clear that you cannot rely on declarations, or resolutions, or papers, to prevent war, unless back
of all these is the triumph of the spirit of reaonableness among people who have ceased to think in terms of war; a habit
of peace which will not be found while causes of strife still exist, the dreams of successful appeals to force for the
vindication of injuries or the extension of power continue to fascinate, and nations are so intent on preparation for
fighting that they find it impossible to agree upon any measures for the reduction or limitation of burdensome
expenditures on armament. It would appear to be worthy of consideration that if there is not a suficiently compelling
humane sentiment to induce agreement, if war should come, to mitigate unnecessary cruelties and to spare noncombatants from unrestrained violence, little progress has been made in cultivating the reasonable disposition by which
war may be prevented.
Never before have helpless peoples been menaced by such possibilities of widespread destruction. While welldisposed gratherings are calling for the outlawry of war—and I should be the last to decry any intelligent effort to
prevent war—why not endeavour to invoke the spirit of reasonableness at least to the extent of mitigating evils and of
outlawing unjustified assaults upon non-combatants? Why not test the conscience of peoples and the boasts of
civilization in a practical demand for the statement and improvement of rules applicable to the use of new agencies of
warfare?

Because 400,000,000 people of African blood come under the heading of ”helpless peoples” these
declarations, coming from one of the most eminent authorities on internationalism, are of great significance to
them. Marcus Garvey voiced the same sentiment years ago, but his vision and analysis of the future were too
steep for the heaven-bound sons of Ham.
“Never before have helpless peoples been menaced by such possibilities of widespread destruction,” says Mr.
Hughes.
Garveyism serves notice on the world that it will not sit idly by and permit a whole race to be wantonly
destroyed. Its functions are to prepare that race to live, to repel with all its might the onslaughts of the common
foe, and to preserve the rights of Africa and things African. The Negro doesn’t want to kill anybody, unless this
recourse is an absolute necessity. The Negro doesn’t want to hate anybody unless it is necessary for the
preservation of his liberty. The tragedy is that some people who make it their duty to educate the Negro
unconsciously inspire him to kill while inspiring him to learn, and those who teach the Negro to love everybody,
by their conduct and their civilization, teach him to hate while learning him to love.
It will not be such an easy job to wipe out 400,000,000 people of African blood. The white man may as well
make up his mind to let them have a part, if not all of Africa—either this, or prepare for the inevitable. We are
living in an age when battleships, machine guns and airplanes serve only to steel rather than intimidate the
manhood of the Negro who values freedom far above death. There is no secret about it, the Negro, like other
people, has made up his mind to share in the freedom and civilization of man even if he has to wade through an
ocean of bayonets, an atmosphere of gas, or a sea of blood to taste thereof.
*
The doctrines of Garveyism are our Commandments: the writings of Marcus Garvey our political bible. Ireland
has her De Valera,\fn{Éamon de Valera (1882-1975)} Turkey her Kemal Pasha, India, her Mahatma Gandhi, Egypt her
Zagehoul Pasha, China her Eugene Chen.\fn{ 1878-1944, Sun Yat Sen’s Foreign Minister, born in Trinidad } Thank God,
Africa has her Marcus Garvey!
*
African nationhood! This is our goal, our deathless star. This is the fundamentalism of all our efforts. The roads
we ravel must lead to it: the things we do must gravitate towards it; our energy, our sacrifices, our labors must
find unification in the star of African nationhood. Follow it religiously and your sevice in the Association will
yield the fruits of nationhood. Every race has its star of destiny. According to Alline Michaelis:
This is the dream men cherish
Heedless of time or tide;
Other dreams pass and perish,
This will alone abide.
*
Other dreams, spent and shattered,
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Never return again;
They are as leaves, wind-scattered,
This dream will never wane.
*
Ever to something better,
Ever to higher goals,
Losing each foolish fetter,
Freeing men’s minds and souls:
*
Stirring the dreamer’s visions;
Whispering: “Strive, strive on,”
Lighting the lands Elysian;
This is Ambition’s dawn.
*
Nerving to high endeavor,
Training for splendid deed,
Aiding the toiler ever,
So does Ambition lead.
*
Love may have bloomed and faded,
Hate may have flamed and died,
Life may droop dull and jaded,
Still will this dream abide.
*
This is the dream men cherish,
Fairer than all things are:
Other dreams pass and perish;
This is a deathless star.

20
Let not a day pass without doing something tangible to hasten the release of Marcus Garvey from Atlanta
prison. We have the means to achieve the White House. Let us put every ounce of energy and intelligence into the
fray. The imprisonment of Marcus Garvey is not merely a social incident, it affects the whole structure of
internationalism. Humanity, white, black, brown and yellow is involved. Where is our manhood that we are
afraid? Where is the courage of our forefathers that we hesitate? God grant us the will to fight and the wisdom to
fight wisely. Let us flood the world with this message: RELEASE GARVEY OR LOSE OUR FRIENDSHIP.
*
There are forces working overnight to crush the spirit of African Nationalism. The most potent thrust is seen in
the attempt to divide Africans at home and abroad, that Africa might be an easy prey of these forces with schemes
for despoiling her. But the spirit of African Nationalism cannot be crushed. It is being breathed daily into the soul
of thousands of new-born African babes: it is growing more rampant in Africa, gripping the minds of millions;
and for every lynching, every abuse, every insult, every injuustice meted out to a person of African descent
anywhere in the universe, a new disciple of African Nationalism is born. It is easier to dry up the turbulent Pacific
than to hush the impassioned yell for independence from a wakened Africa.
*
Is the Constitution of these United States another “scrap of paper?” The following is taken from the New Era
published in Eunice, Louisiana:
No, Mr. Negro, you have not voted in Louisiana and you are not going to vote. There remain within the bounds of
this great State enough white men to shoulder guns when the occasion demands to prevent you from casting a ballot.
Should you wish to obtain your constitutional rights, you might later learn the Negro undertaking parlors of your
vicinity will be filled with those of your race who have gone to another land to acquire your privileges.

Another brilliant display of mob violence is reported from the civilized State of Arkansas. Arthur
Brisbane\fn{1864-1936} comments on the incident thus:
John Carter, a Negro, who had attacked a white woman in Little Rock, Ark., was hanged and riddled with bullets.
The lesson was wasted on him after that, but the crowd was not satisfied. It fastened his dead body behind an
automobile, dragged it along the pavement of the city’s main street, then soaked it with gasoline and burned it on a
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corner of the busiest street in the Negro section of the city.
Will the lynching, dragging and burning really have a wholesome effect upon thousands of Negroes and whites that
witnessed it? Will it inspire the Negoes with respect for the white reace?

The only wholesome effect it should have upon the thousands of Negroes who witnessed it is that God does
not keep company with cowards; and, for every lynching the Negro’s faith in the white man’s civilization drops
fifty degrees. But it will not always be thus. Some day this same mob spirit is going to seize the now patient,
humble and forgiving Negro, then the white man will realize that there is something greater than might. The day
is fast approaching when the Negro will teach white men that they can not insult the Negro with impunity. Aiken,
Little Rock and other havens of mob violence will ever live in our memory, and when the Negro shall have
founded a mighty government of his own in mother Africa, he shall return to collect the debt—someody is going
to pay and pay dearly for these atrocities being meted out to the man of color.
*
Acquiesing in the request of my friends and fellow Garveyites who feel that the title of this column should be
changed, in that it suggests sectionalism rather than universality, I shall continue to discuss racial affairs under the
caption, THROUGH BLACK SPECTACLES, beginning with the next issue of this paper.
21
The Negro problem is just what it implies. It cannot be solved by any other but the Negro himself. In his
conception of life and his determination of his place in civilization lies the solution. It is a matter of vision, not
blindiness, of intelligence, not ignorance, of knowledge, not superstition, of chivalry, not cowardice, of manhood,
not weakness. Freedom, success, happiness, these are the products of urge and desire. The man who wants a home
goes out and works and sacrifices for it. The race that enjoys freedom pays dearly for it. The Negro, if he is
sincere in his agitation for justice, equality and independence, must be guided by the undimmed light of history
and the forces of human nature. Philanthropy never yet solved a race problem, and religion is but a consoling
force in the upward climb. Upon these two pillars we have unwisely rested all our hopes for an amicable
adjustment of racial issues. But if we are to survive the cauldron of extermination which now confronts us, we
must determine now our place in civilization and go forward aggressively to make it secure.
*
The man who wins out in life is the one who forces himself through difficulties. As it is with the individual so
it is with races and organizations. The more ambitious one’s program in life the greater the difficulties. It is good
that nature has made it so, for we only appreciate the fruits of our labors in proportion to the price we paid to reap
them. Real manhood is tested by difficulties as high as the summit of man’s will. Those who go around them
contribute nothing to civilization. Those who break through them are humanity’s greatest benefactors. If you want
inspiration to go through life you’ll find an adequate supply in those difficulties confronting you. Analyze them,
by all means subdue them, for man is greater than those forces which constitute his environment.
*
Garveyism marches on, conquering new souls, flodding the earth with its gospel of freedom and independence
for black men. This much was revealed by the monster demonstrations which took place throughout the country
on May 8, climaxing a relentless campaign for the release of the Hon. Marcus Garvey. New York, blessed mother
of the Universal family, led the procession, and was a hot bed of inspiration and enthusiasm. Philadelphia joined
with New York in the evening, returning home at night to stage a grand rally in which hundreds of friends joined.
Over 4,000 took part in the big parade in Detroit. Turner Hall was inadequate to hold the mighty throng. Judge
Klein of Cincinnati was the speaker, and among the notables present was the Mayor of Detroit, who, amid
deafening applause, sent a personal telegram to President Coolidge for Mr. Garvey’s release. Over in Cleveland,
Garveyism ran wild, upward of 3,000 were in the line of march and standing room was at a premium in Liberty
Hall. Cincinnati roared with triumph. Thousands participated in the parade, thousands more acclaimed Marcus
Garvey as his picture came into view. Out in Chicago a great multitude of friends and followers joined in
proclaiming the usefulness of Garvey and Garveyism. At Columbus several new converts were enrolled at the
close of a perfect day. Hundreds of people stormed the portals of Garveyism as equally brilliant demonstrations
were enacted in Dayton, Ohio; Oakland, Cal; Chattanooga, Tenn.; New Orleans, La.; Miami and Jacksonville,
Fla.; Norfolk, Va.; Gary, Ind.; Raleigh, N. C.; Boston, and Canada.
*
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The consensus of opinion among white and colored was:
“Grant executive clemency to Marcus Garvey without deportation—he is an asset to white America and the
world.”
The fact that nine of the twelve men who found him guilty joined with millions of Garveyites, and thousands
of prominent citizens—among whom are Judge Klein of Cincinnati and the Mayor of Detroit—in the crusade for
the immediate release of Marcus Garvey, should give President Coolidge a clear conception as to the weight of
public opinion in the matter. Garvey is the only race leader who has the unqualified confidence and support of the
Negro people of the world: of this President Coolidge and the white world are aware. Because he has the
manhood and courage of his convictions, I believe the President will grant our petition the moment he is fully
convinced—not persuaded—that the ends of justice have been fully served in this particular case.
*
I have just finished reading a copy of Wasu, brilliant organ of the West African Students’ Union of Great
Britain, with headquaqrters in London, England. Scholarly in presentation, idealistic in ambition, uncompromising in the cause it champions, Wasu promises to play an important part in revolutionizing the mental outlook of
the oppressed and oppressors of Africa. Its aggressiveness in matters of State, its program of higher education for
Africans, and its platform of African Nationalism should find ready response and whole-hearted co-operation
from its constituency. For the benefit of Africans in this Western world inspiring extracts from Wasu will appear in
this column from time to time. This interesting journal of awakened Africa is heartily recommended to our leading
literary educational and religious institutions of the country. Wasu also gives wholesome entertainment to students
of social science and psychology. The subscription is four shillings or $1 per year, published quarterly. Make
application to the Sub-Editor, Wasu, J. B. Danquah, Esq., B.A., L.L.B, 32 Russell Square, London, W.C.1,
England. That Wasu may have a long and glorious career is the fervent prayer of 50,000,000 scattered sons and
daughters of Africa domiciled in the Western world.\fn{ This is Joseph Kwame Kyeretwie Boakye Danquah (1895-1965),
Ghanaian statesman, pan-Africanist, scholar, lawyer and historian. “He played a significant role in pre- and post-colonial Ghana, which was
formerly the Gold Coast, and in fact is credited with giving Ghana its name:W,H }
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274.89 Excerpt from Time And The River\fn{by Zee Edgell (1940- )} Belize City, Belize (F) 22
A
1
Leah Lawson sat beside her friend Will McGilvrey on the ground at the back of a thatched hut in the shade of
mango and cashew trees. Their eyes were fixed on the family of deaf-mutes who had emerged without warning, as
they usually did, from the thick bush and the nearly impenetrable forests which surrounded the clearing.
“I feel a bit strange when I see them nowadays, especially the man with the limp,” Leah said. She held the
wooden bucket against her chest, feeling the coolness of the wet staves through the worn fabric of her gray linen
smock.
For most of the morning, Leah had been filling with well-water the six barrels ranged along an outside wall of
the hut which served as the cookhouse. She was now waiting until the father, mother and two sons had traversed
the path that led past the well, the wash-tubs and makeshift sheds to a wider footpath through the bush to the river.
Most of the smaller huts were empty now and for a second year they had not been repaired or made ready for a
new season.
“Strange, how?” Will asked, getting up and walking across the clearing.
He selected a large calabash from a number of gourds hanging on pegs inserted in a post of the hut. Will
dipped it into a barrel, scooping out water and splashing it over his face, shoulders and arms. In the pause they
heard coconut oil sputtering in a pan on the indoor fire-hearth. Leah’s mother, Hannah, was frying slices of a
sergeant fish which Will had caught near the mangrove swamps, on his way to Lawson’s Camp.
Leah shrugged but did not reply. Her gaze lingered for a moment on the younger of the two sons, who walked
more slowly than the others, as though the sole of his left foot was injured. Like the rest of his family, he had
shiny yellow hair, except that his had been cropped close to his skull.
“Perhaps he’s had lice,” Leah thought, for when she’d last seen him his hair had been shoulder-length. His pale
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blue eyes were watchful as though he was fearful of a surprise attack.
“As well he might be,” Leah thought to herself, putting a hand on her throat, which had tightened. She swallowed but her mouth was dry.
“I’m frightened too,” she thought, “mostly of everyone and everything nowadays.”
Will wiped his face, neck and arms on a piece of cotton, faded and threadbare. He gave Leah a shrewd,
sidelong glance before folding the cloth carefully and sticking it into his waistband.
“Don’t worry about them. They don’t own much, ’cept their own selves.”
“Which is more than we do,” Leah said.
Will knew a lot about scouting for fresh stands of mahogany but she wasn’t sure he knew all that much about
her life in the camp. He worked at a mahogany bank, some distance away near Roaring Creek; Leah had never
been there. She couldn’t remember seeing his master, Thomas McGilvrey, in Belize Town and Will seldom spoke
his name or talked very much about his experiences at Roaring Creek.
“You’re too ’fraida, that’s your trouble,” Will said. “Good thing I’m around to look out for you.” He glanced at
her again, smiling.
“Anyway, most likely they won’t be back here.”
“How do you know?” Leah asked, listening to the rustling of the dried leaves, red, gold and brown, which
covered the path. The deaf-mutes carried bundles of food and clothing, a few cooking utensils, muskets, machetes
and axes, the usual things people carried when travelling for any distance through the bush. Will shrugged,
resuming his scrutiny of the family as they neared a bend in the path near the huts.
“More fighting. Soldiers on the way, people say.” He spat a stream of tobacco juice to a spot a yard or so from
where he sat.
“Disgusting,” Leah said but Will only laughed. He’d been chewing tobacco regularly since he’d started his
new job a few months before; when he’d been sent into the bush to help the men who were skilled in locating
mahogany trees. The merchants said mahogany was beginning to be profitable overseas.
“Stops me thinking about food,” Will said. “No cooking fires in the bush at any time now.” He sniffed the air
appreciatively.
“Fish smells good,” he said.
“Are you and Sharper in the fighting against Mr. Lawson, Mr. McGilvrey and the other masters?” Leah liked
Sharper, a short, stocky man with bright brown eyes and a deep voice.
“Who told you that?” Will asked, unrolling a sailcloth bag in which he would pack the day’s meal to share with
Sharper and their other friends.
“Nobody told me anything. Are you, Will?” Leah noted the pouches beneath his eyes, large and dark.
“What do you think?” he asked, one eyebrow raised.
“I think you are. You act different.”
“How so?” Will asked.
“Secretive—like you are hiding something.” He smiled, then sucked his teeth as though dismissing her fears.
“Think all you want. Just keep quiet about it.”
In a few weeks the slave revolt would surely be over one way or another. Will would then probably go back to
helping Dover, the chief mahogany huntsman at McGilvrey Bank, to cut through the most inaccessible parts of the
forest to the highest spot of ground they could find. Will would climb the very tallest tree he could see.
Sometimes he’d stand on high hills of limestone blocks and rubble scattered in various parts of the bush. People
believed that these ruins, covered by bushes and trees, were temples used by the Maya Indians a long time ago.
On a sunny day from the top of the tree, or from one of these Maya temples, the forest would spread out before
him like a grass-green sea for miles in every direction. Will had told Leah he didn’t really mind climbing up so
high because then he was alone, in charge of himself, at least for a little while.
In August and September, the leaves of the mahogany tree turned a yellowish or reddish hue. Sometimes if he
saw a spot in the bush where the mahogany trees seemed plentiful, Will would descend and lead Dover and the
other men, without a compass or other guide, to the area where the trees were located. Each tree was carefully
marked and the bush cleared, creating trails which led from one tree to the next.
Dover was growing old and soon he would be forced to relinquish his position as the head huntsman; his
damaged knees made walking and climbing a difficult and painful job. Although Will had never said so, Leah
knew Will wanted Dover’s job, which was a prestigious one in the settlement. Ordinary slaves, like herself, were
usually sold for around a hundred and thirty Jamaican pounds but a huntsman like Dover was worth as much as
five hundred British pounds, or so she’d heard. Huntsmen were treated well, for the owner of a good mahogany
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huntsman would not want him to reveal where new stands of mahogany had been seen and secretly lead a more
generous paymaster to the spot. The British settlers’ wealth was in slaves because Spain’s claim to the entire area
did not permit the British to own land, establish estates or build fortifications.
She glanced at Will, whose gaze still lingered on the youngest deaf-mute. Like his father and brother, he wore
a dark shirt, braces and loose, black trousers that were patched in several places. Will fiddled with the waistband
of his short trousers, held up by a rope made from the tit-tie vine.
“No danger ’bout here,” he said, “I keep a lookout for you and Hannah.”
“But you’re not always here,” Leah said, realizing that her increasing anxiety somehow had to be overcome, or
at least disguised until she felt stronger, but she had no clear idea how this might be done.
She looked behind her to the doorway of the hut in which she slept with her mother and Samuel, her younger
brother. The walls of the hut were made of palmetto poles and thatched with dried leaves from the cohune palm.
Inside were Will’s musket, machete and axe. She thought about the terrifying nightly events and wondered about
Will’s part in them. He was several years older than she was. They had sometimes tried by various calculations to
guess by how much but they remained uncertain about the number of years between their ages.
“I was about your age now,” Will had said, “when the Jamaican ship first brought me here.”
Will seldom talked to Leah about his life in Africa, or his journey from there, but Leah knew it was often on
his mind.
“When was that?” Leah asked, thinking about Will’s accent which sounded so different from the way people
spoke who had been born in the settlement.
“About ten, fifteen years ago, maybe. There were slave risings then too, so I remember.”
She tried to imagine a much younger Will slipping barefoot along the green aisles of the bush in this new
country. He would have been on the constant lookout for snakes, pumas, ocelots or anything else he thought could
possibly harm him if he relaxed his vigilance. In her mind, she saw him paddling a dorey along the rivers, creeks
and lagoons, or submerging himself in the river with only his eyes and nose above the waterline.
“I’m only afraid sometimes at night, Will,” she said.
There were so many strange, often frightening things happening in other camps up and down the river that
Leah and her family didn’t go there to bathe anymore. She’d once seen a tommy-goff snake\fn{ An aggressive,
extremely poisonous viper of Belize; also called the Fer de Lance, Rhino Viper, Yellowjaw and Hognosed Viper } wriggling beside her
in the river, and had dashed out of the water, squelching up the muddy riverside to slightly higher ground. Since
then, Leah had bathed only near the edges of the river, keeping a sharp lookout all the while for river snakes and
alligators. Thick bushes and enormous trees threw grotesque shadows on the water there.
Once she’d mistaken a stump of wood projecting above the surface of the river for an alligator, which was
really a crocodile, or so she’d heard people say. Sometimes it was hard for Leah to know what to believe. She
gave a slight shudder. Tommy-goffs, crocodiles or alligators were the least of her worries now.
“Everything around here gives me goose bumps nowadays,” she said.
“Me too,” Will said, “most of the time.”
He stretched out on the ground, propping himself up on his elbows. He gazed at a narrow strip of blue sky
visible through the lower branches of the mango trees towering above the makeshift huts in the clearing.
“Backabush we see tigers, snakes, mountain cows and all that. You’ll get used to it.”
“Doesn’t sound to me like you’ve gotten used to it,” Leah said. “Besides there are no tigers back there—
jaguars, maybe.” She was glad to say this since she felt Will was nearly always right in his knowledge about the
bush and often discounted her fears because she’d been born and brought up in Belize Town.
“Go away with you, Leah,” he said. “Every soul ’round here calls them tigers. They must know.”
“You ever see one?” She really wanted to hear more about the revolt, about who was winning and who was
losing, and so she was sorry they had gotten into one of their silly arguments.
“One of what?” He yawned.
“Those so-called tigers then.”
“Plenty,” Will said, putting a plug of tobacco into his mouth.
Leah sighed. He was offended now and probably glad for an excuse not to tell her anything more about the
fighting which she feared was coming nearer to Lawson’s camp.
2
They were both quiet for a while, watching the family of deaf-mutes as they slipped into the bush on the far
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side of the clearing. The clearing was similar to so many others up and down the river. Each mahogany “bank”, or
“work”, had its encampments with huts and small cultivations called “plantations” where plantains, yams, sweet
potatoes and a variety of other ground food and vegetables usually grew in abundance. But these everyday
sources of food were greatly depleted as almost every kind of work in the forests and in the clearings was at a
standstill.
Leah looked at Will, who was lying flat on the ground now, using his hands and arms as a pillow under his
head. Through the leaves of the mango trees, the sun flickered onto his face. He closed his eyes and after a while
his even breathing told her he was fast asleep. Perhaps he felt safe sleeping beside her and for a moment she
wondered about this. Then her thoughts returned to the family slowly making their way to the riverside where
they would wait for a large dorey or pit-pan willing and able to take them as passengers.
Will had said they were probably gone for good and perhaps he was right. Nobody seemed to know or care
very much about them and they never seemed to have any visitors to their house, which was little more than an
isolated shack in the bush. People always referred to them as deaf-mutes but Leah could never quite understand
what that meant. How could it be that nobody in the family could speak or hear?
It was a sad thing for her to contemplate. She decided she’d try to find out one of these days, maybe when the
fighting was over, although it was difficult for her to imagine what her life would be like then.
“Probably just as it is now,” Leah thought to herself. She was surprised to discover that she was hoping that the
uprising in the forests, on the rivers and on the creeks would somehow make things at least a little better in all
their lives.
She thought of the youngest son, the one with the limp, and of the funny sounds he made with his mouth. At
first he had tried to make friends with her, at least she thought that was what he’d been doing. He’d offered her
mangoes and cashews as if mangoes, cashews and other fruits weren’t common on the ground all around the huts
and everywhere else for miles. His actions puzzled then frightened her, for he always seemed to appear when few
people were in the clearing, which was very often now, since the uprising began.
He would emerge smiling and without a sound on the path in front of her, his head tilted to one side and his big
hands filled with fruit. He had a narrow face, large ears and eyes that changed from blue to gray in the light
flickering through the leaves. The second time he’d surprised her she’d run back to the main hut through the
layers of fallen leaves, ankle deep on the ground, their crackling sound loud in her ears like approaching rain on
faraway trees.
Dozens of mangoes lay rotting in heaps on the path. She hated the squishy, sticky feeling of over-ripe fruit
squelching between her toes and the buzzing flies and other insects crawling along her face, arms and legs.
After the boy had gone, she’d waited until there were a few older men outside the huts sharpening machetes or
feeding the oxen used for hauling the mahogany logs to the river. Then she’d rushed back to the well, its opening
surrounded by wide wooden planks on the ground. She’d picked up her bucket and, standing a few feet away from
the edge, flung it over the sides.
It splashed into the greenish water so far down in the earth. People said the well was older than any living
person and it was easy to believe. Nobody really knew what was down there rotting in its depths: animals perhaps,
birds and other things like fallen leaves and fruit of various kinds. She’d pulled on the rope, hauling up the bucket,
eager to feel the cool water splashing over her feet. It removed the sticky dust and the bits of hairy fruit clinging
to her toes.
Leah smelt the ripened cashews that had fallen to the ground. They were fermenting and a strong scent like
wine was carried on the breeze from the corner of the clearing where numerous cashew trees grew. In the cool of
the evening she would perform one of her other tasks, gathering the ripened fruit for stewing in sugar. But now,
she reminded herself, there was probably not even enough sugar for tea. The arrival of doreys and pit-pans, loaded
down with supplies from town, had been the high point of the month but for the past few weeks boats, empty or
full, were rarely seen on the river.
Still, she could screw the gray nuts out of the flesh of the yellow, juicy, cashew fruit and set them out to dry.
Later, when life was back to normal, she’d have them ready for roasting in the ashes of a bonfire of leaves and
sticks. When the outside shells of the nuts were burnt to charcoal black and after they had cooled, she would break
them open with a stone and remove the kernels. They always fetched a good price from the boatmen who sold
them at the market in town.
Would things ever be quite the same again? She glanced at Will’s long legs straight out before him. His feet,
like her own, were bare. She listened to the rustling leaves of the common mango trees. These large mangoes
were her favourite because their greenish-yellow skins peeled back neatly from the butter-yellow flesh which was
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never too sweet or too sour but something in between. In season they provided her with satisfying meals which
helped to ease the hunger pains that gnawed constantly at her stomach.
She knew that it was not only a hunger for food that she tried to satisfy in the season of mangoes and cashews.
It was also a hunger for freedom which everyone, she believed, wanted with a passion and which they took
whenever the opportunity presented itself. Some people fled through miles of bush, trying to cross the borders
away from the British settlement to the Spanish territories. It was said that the settlers there gave runaway slaves
their freedom, asking only that they be baptized in the Roman Catholic faith. Many perished during these
dangerous treks through the forests.
Leah did not yet want to go anywhere, except back to Belize Town, where she’d often seen the kind of life she
hoped to have one day. She thought of the Clare sisters, independent and free. They did fine needlework for the
wealthy in a small house overlooking Haulover Creek which emptied into the Caribbean Sea.
It was Miss Roslyn Clare who had put the idea of going to see Graham Lawson, Leah’s father, into her head.
One Saturday morning she’d said,
“He might allow you, Hannah and Sam to use the empty huts in the compound. He’s had to sell a few people.”
She unhooked the white cotton curtains from a parlour window and placed them on the pile of laundry in
Leah’s arms.
“Do you really think so, Miss Roslyn?” Leah asked, looking at the dubious frown on Miss Roslyn’s face.
“Maybe not,” Miss Roslyn said, not meeting Leah’s eyes. “He’s one of the harder cases. We need to pray for
him.”
In the end Miss Roslyn and Leah decided to abandon the whole idea. They both had a strong feeling that
Graham Lawson was likely to regard such a request as unnecessary provocation, insolence or insubordination.
The laws and customs in the settlement often seemed arbitrary and unjust to Leah. She did not always understand
them as well as the Clare sisters did.
Graham Lawson was a Scottish mahogany trader and slave owner, who had fathered several children in the
settlement. The only other one of his children that Leah really knew was Sukie, who worked for Master Preston
Dickey, the apothecary, and his Creole mistress, Orissa Caslow. People said Orissa Caslow practised obeah\fn{A
term used in the West Indies to refer to folk magic, sorcery, and religious practices developed among West African slaves, specifically of
Igbo origin.} and had great power in the settlement.

“Mistress is a suspicious-minded woman,” Sukie had said. “She thinks everybody is a thief. She counts every
handkerchief, every fippence,\fn{Five-pence piece} two times over when I get in at night. Do I look like a thief to
you? Just tell me straight.” She’d held her arms akimbo, frowning ferociously at Leah.
“No, you don’t,” Leah said, thinking of Sukie’s great interest in the apothecary’s shop, with its tiny drawers
crammed with powders and pills. She’d hate to lose her place there, where she was learning so much about the art
of healing.
Short and stout, Sukie had usually been friendly on the few occasions when they’d met in the market, where
Sukie peddled silk handkerchiefs from a tray hung by a fraying cloth around her neck. Leah decided that if ever
she had another opportunity, she’d try to be better friends with Sukie. However, friendship with Sukie might not
be easy as she never missed the chance to let people know that her mother, now deceased, had been an Indian
from the Miskito Shore.\fn{The Belize coast} It was Sukie’s misfortune, she said, to be held illegally as a slave in
the settlement.
“British law says that Miskito Indians are not to be slaves but here I am,” Sukie said, folding and unfolding the
imported handkerchiefs on her wide wooden tray.
It was almost the only topic of conversation between them whenever they met. Leah smiled, thinking of the
indignation which flashed in Sukie’s dark eyes as she spoke about the injustice of their situation, which was as
much an obsession for Sukie as it was for Leah.
3
Leah had long known who her father was and he knew her but they had never acknowledged any family
connection in public. Sometimes, if he met her emerging from an alleyway with a bundle of laundry on her head
or hurrying along a back street in Belize Town, he bowed his head slightly or lightly touched the brim of his black
hat. More often than not, however, he kept his eyes averted, pretending that he was unaware of her presence on
the narrow streets of the small town.
She accepted his actions as only right and proper in their respective situations. Until her family had been
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summarily sent upriver, she had rarely felt anything more than the vaguest resentment or hurt whenever she saw
her father from a distance. Leah often saw him entering the Court House to attend a magistrates’ meeting, or
standing at the creek-side talking with other mahogany merchants. Leah did not really expect any favours or
consideration from her father. In this respect, he was similar to the reputed fathers of many slaves and free people
of color she knew in their settlement by the sea.
Saturdays were supposed to be free days for the slaves in the settlement. This enabled Leah to do the laundry
for the Clare sisters in exchange for them teaching her to read, sew and embroider. Graham Lawson had never
interfered with this arrangement, for which Leah had always been grateful.
Now she felt angry and upset that Ma Hannah, who was ill, and Samuel, only nine years old, had been brought
upriver, against the usual custom. They were to work for Daniel Sproate, Lawson’s white agent, and the male
slaves remaining in Graham Lawson’s mahogany camp. Many of Lawson’s other slaves were hiding out in caves
or in places like Runaway Creek. Some were trying to make their way to the Spanish border.
Trying not to think about this, Leah gave a loud sigh. She was about to rise to her feet and pick up her buckets
when Will reached across and put one arm over her shoulder. This made her uncomfortable so she removed it.
“Leah,” he said, “let’s you and me be sweethearts.”
He touched the scars on his face, moving his fingers back and forth as though he was trying to memorize the
pattern.
“I thought you were asleep,” she said, trying to smile naturally. She didn’t want to hurt Will—he was her
friend. Still, her heart was beating rapidly and she was sure her discomfort showed on her face.
“How about it?” Will asked.
“Hand me those buckets!” she said, as he began swinging them in his hand, out of her reach. “I am never going
to be anyone’s sweetheart.”
“Yes you will Leah, and one day you’ll be glad to have me.” His voice was full of warmth and he still smiled
at her with great fondness.
“Did someone tell you that?” Leah asked.
She felt a growing ache in her stomach and she could feel her lips beginning to tremble. Will was becoming
more important with every day the fighting lasted. She looked into his eyes, large and dark, with long lashes.
People said his eyesight was so keen he could spot mahogany trees miles away in the bush. If Will were to ask for
her, Graham Lawson, his white son or their agents would probably agree. So might Thomas McGilvrey, who was
Graham Lawson’s business associate, perhaps even his friend for all Leah knew.
“Why do you say that, Will?”
“I like you and I feel sorry for you as well sometimes.” He looked down at the buckets he held in one hand
before setting them down near her feet. “I know you like me.”
“Yes, but I don’t want to have a sweetheart,” Leah said. She picked up the buckets, glad to have something to
do with her hands, glad that her heart wasn’t beating so fast any more. “I want … I want—”
“What?” He was still smiling but his eyes had narrowed to almost a squint. Then his face grew suspicious.
“Oh, I don’t really know Will, I don’t.”
She didn’t want to lie, but she couldn’t bring herself to tell him that she already loved someone else. She had
glimpsed another life, one that in her dreams already belonged to her. During the past year, those dreams had
transported her out of the squalor and misery of her days and the more recent terror of her nights.
She seemed to have loved Josiah for as long as she had known him. They’d become good friends during the
years she had helped with the laundry at his home on the Foreshore. He had taught her many useful things and
lent her books which she mostly kept at the home of the Glare sisters. They advised her not to let others know she
was learning to read.
“If Josiah’s parents find out, who knows where that would lead?” Miss Roslyn had said.
His family had never discovered that Josiah allowed her to choose books from the shelves in his bedroom at
the top of the house. The Potts’ three-storeyed house was so high that, standing at one of the four windows, Leah
could see the wide creek flowing into the sea and almost the entire town. While the family was at lunch or tea, she
often walked along the verandahs outside Josiah’s bedroom. Sometimes she climbed to the lookout room which
had a small verandah, jutting out from the rooftop. The room contained instruments for looking out to sea and for
examining the sky at night.
She had once been taken by the Potts family to St George’s Caye on their holiday to help with the watercarrying and the laundry. That had been a grand April, the best time she’d ever had. The caye had been the first
capital in the settlement. The settlers also kept spare stores and arms on the caye. People went there for
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honeymoons or when they were ill and needed to recuperate.
She’d envied those slaves who lived almost permanently on the caye. Many of them worked for fisherfolk,
turtlers or as domestics. The island had seemed idyllic to her and the lives of the slaves seemed freer, less brutal.
What impressed her there was the silence, except for the sound of the waves mingling with the wind rustling the
coconut palms. She ate large quantities of the cocoplums which grew wild.
In the evenings Leah walked in the cemetery trying to decipher the names and dates on the crumbling
gravestones. The smell of salted fish, strung out to dry on the piers, permeated the air. She’d felt healthier too. The
white sand was clean, cool and soothing between her toes. Morning and evening bathing in the sea were only a
few steps away.
There was no shortage of food on the island and she had only to go to Fisherman’s Town to obtain fish for her
evening meal. Sometimes the men scaled and gutted the fish for her, throwing the innards over the sides of their
boats for the seagulls and pelicans which swooped down to scoop up the discarded entrails. In the evening she
went to the cookhouse where she was allowed to fry her fish or grill it on the beach with wood from the
storehouse.
The Potts family was wealthy and they associated with church members, the magistrates and other prominent
people. They entertained important visitors to the settlement, including the Spanish officials who descended on
the town every now and then to make sure the settlers were not violating any treaties by building fortifications or
establishing large plantations.
Leah admired Josiah very much. He never made her feel like a slave and he’d been kind to her from the time
they’d first met in his parents’ yard, while she was helping to hang laundry on the lines. In those days he’d still
liked to play marbles, fly kites and practise spinning his top with his friends.
She’d listened closely to Josiah’s speech, trying to speak like he did in clear, persuasive tones. Many of the
slaves who occupied the rooms in the yard where Leah lived spoke harshly to each other, chiefly from necessity.
Most of them were exhausted for much of the time. They were hungry, ill or desperate to say what had to be said
in order to gain time in which to savour a bit of peace and quiet.
Leah glanced up at Will, who looked down at her expectantly. To her he was a reliable friend in a crowd of
shifting people who were mostly strangers.
“I don’t know, Will,” she said again.
Only she did know. But how could she tell him that what she wanted most in the world was to be independent
and free like the Clare sisters?
Will now looked miserable, as though he hadn’t expected her to reply as she did. The expression on his face
told her that he was now half inclined to disbelieve her. So she said,
“I don’t know why, Will, but if ever I own a mahogany works—I never will, of course—but if ever I do, you’ll
be captain of my works.”
Will laughed. His handsome face seemed to light up inside and he rubbed the side of his huge nose. He entered
the hut and emerged with his musket, axe and machete which he slid into the worn leather sheath before buckling
the belt around his waist.
“Bargain, Will?” Leah asked, fearful that he would refuse, that he would become annoyed, even angry with
her.
“Bargain then, Leah,” he said. “That’s all right for now anyway.” He rubbed a finger up and down her right
cheek then, whistling softly, he walked rapidly away across the clearing.
“He must have been joking,” Leah said to herself as she made her way slowly towards the well at the end of
the clearing. “I am sure he didn’t mean it.”
What had possessed her to tell Will that one day she hoped to own a mahogany camp and one large enough to
need a captain? The whole idea seemed so ludicrous when she’d said it aloud, although she’d often heard of
former slave men and women who now owned slaves and were holders of wood-cutting claims along the many
rivers and creeks.
The day had grown more humid. Sweat poured down her face. Yet she felt chilled inside, somewhere near her
heart, which was beating now too rapidly for comfort. As she hauled up a second bucket of water, a new fear
struck her so forcibly that the rope, slimy and wet, slipped from her hands and the bucket fell back into the well.
Just suppose Will, in his joking way, decided to tell her mother, or other people, what she’d said!
By now he was probably paddling a dorey across the river on his way back to the McGilvrey camp, or to one
of the many caves where runaway slaves sometimes hid. He would probably tell Sharper what she’d said and
what a laugh they’d have about that. Leah was relieved she hadn’t told Will that what she wanted most was rarely
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possible in the settlement.
She wanted a legal marriage, a family and a home.
Marriage was actively discouraged, in the harshest ways, against people like Will and herself.
4
Leah tried to put Will’s proposal out of her mind as she carried buckets of water from the well to the barrels,
emptied them and returned to the well. She thought of Josiah, whose occasional Saturday evening visits to the
Clares’ house had, for an hour or so, made such a difference to her week.
“I’ll give you a hand with that,” the elder Miss Clare had said the last Saturday Leah had been in their home—
several weeks before. Miss Roslyn had taken one end of a cotton sheet and helped Leah to fold it into a neat
square. Freshly laundered towels, sheets and pillowcases were piled in the middle of the mahogany four-poster
bed with its slender, graceful uprights. Over several months Leah had gradually reached the conclusion from one
or two remarks made by the sisters that the bed had been a gift from a benefactor. She had never asked about the
reason for such a generous gift although she longed to know.
The Clare sisters’ reticence about their private affairs did not surprise Leah, for it was difficult to know whom
to trust. Confidences were only shared after a long acquaintance. Leah had grown to womanhood knowing that
the settlement was often an unpredictable, dangerous place where betrayals were common, revenge was swift (and
even deadly) and misfortune was a part of everyday life.
“Leah, this is a hard thing for me to say but Josiah won’t be allowed to visit us any more,” Miss Roslyn Glare
said, moving from the bed to the wall cupboards, carrying armfuls of folded laundry ready for another day when
Leah would press them with a flat-iron.
She had never suffered from seasickness but now Leah imagined that the queer sensation rising in her stomach,
like a swift current running through her insides, was probably what it felt like. Saliva, tasting unpleasantly salty
then sour, gathered at the back of her throat, flooding her mouth.
“Has Josiah done something wrong, Miss Roslyn?” Leah asked, carefully smoothing out an embroidered
pillowcase.
Her fingers lingered on the raised knots in the centre of a beautiful red rose. Miss Roslyn and her sister Miss
Evelyn were well known in the settlement for their fine handwork and for sewing. For a long time Leah had been
learning all they were willing to teach her. She dreamed of the day when she would be able to set herself up as
they had done.
Miss Roslyn Clare did not reply immediately. She bundled up another sheet in her short, plump arms and
walked over to a rocking chair that was shaped like an enormous barrel. The chair had been put very close to a
window overlooking the street, now muddy after the previous night’s rain. She peered through the wooden
louvres weathered to a gray the color of ashes. The slats rattled softly in the March breeze.
Miss Roslyn sat there in a dark green dress, smoothing out the wrinkles in the sheet with her strong fingers.
The sunlight from the window seemed to deepen the lines on her light brown skin, which reminded Leah of the
caramel she’d seen her mother make in the houses where she had worked.
Miss Roslyn fingered a large, black mole which protruded from the right corner of her upper lip. She often did
this when she was thinking things through.
“The two of you haven’t done anything wrong here, Leah, but you know how people talk in this town.”
“About Josiah visiting you when I am here?” Leah asked, thinking of the occasions when, after his visit to the
Clares was over, he’d wait for her outside the gate.
“Now, Leah,” Miss Roslyn said, “you know that it is more than that nowadays. Evelyn and I can see your
feelings. I wish that things were different but we can’t afford accusations from Josiah’s parents. I am counting on
you to be sensible, Leah.”
“Don’t you like Josiah any more, Miss Roslyn?” Leah asked, thinking of the Saturday before when she had sat
with Josiah on the banks of the creek. His arms were around her shoulders as they’d looked out at the winking
lights of the ships at anchor far out in the moonlit bay.
“Of course I like Josiah but Evelyn and I need to think about our little sewing business and about you. We
wouldn’t mind if anything good could come of it.”
As she talked, trying to explain in her gentle voice, Leah continued to stack the folded laundry at the foot of
the bed in which both sisters slept, canopied by voluminous mosquito netting. The bed occupied most of the space
in the front bedroom. There was a smaller bedroom to the rear of the house where the sisters kept their order
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books, papers, old trunks filled with threads, imported cloth, wool, needles and other supplies. But each sister had
coveted the mahogany four poster bed in the front bedroom with its view of the road and creek, where they could
see sailing boats, pit-pans and mahogany logs lashed together to form rafts.
Leah could feel Miss Roslyn’s eyes on her back as she stood on tiptoe to place the sheets on the highest shelf.
She felt thankful that her small, narrow feet were not only clean but carefully oiled. Leah enjoyed the feel of the
polished pinewood floor beneath her bare feet. The bright blue colour of her frock, made from a coarse linen
fabric, had been washed away but it was clean and neatly pressed. She had hoped that Josiah would visit that day
but that was out of the question now. Her throat ached and her eyes filled with tears.
On that last Saturday night she had allowed Josiah to draw her close to rest her head on his shoulder and to
return his kisses. His strong shoulders had felt like the safest harbour in her life.
“We’ll get married,” he’d said, “just as soon as we can raise the money to gain your freedom.” He’d raised her
head, looked into her eyes and said,
“I love you so much.”
“I love you Josiah,” she’d replied, breathing in the scent of the sea mixed with the sweetness of Josiah’s breath.
Miss Roslyn rose from the chair, which continued to rock gently back and forth.
“So you mustn’t put your heart on seeing him here this afternoon,” she said, “I told Evelyn to warn him off.”
“Warn who off, sister?” Miss Evelyn Clare, tall and slender, stood in the doorway wearing a bright pink dress
trimmed with white. She held a cloth bundle of powder buns she had brought in from the kitchen. As a precaution
against fire, the kitchen was built several yards from the main house.
“Josiah, who else? I was explaining why we can’t encourage him to come here anymore. We’ll all miss our
evenings. He is such a good reader, the way he changes voices for every character in Robinson Crusoe is like a
miracle.”
“He’d make a good actor,” Miss Evelyn said. “In any case, I decided against telling him anything. It’s his
parents’ place to tell him what’s what.”
She placed the bundle on top of the chest of drawers above which was a large oval mirror. There would be no
setting of the table today, no boiling of water for tea with Josiah, no watching at the window for his arrival, no
reading of the next chapter.
Miss Evelyn crossed the room and picked up the ruffles for a yellow skirt she was hand stitching.
“I expect they’ve told him already,” she said, tapping her middle finger, encased in a silver thimble, on the arm
of the barrel-shaped rocking chair. The sound made Leah’s heart beat faster.
“Excuse me Miss Roslyn, Miss Evelyn, I’ll be going now unless you need me to do something else.”
They both looked at Leah, their kind faces full of embarrassment and sadness, which made the tears roll down
her face.
“Don’t cry so, Leah. We know how you feel but it is all for the best,” Miss Roslyn said, giving Leah a hug as
they walked to the back door. “We’ll see you next week, all right? Take care of yourself now.”
“Yes, Miss Clare, you do the same,” Leah said, slipping through the open door.
Outside the house she put on her boots, lifted her skirt and walked through the muddy yard until she reached
the side of the road. She looked towards the creek but Josiah wasn’t waiting for her that afternoon. Her belief in
Josiah was so strong, however, that it wasn’t long before the memory of his avowal of love and the plans they had
made filled her heart and mind. How surprised and happy for her the Clare sisters would be when she was able to
tell them all about it. The Clare sisters were the nicest people she knew.
That afternoon, when she arrived at the room she shared with her mother and Sam, she found them packing up
their few belongings in two straw baskets. Her mother told her that the following morning they would be sent,
with several other people, upriver to the Lawson mahogany camp. Hannah had been told that it was only a
temporary measure, for their own good, as food was becoming scarce in town.
Leah knew that this was only a partial truth. Leah wondered whether Graham Lawson had received word from
Josiah’s parents that she would no longer be employed in their home. It was unlikely, Leah knew, that she would
ever learn the truth from anyone but Josiah.
Upriver Hannah, Leah and Sam had begun planting small provision grounds for the camp. Near the end of
their first few weeks, Leah had heard from her mother that a few white men had been killed in several settlements
which had been taken over by slaves who had risen up against their owners. It was difficult for Leah to know what
to believe but the past few days had showed her how much worse their lives could become.
The sun was setting by the time Leah had finished filling the barrels. She stared down at her shadowed
reflection in the cask of water near the spot where she and Will had sat earlier in the day, observing the deaf-mutes
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walking across the clearing to the path leading to the river. If she and her family managed to survive this latest
conflict, she would try to return to Belize Town at the first opportunity. She needed to see Josiah, to hear his
reassurances, to renew her belief in his love, and her faith in his promises.
5
There was a great commotion outside the huts in the clearing. The noise woke Leah. She sat up quickly, her
heart thumping loudly, wondering who had been wounded now, or even killed. For a few moments she felt unable
to move. She had been dreaming that she was lashed to an enormous raft of mahogany logs which was hurtling
along the river in flood. In the dream, the water rolled over her. She felt unable to breathe or move her arms and
legs. The rushing water filled her lungs as she was forced to inhale.
Leah sat on the edge of the wooden cot, hugging her knees, willing herself to forget the nightmare. She needed
to be calm, to think, to make sure she was able to survive the ongoing fight in the bush and on the rivers and
creeks. She peered through the gloom to where Samuel slept on another bunk in the corner of the hut. He was still
there and safe but her mother was gone and she could tell that daylight was still a long way ahead. There was no
howling of monkeys in the distance, no chattering of birds in the nearby trees. Through the open doorway there
was not a glimmer of light in the sky.
During her first days at the camp, Leah had often been wide awake before daybreak, listening to the heavy
thudding of ripe mangoes falling to the ground. She was eager for first light so that she could gather as much fruit
as she could carry in the long skirt of her frock. But those days seemed to have happened to someone else. Leah
moved swiftly across the dirt floor of the hut and stepped outside.
She stood still, looking towards the flickering firelight where a knot of people were gathered. Someone lay on
a stretcher on the ground. Other people were moving in and out of the main hut which was much larger than the
other huts scattered around the clearing.
“Not Will,” she said to herself. “Not Will.”
Keeping to the shadows, she stepped into the hut used as a cookhouse where her mother, Hannah, was
kneading, lifting up the dough before slapping it down on a makeshift table. Leah picked up a fraying straw fan
from the ground and fanned the coals in the hearth until they glowed and the pinewood began to catch, the resin
making popping noises and the piney smell filling the hut. The flames lit up the walls of palmetto poles tied
securely together with dried tit-tie vines. Her mother’s face was strained and frightened, her eyelids swollen from
weeping. She looked exhausted; the deep line between her eyes seemed to have lengthened.
“Is it Will?” Leah asked. She hardly recognized her own voice. She licked her lips which felt dry.
“No,” her mother said. She began picking up bits of dough from the edges of the table. “It’s Daniel Sproate,
the agent. He was chopped, I think, but I don’t know for sure.”
Daniel Sproate, short, bow-legged and wiry, was in charge of Lawson’s mahogany works and the slaves.
Sproate was a quiet man with a quick temper and a quicker hand with a whip. Leah and Sam had stayed out of
Sproate’s way as much as they could, although their mother Hannah was not so fortunate.
On many Sunday mornings Daniel Sproate put on his best suit and placed his straw hat, stained with
perspiration, on his stringy fair hair. For most of the day he sat beneath the mango trees writing in his
memorandum books. For the remainder of the week, from sun-up to sun-down, he trekked through the bush with
the few remaining slaves, searching for mahogany trees.
Hannah looked at Leah and her eyes seemed to grow smaller until they were almost shut. Her shoulders
heaved and the silent tears coursed down her cheeks.
Leah put her arms around her mother and pulled her close, inhaling the smokiness of her hair and the odour of
stale food on her clothing. She held her closer, resenting the reasons for the scent of rancid coconut oil, mingling
with the smell of overripe guavas, emanating from her mother’s armpits.
“Sit down, Ma. Sit,” Leah said, pushing her down onto a three-legged stool.
Something terrible must have happened to make her mother give way like this. She took great pride in not
letting anyone see her bow down to any kind of trouble. Over the years, Leah had watched her mother endure
whippings on her bare back without crying out.
“Is he dead?” Leah asked, pouring water into a small calabash and giving it to her mother, who was trembling.
Her forehead felt cold to Leah’s touch.
“I haven’t heard,” Hannah said. “I don’t want us to get in trouble for helping Will and Sharper.”
She paused, putting her hand gently over Leah’s mouth. Hannah held her head to one side, listening to the
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sounds outside. Leah walked across the earthen floor, packed hard as stone, to peer cautiously through the
doorway.
“It’s Sam,” she said, watching her mother’s shoulders sag with relief.
As Sam came through the door, he looked expectantly at his mother and then at Leah. He scratched one arm as
he asked,
“Did someone die?” His face was pinched, his eyes bleary from sleep. “I was dreaming about Will.”
“No,” Leah said, “Mr. Lawson’s agent is injured, or so Mama thinks. What did you dream?”
One of their most enjoyable pastimes used to be relating their dreams to each other but now Sam said,
“I don’t remember it much. Did they lose the fight?” He stood by the doorway staring at the group of men
gathered near the fire and at the doorway of the main hut.
“No word yet,” Hannah said to Sam, putting an arm around his bare shoulders and puffing him gently away
from the door. “But I have a job for you and Leah.”
“What kind of job?” Sam asked, his dark eyes sombre. He was a tall, thin boy of about nine years old. He had
a slight stutter and only spoke to strangers when it was unavoidable.
“Well, I’ve baked extra cakes for Will and Sharper. When it’s daylight, you can go to the pond with Leah. He’ll
be around there somewhere,” Hannah replied.
“All right, Mam,” Sam said. “But I heard there were soldiers in the bush now.”
“Probably just a rumour,” Hannah said. She filled two glasses with unsweetened tea from the big black kettle
at one end of the fire hearth.
Leah and Sam took their tea and went to sit in a corner of the hut. Through the doorway, they could see the
blazing fire in front of the hut in which Daniel Sproate was probably dying.
“If he dies, will they bury him here or in town?” Leah asked.
She glanced at her mother, who was turning the small cakes in the huge black iron pot. Their fragrant smells
made her mouth water. She could almost taste the flakiness of the baked dough, slightly salty on her tongue. She
felt as though she could eat a hundred cakes rather than the two she was likely to receive.
“Oh, in town, I guess,” her mother replied. She shoved the burning wood further into the bed of glowing ashes
in the hearth.
The fighting had been going on for many weeks now. Leah had lost track of which slaves were in revolt and
which were fighting on the side of the masters. She thought of Will, wondering where he was and which side he
had taken. He had been certain that, after it was all over, thousands of former slaves would be free to live in town,
on the offshore islands or on faraway riverbanks where they could have small plantations and live in villages with
others like themselves, the way the Maya Indians did.
She watched as her mother placed several cakes on the table. After she thought they had cooled sufficiently,
Leah broke one open and placed it into Sam’s hands. She watched the steam rising into the air. As she picked up
another cake, inhaling the aroma, the commotion started in the clearing again. Someone shouted,
“He’s gone!” Hannah gave a brief cry then closed her eyes.
“Try to get back here as soon as you can,” she said to Leah and Sam. She pulled the kerchief off her head and
wiped the sweat off her face.
“We’ll need to accompany the body to Belize Town.”
Someone else was calling Hannah’s name. As Hannah left the cookhouse and walked slowly across the
clearing, Leah longed to accompany her mother, to help her in some way, but to follow her was impossible. Her
mother would expect Leah to watch out for Sam and to carry on in the best way she could.
Her family was, she guessed, the rag-tag end of Graham Lawson’s property in slaves which had once
numbered between fifty and one hundred during the twenty or more years he had been in the settlement. Where he
had lived before that and how he had lived nobody knew for sure, but this was not unusual.
The residents were not surprised when a new person, white or black, appeared on the Foreshore, on Front and
Back Streets, on Northside or Southside, on the numerous rivers and creeks or in the mahogany camps and
forests. There, as likely as not, one could meet Maya Indians walking to the river or a Spanish official going about
Government business. The slaves, from different parts of Africa, and the various Indian groups lived their lives
between the British and the Spanish, doing their best to survive from day to day.
To save money, Leah believed, and perhaps to avoid personal contact with her mother, Graham Lawson had for
many years rented them out as domestic help. He lived as best he could on the income they provided him and on
the proceeds from the dwindling stock in his shop.
“There is no market anymore for logwood,” she’d overheard Daniel Sproate say. “No more credit in London
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until Lawson’s debts are cleared.”
As Leah stood with Sam in the doorway, she rubbed the goose bumps on her arms. They watched their mother
enter the main hut to help the other slaves prepare Daniel Sproate’s body for the pit-pan journey downriver to
Belize Town.
Leah turned back into the hut. The acrid scent of the ashes in the smouldering hearth made her feel sick. She
forced herself to place the pots of water her mother would need onto the iron bars of the hearth. Sam stoked the
fire, adding sticks of pinewood until it was blazing. Neither she nor Sam was hungry any more and the johnny
cakes had grown cold.
“Mr. Sproate called them journey cakes, not johnny cakes,” Sam said, looking through the doorway. His face
was drawn, his eyes shiny. “Do you think Mr. Sproate was right, Leah?”
“Maybe,” Leah said. She went to the door where he was now crouched staring at the hut in which Daniel
Sproate had been laid out on his bush-bed, surrounded by firearms, powder, shot, cutlasses, imported brandy,
Jamaican sugar and rum, patent medicines, his memorandum books and various other personal possessions.
“Let’s get ready to go to the pine ridge,” she said to Sam. The sky had lightened and it would soon be daylight.
“We need to find Will and Sharper.”
“Aren’t you afraid to go now, Leah?” Sam asked, helping her to tie the cakes into a cloth and to wrap stewed
gibnut and spinach in fresh plantain leaves.
“I am,” Leah said. “You?” Sam nodded, then said,
“But I am willing to go.”
“All right,” Leah said, wondering how Graham Lawson would bear the sad news about his agent. “We won’t
be gone long but we’d better take the machete in case of snakes and things.”
“Right,” Sam said, shouldering the bag which held food and water.
Hannah was still in the main hut when Leah and Sam walked to the path near the well. Leah remembered the
family of deaf-mutes who had crossed their clearing several days before. She thought of Will and the gentleness in
his voice when he’d asked her to be his sweetheart. She liked Will as her friend but she longed to be with Josiah
again and to share with him all that had happened since she last saw him. It all seemed to have happened a long
time ago.
As Leah and Sam walked along the narrow dirt path hedged by bushes and trees, the air became cooler, the
leaves rustled and clouds blotted out the sun. The rain crashed down and in a moment Leah and Sam were
drenched to the skin. Leah’s frock felt plastered to her body and the brim of Sam’s straw hat drooped under the
weight of the downpour.
“It’ll hold up soon. I can hear the falls,” Leah said over her shoulder.
Sam walked behind her, his feet making sucking sounds in the mud. The rain was letting up and above the
dripping leaves of the forest trees they could hear the distant roar of water falling from a great height.
“Do you think we’ll find Will there?” Sam asked. On the ground, rivulets of water eddied around their feet.
“I don’t know but we can’t stay out too long.”
She stopped and put her arms around Sam’s shoulders. He was shivering.
“Maybe we should turn back, eh?” Sam shook his head.
“I want to see Will, to give him the food as Mama said.”
His teeth were chattering and Leah placed a wet hand on his forehead. He didn’t seem to be starting a fever but
they were both so wet she couldn’t be sure.
It seemed like another hour had passed before they spotted the break in the bushes, near the entrance to the
caves where Will and Sharper sometimes secretly met with their fellow woodcutters. As they wriggled through the
narrow opening, they heard the sound of musket fire.
“Fighting,” Sam said, as they crouched together on the ground.
“Yes,” Leah replied, putting her hand over his lips.
Huddling together in the shelter of the trees which grew in a series of layers above them, they listened in fear
to the renewed sounds of musket fire and the shouts of men rushing headlong through the undergrowth. They
crept nearer to the bushes lining the banks of the pool below the entrance to the caves.
As they peered through the rain to the opposite bank, Leah saw Will stumble out of the bushes, blood
streaming from his forehead. Across one shoulder he carried Sharper, who seemed unconscious. His right arm
dangled at an awkward angle.
Will gave a shrill whistle and plunged into the pool. A group of men gathered at the mouth of the cave and two
of them swam swiftly towards them. They pulled Sharper through the murky water to the entrance of the cave.
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Moments later several black militia men in white trousers and red coats, led by a white officer, rushed out of the
bushes near the pool.
In their midst was the youngest deaf-mute who had tried to befriend Leah near the well at Lawson’s camp. Her
mouth opened in horror as she saw the men at the entrance of the cave open fire and two militia men fall to the
ground, their tall black hats rolling into the mud.
Everything was silent for a moment.
Leah and Sam looked at the young men stretched sideways on the forest floor. The mouth of the cave was now
empty. Several militia men began dragging their dead comrades into the bush. Two others holding the deaf-mute
began stumbling backwards, their guns pointing at the cave, until they reached the bushes and disappeared. Leah
and Sam sat close together staring at the spot where the militia men fell, waiting to see if anyone would emerge
from the cave, but no one did.
“Do you want me to whistle for Will?” Sam asked, his voice low and husky.
“No. It’s too dangerous.” Her eyes burned from the tears she couldn’t hold back. She said in his ear,
“We must never tell what we saw, do you understand?”
“I won’t,” Sam said, wiping his face on his shirt. “Can we make it back tonight?”
“We must.”
She thought of her mother, who was keeping watch in Daniel Sproate’s hut. Leah picked up the bundle of food
and crept nearer the pool. She placed it on a rocky outcrop, hoping that Will would think it had been there all
along. Then, beckoning to Sam, she moved silently into the bushes.
“I’ll be glad to get back to town,” Sam said, slipping his hand into Leah’s.
Leah nodded, feeling a little guilty, not wanting Sam to guess how excited she was at the thought of soon
seeing Josiah again. In a few hours they would journey downriver in a large shaded pit-pan, with Daniel Sproate’s
body wrapped in sheets and protected by canvas.
She shivered and looked up at the sky which was now clear and studded with stars. She thought of the day Will
had first shown her the caves, full of shining water and pillars of stone that looked like glass. Scattered on the
floor were several old clay pots, many of them broken. Will told her that he had seen skeletons in one of the larger
caves but she had refused to go any further with him.
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One dry day in the middle of the rainy season Will said,
“Sharper, I’m going to get away somehow.”
They’d spent the previous days marking the new mahogany trees they’d found. Now they were helping to
build scaffolding. It was about twelve feet high—people called it a “barbeque”. The scaffolding was constructed
around the girth of a mahogany tree that was about the width of ten or fifteen men standing shoulder to shoulder.
“You won’t like it,” Sharper said.
He was helping to cut stems and leaves from long tree branches, shaped like yokes. These yoke-shaped
branches were used to hold up the planks of wood on which axe-men stood to cut down the tree. Like Will,
Sharper was broad shouldered and muscular from working in the mahogany forests. Unlike Will, Sharper was
short, stocky and bow-legged.
“Couldn’t be worse than this.”
Will gestured with the handle of his axe to the thick growth through which they pushed every day and at the
high trees they climbed to scout out the elusive mahogany, scattered widely in hundreds of acres of forest where
they encountered animals and birds but seldom any people. It was frightening knowing they were alone and in
danger from jaguars, snakes and insects. The howling of baboons which ate the figs in the trees hanging over the
waterside often drowned out the noise of birds.
Sometimes, at the river, they met a few Maya Indians who looked at them with dark eyes set in faces devoid of
animation. Will and Sharper would stare back at them with the same fascination and fear. However, as time went
on, Will and Sharper began to understand that, if they were careful to maintain their distance, the Indians posed
little threat to them.
“Escaping to the Spaniards is worse than this,” Sharper said, rubbing the stub of the index finger on his right
hand. The finger had been shot off during their encounter with the militia.
“I must get away or I’ll do them an injury in camp or at the house in Belize Town. Better to die on my own
than let the magistrates hang me.”
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Will looked at Sharper’s hand, remembering that during the flight from the militia, he had carried Sharper half
a mile to the cave by the pool. Thirty slaves had taken three settlements up and down the river. Several white
settlers had been killed but the militia and soldiers had defeated the slaves in the end.
“You might want to come back,” Sharper said, his smile a little wistful.
“I doubt it,” Will said.
But looking at Sharper’s crestfallen face, he realized he could never leave him behind. Sharper had told Will
that he didn’t remember anything about the time before he was brought to the Bay. People called him Sharper
Saltwater, so he believed he must have been born at sea, although he had no memory of ever having a mother.
“Suppose you’re shot or caught? Think about poor Buck. He got the cat-o’-nine-tails every day until he fell
down dead. We would be dead too if Buck had squealed on us.”
Will thought of the nights when he and Sharper had crept into the ramshackle hut where Buck lay dying, to put
water to his lips and to wash away the salt that had been poured into the bleeding wounds all over his body.
“I’ll risk it,” Will said, “if you come with me.” Sharper shook his head.
“This is my home now, I’ve decided.” He leaned the yokes he’d cleaned against the tree trunks.
“I have children and there’s my little trade.”
Late at nights in the bush when he couldn’t sleep, Will sat by the fire watching Sharper carve miniature doreys
and flat-bottomed pit-pans with bits of ragged cloth for awnings. In the boats he placed carved figures holding
paddles or poling along an imaginary river. Whenever they were in town Sharper sold his carvings to people on
the streets, exchanged them for goods of various kinds, or gave them as gifts to his children who lived in the slave
quarters on the back streets of Belize Town.
“I’ll do something,” Will said, placing his yokes next to Sharper’s. Will unhooked the bundle of food from a
branch and handed it to him.
“That’s so,” Sharper said, evenly dividing the salted pork and flat bread into two pieces of tarpaulin. He tied
them neatly together with the tit-tie vines which lay plentifully around the ground. Tomorrow the dried vines
would be used to secure the various parts of the scaffolding.
“You always do something, Will.”
“Something in me, I guess,” Will said, thinking of the dead militia soldiers and the danger they would have
been in if Buck had betrayed them. He thought too of Hannah’s bundle of food, which he had found outside the
cave near the pond on the night of the fighting in which Sharper had been wounded. He wondered if Leah had
witnessed his swim with Sharper, across the pond to the mouth of the cave. Had she seen the runaway slaves
shoot the two militia men?
Will shook his head, trying not to think of the militia men dragging their dead comrades and the deaf-mute into
the dense bushes around the pond. Will hoped that the deaf-mute had been able to rejoin his family, that they had
managed to reach Belize Town and bought a passage on the first ship sailing away from the settlement. If Will had
been in their position, that’s what he would have done.
“I wish it wasn’t there,” Sharper said. He looked at Will thoughtfully, his eyes sorrowful. “We all hurt inside
but it’s worse with you.”
Like Sharper, most people hated to talk about the terrible things that had been done to them. They lived with
the knowledge of what they themselves had done to others and continued to do in their desperate struggle to
survive, to avoid the cow-skin whips or the jail. During their lifetimes, if they had not been dragged through the
streets of the town by a mule and cart, had not died from hard labour in the bush, were not mutilated, crippled or
murdered, were not hung, drawn, quartered and burnt, many slaves thanked their lucky stars, trying to ignore their
feelings of guilt.
“I wish I was different,” Will said, not meeting his gaze. “But I’m not.”
He picked at a broken front tooth with a sliver of wood, examined the scab on his ankle and silently cursed the
militia. Since their unexpected encounter with the soldiers in the bush, something in Will had altered. He couldn’t
put his finger on what it was but it had happened. He felt uneasy, anxious, unable to appreciate everyday joys, like
seeing a flock of green parrots flying overhead, Sharper’s companionship, or thinking about the day when Leah
would agree to be his sweetheart. His love for her was now tainted with the fear of what she might have seen.
Would she be loyal to him? And to Sharper?
“Wish you wouldn’t try it,” Sharper said again, beginning to gather up his tools.
“We could,” Will said, “try to get away together.”
His mental survival, Will sometimes thought, depended on trying to hold fast to the memories of his life before
he had been brought by ship from Africa to Jamaica and then to the Bay of Honduras. Will wanted to share these
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thoughts with his friend but Sharper didn’t like to hear about what he called “those days long done and long
gone”.
Will thought of his friend, old Congo Jack, who usually sat on a three-legged stool outside the large doubledoors of Graham Lawson’s shop. Congo Jack had been more than just a friend to Will when he had arrived in the
settlement, disoriented and half-crazed with grief. Jack had been like a father to him, helping him to survive from
day to day. He explained to him the laws and customs of the Bay, told him stories about his own life and listened
to Will’s stories. Will longed to see Congo Jack again and to ask him for advice.
“I’m not leaving,” Sharper said. “I am saving to free my sons.”
“Seems to me like you could try it, Sharper. Almost every day you hear about one runaway or another.” Will
thought about the story he had heard about the escape of two thousand slaves during a Spanish attack on the
settlement, but that was a long time ago and he didn’t know if it was true.
“I’ll help you get away, Will, if you want to go,” Sharper said.
“You would?”
“I would,” Sharper said.
He pulled his machete out of the tree trunk. Giving a bundle of food to Will, Sharper shouldered his own
bundle, then his gun. He shoved his machete into the leather sheath at his waist.
“We’d better get a march on,” Sharper said. “Dover and the other fellows will be waiting in camp for us. Isn’t
this the week for fresh rations?” Will shrugged.
“We’ll get there before dark.”
“I could do with some roast gibnut washed down with rum, couldn’t you?” Sharper asked.
“Maybe we can catch one along the way,” Will said, but he didn’t really feel like hunting, which was another
strange thing.
Sharper unsheathed his machete and gave a preliminary slash at the tangle of bush, high grass and vines. Will
listened to the ring and scrape of the blade as Sharper began clearing the path through the forest. Overhead,
sunlight streamed through a broken canopy of towering trees. Blinded momentarily by the light, Will wiped the
water streaming from his eyes.
He seemed to have lost confidence in himself and he knew that Sharper was his main defence for a while
against the dangers of the forest. Sharper was older, more skilled, more experienced but now lacking the essential
requirement of a huntsman, the necessary strength in his right hand. During the previous weeks, Will had helped
Sharper as much as possible and so far his secret seemed safe from the others.
That day as he and Sharper trekked through the forest, Will tried to go back over his rag-bag of jumbled
memories and thoughts. Memories he’d taken for granted, convinced that they would never fade, were becoming
blurred, indistinct, especially the faces he’d watched at night through the haze of smoke from his mother’s
cooking fire.
As Will seemed to remember it, his had not been an unusual life. What was unusual to him was the life he led
now, one to which he was unable to accustom himself, though he kept trying. His attempts at accommodation
usually petered out after a few weeks or sometimes months, depending on the provocation. Their recent defeat by
the masters seemed almost more than he could bear. His dreams of a plot of farmland by the river, several large
huts and the children that he and Leah would someday have now seemed as unattainable as ever.
7
In the late afternoon, as Will and Sharper continued their trek through the bush, they emerged into a large
clearing in which there were several abandoned huts. The clearing reminded Will of the last year he had spent as a
boy in his own village. He and his mother had shared the necessary daily chores, walking back and forth on the
cracked earth of their compound under the burning sun.
He remembered the red clay earth. He could almost see it, even feel it on the soles of his feet. He could easily
conjure up the huge trees in the shade of which he had played as a boy. At night, in good harvest years, there was
the sound of drums, the smell of palm oil bubbling in a pan and the taste of groundnut stew with balls of pounded
yams which he popped into his mouth, making each one last as long as possible.
That final day he and his mother had eagerly scanned the sky hoping that they would see gathering rain clouds.
In his memory, that terrible day was as dry as the others that year. Will’s father had died the year before and, as
he had not favoured his third wife (Will’s mother), she feared that without his minimal protection harm would
come to them from others in the village.
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“We have many enemies,” she’d said, holding up her small hands, her fingers splayed wide.
His father, after this late marriage, had not often visited Will’s mother. Will knew this was the reason why he
didn’t have brothers or sisters. During the short time his father was alive, their enemies had not mattered so very
much for he’d made sure they received generous rations. Now, in the face of drought, hunger stalked the village
and they were afraid.
At the time he did not understand why the men of their village did not travel through the bush to find food. He
understood now, of course. There had been famine everywhere. What food the village had was grudgingly shared
with them. That last day he had said to his mother,
“Let us go to your family village.”
“We shall do so,” she’d agreed.
“Let’s go on a boat,” he’d said, delighting in the idea of the village markets they would see along the way.
“We’ll have to trek,” his mother had said. “We have only a little money left for food.”
Neither of them had ever gone any great distance from his father’s compound, except on special days when
there was dancing, feasting and drumming in nearby villages to thank the gods for rain or for a good harvest.
Long before the next sunrise, however, the decision had been taken out of their hands. While they slept, men had
crept across the hard earth floor of their hut. His mother had shouted his name once, before she’d been gagged
and bound as he had already been. His eyes were roughly blindfolded and he and his mother were pushed out of
their home and into the night.
They had walked many miles for most of the day, yoked in a convoy with other people. He’d been forbidden to
speak, even to his mother, when they were allowed to rest and eat the meagre rations handed out to them.
Eventually they had been led into a dark prison beneath the earth where the men were separated from the women
and he had never seen his mother again.
“We’re nearly there now,” Sharper said. “Feeling better?”
He made his way to the river and stared down at the giant mahogany logs. They had been moved there during
the dry season, late at night, pulled by straining oxen on logging sleds, their way lighted by dozens of flaring
pinewood torches held aloft by sweating naked slaves.
“Yes,” Will said, picking up a cohune pod from the hundreds littering the ground and breaking it open to taste
the nutty flavour. He dived into the water and as he surfaced, he looked up at the soaring trees. It seemed to him
that the memory of his mother’s face had blended with Leah’s and his heart beat faster as he thought of their last
meeting at Lawson’s Camp.
“I’ll do it in the Christmas season,” he said out loud. “I’ll ask her again when we go to town.”
Will did not like the annual river trip to Belize Town, built on low, swampy ground near the sea. He preferred
working upriver in the rolling hill country, where he could glimpse the blue mountains in the distance. He climbed
out of the water, feeling buoyed up by the thought of Leah. He smiled, wondering what Sharper would think after
all his talk about escaping across the border. If Leah accepted him, he doubted he would ever again want to leave
the settlement.
“Let’s get going,” Sharper said. He did not like swimming.
As they walked quickly towards the camp, the rain poured down. The trees that lined both sides of the river
were pushed downwards by the ferocious wind, their heavy branches trailing in the rushing water. Will and
Sharper dashed to the makeshift thatched huts where the slaves were sheltering from the rain. Wiping his face
with his hands, Will looked up to see six uniformed militia men standing at the back of the shelter with Dover, the
head huntsman.
“Here they are now,” Dover said, placing his straw hat on his bald head and pointing to Will and Sharper.
“These are the men I told you about. They shoot as well as they paddle.”
“You there,” the first soldier said to Will and Sharper. “Get into the pit-pan. Look sharp.”
Will’s heart was beating rapidly. He looked at Sharper and saw the fright on his face. Had somebody betrayed
them after all? He thought of Leah but rejected the thought. She would never turn them in, neither would Sam or
Hannah.
“Now, sir?” Will asked, looking out at the rain, the river and the oncoming night. Earlier that afternoon a pitpan had been hauled up onto the bank and several slaves were preparing to shove the long flat-bottomed boat back
into the turbulent water.
“This rain will soon pass over,” the first soldier said, mopping his forehead. We must make a start before
nightfall.”
Will and Sharper walked to the riverbank and helped to get the boat into the river. They were silent, listening to
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the others who grumbled between clenched teeth. The militia men climbed into the boat and Will and Sharper
received orders from the officer to paddle to Belize Town. After listening for a while, Will began to understand
that the militia men were talking quite openly about preparations in the settlement for another Spanish attack.
8
Dawn was breaking when Will began shuffling through the seaweed fringes on the Foreshore to take a dip in
the sparkling sea. The waves, lapping gently against his body, seemed to ease his aching muscles. His spirits
revived and his mind began to clear. The grandeur of the sea filled him with a familiar melancholy which made
him long to be back upriver. It was Saturday and he had a few hours free.
“I’ll spend some time with Congo Jack,” he thought to himself “I’ll ask his advice about Leah.”
Some of his fellow slaves, even Sharper, were enthusiastically throwing themselves into preparations for the
upcoming struggle of settlers against the Spanish but he felt ambivalent about the entire enterprise. The failed
attempt at an uprising by a small band of slaves, in which he had played a part, was still fresh in his mind. Their
defeat by the settlers and the militia still stung and he lived with the fear that he or Sharper would be betrayed by
someone in the crowds of people milling around the town. He hoped that the deaf-mute who might have
recognized him had left the settlement with his family. Many others had left when news of this latest threat of a
Spanish attack—by land and by sea—had reached the town.
He watched the brown pelicans swooping down to the surface of the sea, scooping up fish to eat and to store in
the pouches beneath their long beaks. Black man-o-war birds with deeply forked tails and enormous wingspans
soared above the shoreline. Will was relieved to be alone for a little while, away from the other pit-pan paddlers
and the militia, who were now also acting as night-guards. The journey downriver to Belize Town, with only a
few hours’ rest, had been exhausting.
He looked out to sea, beyond the mangrove islands, where sloops, schooners and a gun brig were anchored.
Soon he and Sharper would be sailing to St George’s Caye on Thomas McGilvrey’s sloop. The settlers and slaves
had been instructed by the Commander-in-Chief to burn down the houses and huts on the island to deprive the
enemy of food-stores and of shelter. The casks of rain water were to be sent to Belize Town or destroyed.
As he waded ashore, Will avoided the watchful eyes of two militia men, muskets at the ready, parading up and
down the street. At night, the volunteer settlers also helped to guard all seagoing craft so that the slaves could not
escape to distant offshore islands. Will walked around two muzzle-loading cannons mounted on wheels, with
cannon balls piled between them. He crossed the street to the corner of the lane near Lawson’s compound.
Outside the gate, beneath the shade of two soaring royal palms, Marshall Lawson, Graham Lawson’s son, had
set up his easel. It was the first time Will had seen him up close. He sat on a straight-backed chair facing the sea
where he could see the droghers loaded with timber, sloops, schooners and gun-flats gathering in the harbour.
Marshall was settling his wide-brimmed straw hat more securely on his long, brown hair. On a small table beside
him were memorandum books and foreign newspapers. As Will passed through the wide gates he said, “Morning,
sir,” picking up a slender book that had fallen on the grass and handing it to him.
“Ahem,” Marshall Lawson said, continuing to mix his paints on a palette. He cleared his throat. “Place it on
the table. Thank you.”
Will did as he was told, thinking that the tall, thin, delicate-looking man was probably glad of a break from
trekking with slaves through the dense bush from sun-up to sun-down. He thought of giving the young man a little
information about the bush, from his own experience. Then he shrugged and entered the compound where
Graham Lawson’s large white house stood in the shadow of coconut palms, tamarind and mango trees. Built close
to the shore, the house, like many of the neighbouring homes, had a shingled roof and was constructed of
mahogany and raised high on sapodilla posts.
At sunset the evening before, Will had been leaning against a wall of the house when he’d heard Thomas
McGilvrey and Graham Lawson talking. They were drinking on the verandah, which was shaded by stephanotis,
jasmine and other climbing plants that perfumed the air.
“Your mahogany and logwood banks are more valuable than any gold mine, Graham. How will you square
things with your son? He seems like a decent fellow.”
“Marshall hasn’t been here long. Already he hates the place and everyone in it. Sometimes I think he hates me,
blames me for bringing his mother out here. You may remember she died from malaria when Marshall was away
at school. Not many white women can take it out here.”
“I’m sorry to hear that,” McGilvrey said. “Still, he might cause difficulties with magistrates and all that. They
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seem to think alike on mahogany matters, who is in and who is out, that kind of thing.”
Will heard Graham Lawson coughing. He hawked and spat several times over the verandah railing. They were
quiet for a while before Graham Lawson said,
“Marshall is here out of a mistaken sense of duty. He’s urging me to sell the lot, always talking about buying a
cottage in some rural area of Scotland. He wants to marry, I think. I want to get back to Edinburgh while my
strength holds. Marshall and I will have more than enough to live on.”
“I don’t want to make an enemy of your son. He seems to have a lot of friends here,” Thomas McGilvrey said.
“Oh well, I’ve given him a handsome start upriver but I doubt he’ll stick with it. His idea of living in the
tropics is reading poetry on the verandah here or painting seascapes, bush plants and suchlike. Not much of a
painter mind you, not like his mother was.”
“I can wait a bit longer for payment if you’re short of sterling—I prefer it. Maybe I can continue here for a
while and billet a few of my men in your huts at the back of the garden?”
“You’re welcome to stay but don’t say later that I didn’t offer to pay you. There won’t be much profit for a
while if the Spaniards attack by land. The whole place will be burnt to the ground, my mahogany and logwood
warehouses included, and the slaves will make for the border, you mark my words. It’ll be brutal starting over
again.”
“I’m not squeamish, as you know, Graham. Like your son I voted to stand and fight.”
“And I voted to scuttle. As for Marshall, that’s the kind of gesture he likes to make. He thinks war is romantic
and all that rot. I still think we should cut our losses and leave. That’s water under the bridge, however. We’re all
in for it now.”
“Shoulder to shoulder and we’ll win through. I want to make my fortune here and spend it exploring the area.
There are some interesting sights to the north and west of us, or so I’ve heard, ancient Indian ruins and so on. I
might even find treasure buried in Maya Indian graves.”
“You are an enterprising fellow, Thomas. Not too much troubled by nerves or scruples yet, eh? I’ve lost mine,
I’m afraid.”
“Well, we’ve had some good times while I’ve been here. I’ll miss you. I’ll continue handling things upriver
until you are better and then we’ll settle up, one way or another, once the skirmishes with the Spanish are over.”
“Good of you,” Lawson said. “We’ve had some good evenings, but the gambling is over for me. Not up to
much these days. Marshall watches me like a hawk.”
Will had moved away from the wall when he heard the first ring of the dinner bell. He’d heard the scrape of
chairs against the verandah floor as the men rose and went indoors.
Lawson and McGilvrey’s conversation filled his mind with hope and excitement as he continued walking
down the lane. Graham Lawson, Leah’s father, and Thomas McGilvrey were planning to join forces. Will felt sure
McGilvrey would be pleased if Leah agreed to be his sweetheart and came to live with him in the Lawson
compound. He couldn’t wait to talk with Congo Jack. Will could see him sitting on his three-legged stool in his
customary place near Graham Lawson’s shop.
The old man wore the cast-off clothing of the merchants along the nearby streets who hoped he would keep an
eye on their various enterprises and inform them of anything they ought to know for the security of their goods
and chattels. There was no official police force in the settlement so Graham Lawson and the other merchants had
provided Congo Jack with a wooden policeman’s rattle. But no merchant could remember Congo Jack ever using
the rattle to warn them about the robberies, fights, assaults, slave escapes and even murders that sometimes
occurred on the streets and alleyways near where he was allowed to make his base outside Graham Lawson’s
shop.
Will thought that Jack, tall and almost entirely bald, was perhaps over sixty years old. He wore, as he nearly
always did, an old straw hat. The brim was sewn onto the crown with twine normally used to mend fishing nets—
one of Jack’s occupations when the rheumatism in his fingers was not too severe. It always sobered Will to know
that Jack usually slept near his base outside the shop; from there he had a wide view of the open sea. Congo Jack
was free but destitute and Will wondered if that would be his own fate.
The upstairs verandah, like many others, jutted out over the shop premises, so Jack was able to shelter from
sunshine and from rain. Will had spent many nights with Jack. Together they’d spread an old canvas sail on the
red bricks of Graham Lawson’s shop front and over the sail, dirty, tattered blankets which Jack’s sailor
acquaintances had given him over the years.
“Hello Papa Jack,” Will said, giving him a warm embrace, smelling his familiar scent of sweat, tea and
tobacco.
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For several seasons, at various mahogany works upriver, Will had watched Congo Jack standing on high
platforms, swinging a heavy axe to help cut down enormous trees. To Will he’d seemed so strong, so courageous
in the face of his dangerous occupation.
“How are you feeling?”
“Not bad. I still have the pain in my joints of course but my eyes are good enough to mend the nets.”
“I’m glad to hear that, Papa,” Will said, sitting cross-legged on the ground beside him.
“They pay me in fish so I don’t go hungry. I’ve got a fresh turtle fin, coco-yams and a negro yam. We could
cook a boil-up. But you can’t hang about on a busy day like this, I expect.”
“A boil-up sounds great,” Will said. “I haven’t had anything to eat as yet.”
Will was not hungry. He longed for mug after mug of strong, sweet tea. But he would share whatever Jack
offered.
“Get the yams out of my sack,” Congo Jack said, lifting the turtle fin from a pan of water.
“All right,” Will said, carefully emptying the contents of the sack onto the red brick entryway to Graham
Lawson’s shop, closed now because of the emergency. Will found the small coco-yams wrapped in Jack’s extra
shirt and the large negro yam and a plantain in a pair of ragged trousers. He sorted through Jack’s meagre stores of
salt, tea and sugar, hot peppers, tobacco, various bits of cloth and a battered tin cup, until he found a brokenhandled knife, sharpened on two sides. As Will began peeling the yams and the green plantain, he said to Jack,
“Papa, I need your advice.”
“I could tell by your face that something is on your mind,” Congo Jack said, placing the can of water to boil on
bricks over a small fire. They were now in Graham Lawson’s yard, covered with white shell-sand. “Advice about
what?”
“I wanted to talk with you about Leah. You know how I feel about her.”
“Does she feel the same way about you?” Congo Jack asked, a look of amused affection on his face.
“I’m not sure. I hope so,” Will said, knowing that men like himself had a hard time competing for sweethearts
against the mahogany owners who could offer slave women positions as housekeepers, a position in the
settlement which was profitable and prestigious. There were very few eligible women in the settlement, white or
black, as the merchants bought mostly male slaves who could work in the forests. Congo Jack put the yams, fish,
plantain and peppers into the pan of boiling water. Without looking at Will, he said,
“I’ve watched her grow up. I’m not sure she’s the right sweetheart for you.”
“Why do you say that, Papa?” Will asked, trying to keep his voice steady as he handed the knife to Congo Jack
and replaced his other possessions in the sack.
“Oh, I can tell by the cut of her jib. Leah has Lawson’s name and she’s not bad-looking. She’ll be hoping for
freedom and marriage.”
“She told me she doesn’t want to be anybody’s sweetheart. I’d try to marry her, Papa.” Will thought Leah was
very good-looking but he not did say this to Congo Jack, who would tease him about it each time they met.
“You are a good huntsman, one of the best. Thomas McGilvrey wouldn’t give you the permission you need as
a slave and he certainly won’t free you to get married. I’ve only known of two or three times in my life where that
has happened. And your children would be slaves—have you thought about that?”
“Not if I can buy my freedom, and Leah’s.”
“I’ve been down that road,” Congo Jack said, “as you know.”
Will was silent for a while, looking at Congo Jack, who had removed the turtle fin and the yams from the water
and placed them on a large plantain leaf. Will watched the steam rising from the food, thinking about the mother
of Congo Jack’s children, who had died giving birth to his fourth child. Two of his daughters had died in infancy
and Congo Jack had assisted his remaining children—two sons—to escape to the Spanish border as soon as they
had reached manhood.
“Did you ever receive word from your sons?” Will asked as they began eating.
Congo Jack probably could have escaped himself but he had stayed behind to put their pursuers off the track. It
was all he’d had to give to his sons and he had given it without a moment’s regret. Congo Jack shook his head.
“But I hope they are free and living as best they can,” he said, offering Will a drink of water. Will accepted the
large calabash and took several sips as he thought about what Congo Jack had said to him.
“What will you do, Papa Jack, if the Spanish attack the town by land or if they come down Haulover Creek?”
“If the worst comes to the worst I’m planning to go up the Sibun River, to people I know at Freetown. I hear
they’re taking people in.”
“Good,” Will said. “Then if you’re not hereabouts, I’ll know where to find you.” He kissed the old man’s hand
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before putting a small leather pouch of coins in his lap.
Jack looked down at the money for a long while before placing it carefully into his sack.
“You’ll never manage to purchase your freedom if you keep giving away your money,” he said. He was trying
to sound severe but Will saw tears fill Jack’s eyes.
“I’ll keep it safe for you,” he said, rubbing his fingers along a long pole which lay on the ground beside his
bare feet—it was shaped like a “Y” at one end.
“I have a gift for you,” Congo jack said, placing the pole into Will’s hand. “Every time you use it on the
Spanish, remember that I am counting on you to come back alive. Promise?”
“I promise—to try anyway,” Will said, feeling a constriction in his throat as he grasped tightly the pole which
Congo Jack referred to as his “yoke-wood”. Will knew that Jack was so used to carrying the pole around with him
that he did not automatically recall those long-ago days and nights when he had marched through the forests in
Africa, his neck yoked to the necks of others in a similar plight.
The pole, however, had an everyday use other than that of defending himself against man and beast. He also
used it to hold up a clothesline which he rigged up every Sunday morning to the rear of Graham Lawson’s yard,
after rinsing his clothes out in the creek.
“I’m proud of you Will,” Congo jack said. “I’ve seen many fine fellows like you die in these wars between the
British and Spanish. I hate to think of you in the midst of all that grapeshot and those sharp blades, but it’s all I’ll
think about ’till I see you again.” He pulled a packet wrapped in cloth from an inner pocket and opened it out
carefully on one knee.
“Have you ever seen my free paper?” Will shook his head, unable to say the words that were in his heart.
“Well, this is what it looks like,” Congo jack said. “I want you to stay alive to get one. Have you learnt to read
yet?” Will shook his head.
“What does it say, Papa Jack?” he asked, thinking about the battle that had probably started around Cayc
Chapel and the islands near St George’s Caye. The skirmishes would probably continue for days and the settlers
were poorly equipped for battle unless the British Governor sent help from Jamaica.
“It says on the first page that I am forever set free from all manner of slavery whatsoever,” Congo Jack said,
peering down at the paper. He read,
Honduras, 1794, I, William Crosbie, do swear upon the Holy Evangelists of Almighty God that I was personally
present and did see John Garnett sign, seal and deliver the foregoing manumission and receipt for the uses, intents and
purposes therein mentioned. So help me God.

“Will you teach me to read a little when I get back, Papa Jack?” Will asked.
“I offered to teach you many times,” Congo Jack said. “But better late than never, eh?”
“See you soon, Papa,” Will said, getting to his feet.
“Are you going to say your farewells to Leah now?” Congo Jack asked.
“No,” Will replied, “I’ll think about what you said.”
He waved to Jack as he turned onto the Foreshore and began walking swiftly towards Thomas McGilvrey's
sloop. He forced himself to focus on the reality of the Spanish attack. He decided to spend the afternoon trying to
learn as much as he could from the boatmen who had been sailing back and forth from St George's Caye to Belize
Town with warnings about the Spanish preparations for battle.
9
Leah and her brother Sam were out on Haulover Creek in a leaky dorey, borrowed from the nightwatchman at
the home of the merchant brothers where their mother was working as an assistant to the cook. Sam’s short pants
were held up by a length of strong cord and he wore a coarse linen shirt which was torn at the elbow. They were
both soaking wet and the stench from the creek water around the mangrove roots, and from the oysters and crabs
they had collected, clung to their skin and their clothing.
Leah fretted about Sam. She hoped that he wouldn’t get a chill. People seemingly hale and hearty often died
quickly from malaria and a host of other mysterious maladies, so she kept a sharp lookout for the onset of any
sneezing or sniffling on his part. Sam was becoming a tall, strong, dependable young man. However, ever since
the day they had walked to the caves in the pouring rain to find Will, he had been prone to stomach upsets, colds
and sometimes fever.
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Although it was often in their minds, Leah and Hannah seldom discussed the possibility that Sam would one
day, perhaps soon, be sent to a bank upriver to help trim leaves and branches from felled mahogany trees, or to
learn how to build crib-like rafts from cabbage palms. During the rainy season these were used to transport
logwood, heavy as stone, downriver to the sea.
She listened to the scrabbling of the crabs in the baskets wedged in the bow of the tiny boat. The sound grated
on her nerves, reminding her of her mother’s warning that crabs that walked too far were sure to lose their claws.
Leah knew that her mother felt she spent too much of her Saturday free time drifting along the creek with Sam or
walking about the town. Hannah often said that if Leah continued in this way, she was bound to get into trouble.
Before they’d left their room that morning, Hannah had said to Leah,
“Mind me, Leah. Come straight to Mr. Angas’s house, no dilly-dallying along the way. And before you reach
the Potts’ house, please cross to the other side of the street. Do you hear me? I don’t want any more complaints
about you and that Mr. Josiah.”
“Yes, Mama,” Leah had said, fearing as much as her mother that, even with the preparations for the Spanish
attack going on, they could be sent upriver again. Hannah’s face had looked strained in the light of the kerosene
lamp in their room and her voice was unusually high.
Leah looked up at the sky,which was lightening fast. She and Sam were poling the dorey towards Belize Town.
They were a few feet away from mangrove roots rising in grotesque shapes out of the murky water. They poled
for about a mile until they reached the centre of town. There the creek emptied into the sea which glimmered and
glittered in the distance. They were headed towards a pier beyond the Court House. Most of the houses and
warehouses on both sides of the creek were still in shadow, except here and there where a moving candle or a
lamp revealed that people were already up and about, getting ready for the day.
As they neared the market, Leah watched the shadowy figures of vendors and boatmen unloading goods from
sailing boats, doreys, mules and carts. Oil lamps stood on the ground amongst some of the sacks, baskets and
bottles. Other vendors were setting out their wares by the light of hurricane lanterns. The sailors and fishermen
still held lighted pinewood torches aloft as they steered their boats from the open sea to the market, situated not
far from the Court House where the creek met the sea.
Night had turned to day by the time Sam pulled the dorey alongshore. He tied it to a thick post buried deep in
the muck of the creek bottom, near the warehouse of the merchant brothers. They walked quickly across the wide
slats of the wooden pier until they reached the roadside covered with broken sea shells.
As Leah and Sam approached the alleyway leading to the rear of the house where the kitchen was situated,
they saw a man lying on the ground amidst discarded turtle and conch shells that littered the roadway. As he tried
to rise, nearly a dozen John Crow birds flew away to perch on nearby fences and on the pier, waiting for a chance
to continue feeding on the intestines of fish, chickens and other animals which had been flung onto the growing
pile. The stench of rotting fish and meat was almost unbearable, especially during the hottest part of the day or
whenever the wind blew it down the streets and through the windows and doors of the fine houses by the sea.
The man caught sight of them as they approached and he called out to them, shouting and cursing as he
struggled to get his bearing on the slippery mass. As they drew nearer they saw that his eyes were bloodshot, his
black coat and trousers were muddy and his neckerchief was nowhere to be seen. The whiteness of his neck
contrasted strangely with his tanned, leathery face. He was of medium height, broad shouldered and with a
considerable paunch which strained against the brass buttons of his coat.
“You there,” he said to them, “give me a hand. Don’t stand there gawking. Hurry up now.”
Leah took the basket Sam held so that he could get a better grip on the man’s forearm. She tried not to meet his
eyes, which shimmered like sunshine on the green bottles in the apothecary shop where her half-sister, Sukie,
worked. But each time Leah raised her eyes, she saw his fixed on her as though slightly surprised.
“Well,” the man said, “I suppose you two are glad of a frolic, I’m sure. Anything to get out of work, eh? He
looked towards the mangrove islands where the batteries were being erected at Grand Bogue, as though he
expected that the lighters and other boats loaded with men and carronades would somehow have disappeared
“Do you want us to go with you to your house, sir?” Sam asked. “Or we could bring someone here with your
horse.”
The man laughed. It sounded like a low growl.
“Horse eh?” he said, narrowing his eyes against the sun, which was now sparkling on the gentle waves. “Not
likely, I’m not a rich man.”
Leah looked at Sam, who was smiling slightly. This last remark must have seemed farcical to him. Sam could
sometimes see a funny side to some of the most desperate situations in which they often found themselves. The
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idea that the man had no money also seemed ludicrous to Leah, who saw that his fine clothes were like those of
other wealthy mahogany merchants. He wore a gold ring on the little finger of his right hand. A gemstone,
perhaps a diamond, sparkled as he raised his hand to stroke the stubble on his face.
“We’ll get you home, mister. Won’t we, Leah? Tell us where you live.” She stood still, watching the man peer
at Sam more closely; then he turned to look at Leah.
“So you would, I’ll be bound,” he said, walking a few steps closer to where Leah stood. “Your face is familiar.
What’s your name?”
“Leah, sir,” she said, looking at the shell sand on the ground—not wanting to be accused of insolence,
insubordination or any of the other myriad offences with which she could be legally charged. “Sam here, he’s my
brother.”
“Well, girl, what other name do you go by?”
“We go by Mr. Graham Lawson’s name, sir.”
“Graham Lawson, eh?” the man asked, staring at her fixedly. “Well, well.” He rubbed the stubble on his chin
then looked back at the pile of stinking rubbish in which he had lain.
“I seem to remember walking on the pier,” he said.
“You must have slipped, sir,” Sam said. “It’s very oily at the edge.”
“Must have been drunk,” the man said. “But better sleeping on a dung heap than drowning in the sea, eh?” He
looked at Leah. “What do you say?”
“You had good luck, sir,” Leah said, thinking that people had been murdered on the Foreshore for a lot less
than fine clothing and a gold ring. She doubted that he’d lain there for very long. As Leah and Sam began edging
their way past him, the man asked,
“What do you have in those baskets? Open the lids, boy, let me have a look.”
“Few oysters, few crabs, sir,” Sam said. “They’re for Mr. Angas and his brother. Our mother cooks there.”
“Angas brothers, eh?” He turned to Leah.
“Fresh oysters,” he said. “Where did you get them?”
“From the creek, sir. Would you like some? We have more than enough,” she said, hoping the man would not
take any offence at the offer. The man laughed again, slapping his sides as though he’d heard a funny joke.
“Well, thank you,” he said, walking nearer to where they stood. “If you are sure you have enough for Messrs
Angas and Company.”
“Quite sure, sir,” Sam said, his face becoming a little sombre.
Leah thought of Sam plunging his body again and again into the creek to find the oysters and crabs, throwing
them into the dorey for her to put into the baskets when she wasn’t bailing water out of the leaky boat.
“Well,” the man said, “I don’t need any crabs. But on a morning like this a few oysters might do me good.” He
lifted the brim of Leah's straw hat and peered down into her face.
“Lawson to the life,” he said. “Well, well, well. I hope we’ll meet again under better circumstances.”
“Yes, sir,” Sam said, “We’re around, here and there. Bye now, sir.”
“Bye, bye, sir,” Leah said, delighted that the man had taken so few oysters from the basket.
They watched him remove his jacket and sling it across his shoulders. He walked away slowly, holding the
black hat with the oysters under one arm. Leah felt they had got off lightly. He hadn’t accused them of anything,
like stealing his missing neckerchief for example, which someone had probably done while he had lain amongst
the turtle shells in a drunken stupor.
“Let’s go, Sam,” she said, puffing down the brim of her hat and hoping that Sam would not notice the tears
that, for no real reason, had suddenly sprung into her eyes. She hadn’t realized how tense she had been during the
past few minutes. Sam slipped his hand into hers and gave it a squeeze. He kicked at the stones in the road, then
picked one up and threw it far out to sea.
“I wish that was him,” he said, as the stone disappeared beneath the waves.
“He wasn’t all that bad,” Leah said. “He didn’t hit us or anything.”
“I thought he was going to cuff my ear,” Sam said. “I heard the sleeve of his jacket tear when I pulled him up.”
“Perhaps we looked happy today when he is so drunk and sad. What do you think?” Sam shrugged.
“Well, it is our free day,” he said. “We don’t get many.” He tugged at her hand. “Let’s duck quickly down the
alley,” he said, “just in case he turns around and tries to commandeer the rest.” They both laughed at the
ridiculous idea.
As they scurried towards the mouth of the alley, Leah saw the man stumbling and staggering towards the pier
on which they had recently walked. They’d been feeling so happy that their foray to the mangroves had been
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successful. The oysters and crabs they had gathered would free their mother of the worry of cooking enough food
for themselves and for others, black and white. Many people were destitute in the month which people called the
“manger season”, when the days were hot and humid, and food was scarce.
An unusual sound caused Leah and Sam to turn their heads to look back at the man. The seat of his black
trousers was caked with mud. They paused to listen as he began singing at the top of his voice,
To die in apub is my definite plan,
With my mouth to the tap,
Just as close as I can.
Then the angels would say
When the singing began,
Oh, Lord, show mercy
To this boozy man.

He continued singing as he walked along the pier and Leah marvelled at the difference in his voice. By now
she knew from experience that one can often seem to be made of several people. She was the same herself. Still
she never would have suspected that this man had such a sweet singing voice and that she, so used to harshness
and rough living, would be so touched by a drunken man’s song. …
B
At lunchtime, one Friday in September, I sat at our dining table contemplating a business matter which I
wanted to discuss with my wife. The vexed expression on her face, however, persuaded me to postpone talking
about my idea until another time. Rozalia has an excellent head for facts and figures, which is one thing that
attracted me to her in the first place, and not her “pale, freckled skin, gray eyes and curly hair,” like Terence said.
Terence is my older brother. I don’t count on him for anything, and he doesn’t, of late, expect much from me
either.
I last saw Terence at the bank, in Market Square, about two weeks ago. He was probably withdrawing money
from his pension, which is all he has these days between him and the poor house. Giving him a quick salute, I
walked into the Manager’s office. That’s the way things are in Belize sometimes. Even in close proximity,
relatives become almost strangers, and there’s not much anybody can do.
“What’s on your mind, Eddie Campbell?” Rozalia's voice had a slight edge to it.
“Just admiring the view, Roza” I said, which was true enough. Through our windows I see everything I love:
the broad Haulover Creek flowing into the Caribbean, the coming and going of the boats near the market, and the
public buildings where, as a customs broker, I spent a lot of my time.
“I’d think you’d want a change of scenery,” my wife said.
Rozalia doesn’t want to live in the middle of town anymore. The flat is falling apart, she claims, and the traffic
disturbs her rest. At breakfast, I told Rozalia that I would miss my evenings on the verandah. I was only joking,
but her look was unfriendly as she said,
“You’ve become sentimental, Eddie, sudden, sudden.”
I ate a piece of boiled red snapper, always a treat for me. It is a reminder, though, of all the fish heads and fowl
feet I had to eat when I lived with Ma, her gentleman, and Terence. I sometimes wish I could discuss those days
more freely with Rozalia, but she gets impatient with what she calls, “all those longtime ago stories.”
When Rozalia started complaining about the distance from Grand Bogue Boulevard, where we live, to Frigate
Bird Lane, her parents’ home, I’d bought her a second-hand car. We are both in our mid-fifties, and she is close to
her family, unlike myself.
“Car working all right, Rozalia?”
“Mmm,”she said, patting her mouth with a napkin. “Mama gave me a few flowers to take to Lord’s Ridge,
since I had the car.”
“Why didn’t you remind me?” I said, slapping my forehead. I had forgotten the first anniversary of my
mother’s death.
“I didn’t think of it until I was at Mama's. You can go later, if you have a mind.”
“I doubt very much I’ll be able to make it,” I said, noticing that a slight drizzle was falling, obscuring the
distant waves breaking over the barrier reef. “Another ship arrived this morning.”
“That’s why I went,” Rozalia said.
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September is one of the busiest months of the year for me. The country goes on a spending spree to celebrate a
1798 battle on St. George’s Caye, and to honor our independence from Britain in 1981, two years before.
“Ma would have appreciated your visit,” I said, feeling grateful.
Rozalia had been closer to my mother than I had been. I feel out of place at most formal occasions, but I was
about to suggest that we go out one evening, when she said,
“I met Terence at the cemetery. He took flowers.”
Easing myself out of my chair, I walked to the window overlooking the creek. Once when we were in our
teens, Terence and I agreed to repair the rotting back stairs in time for Ma’s birthday. On the appointed Saturday,
he told me he had an errand in town, but would be back shortly. I finished the repairs by evening when Terence
returned.
“Good job, Eddie,” he said, glancing at the steps. In his arms he held a bunch of red roses. “I spent the
morning looking for these.” His black eyes were gleeful. “Then I had to listen all afternoon to Mrs. Grenier’s life
story. She wouldn’t cut them before sundown.”
I had been so astonished that I couldn’t upbraid him as I had planned to do. He and I had been raised
differently. Ma was glad to have the steps repaired, but she spent that week, it seemed to me, telling passersby
about Terence’s search for the roses. Few people in town grew roses when we were young.
“Eddie,” Rozalia was saying now, wiping laugh-water from her eyes. “Guess what Terence did? He went by
your Ma’s house and picked whatever flowers were hanging over the fence. He said Mother Dear had planted
them, so he felt entitled to take some.”
“He’s lucky the new owners didn’t call the police. That really would have been a joke.” My voice must have
held more rancor than I had intended because immediately, and with exaggerated care, Rozalia began putting the
dishes onto a tray.
“Imagine,” I continued, “a retired policeman setting such an example.”
“He was complaining to me that your mother’s middle name isn’t spelt right on the headstone.”
“What’s wrong about it?” I asked, beginning to feel annoyed.
It was a wonder that lunch had been ready at noon since it seemed that Rozalia had spent practically the whole
morning listening to Terence. As I pushed the chairs underneath the table, I once again found myself envying
Terence his full head of hair, his height, his good looks.
From photographs I've seen, Terence looks a lot like our father who died before I was born, and when Terence
was three years old. I also envied his ability to actually enjoy the freedom his retirement brought. I doubted that I
would ever feel secure enough to retire, which reminded me of the business proposal I wanted to discuss with
Rozalia. But she was saying,
“Terence said that your mother spelt Phebe with an ‘O.’ I tried to argue with him, but he’d been to the Registry
to get out her birth certificate?”
I sucked my teeth, a dismissive habit that grates on Rozalia’s nerves. I was a bit taken aback. I had lived with
my mother from the time I was twelve until I was eighteen, and it was only now that I was learning the spelling of
her middle name.
“Was it your mistake, Eddie, or Smithy Johnson’s?”
I thought of Smithy, and the loose, hearty, skillful way with which he wielded his chisel and mallet. We had
been friends since primary school, and every year he sat with me on our verandah to watch the regatta. Carrying
the tray to the kitchen, I said to Rozalia,
“It was my mistake, but Phebe is Phoebe, however it’s spelt. Ma would have been glad for the marble
headstone, even if a letter, like bad luck, is missing from her name.”
My mother had spent many evenings at Lord’s Ridge trying to locate her own mother’s grave. There had been
little money for bricking graves in her days, let alone for erecting fancy headstones.
“You know very well, Eddie, that if your mother was alive, she’d think that you are still holding malice with
her over that longtime story.”
“Did Terence tell you that? Well, it may be a longtime story to him, but it isn’t to me” I said, glancing at my
watch.
“He didn’t say that. I think he was surprised and sorry about the mistake. Tears were in his eyes, and I feel bad
too, when I think of all your mother did to help us.”
“What exactly does Terence have to be sorry about? He didn’t offer to help pay for Ma’s stone.”
“Be that as it may, we’ll have to fix it, Eddie. It’s not like you not to check.”
“Everybody makes mistakes. Ma would consider fixing that stone a waste of money and time, especially if we
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have to buy a new one. If Terence feels sorry, let him fix it.”
“I hate it when you take that attitude, Eddie.”
“What attitude?”
“That hardheaded way, like you have no feelings for anybody, at all, at all. Everything to the letter of the law,
Eddie, but no spirit to it. It makes me wonder what you would do if it was my headstone.”
“I know how to spell your name.”
“Or my mother's.”
“How did we get from my mother’s headstone to your mother’s, Rozalia?”
“Easy, easy. It’s the same way you don’t want us to move from this stinking creek side. I’ve put up with the
fishy smell from that market for thirty years and I’m tired of it.” My hands were shaking as I collected my car
keys from the desk in the living room.
“I’d best be going to work, Roza.”
“So go, Eddie, that’s what you do seven days a week.” She marched back to the dining room, a broom in her
hand.
“But I always return,” I called, going down the steps. I listened for one of her usual angry retorts like, “more’s
the pity.” There was no sound, so I crept up the stairs again and peered in. She was staring at the doorway, waiting
for me.
“If things continue like this, Eddie, one of these days I may not be here when you return, believe me.”
Sucking my teeth, I slammed the door. Rozalia was in a huff, but I was in no mood to coax her out of it. If
there was a single thing I resented about my wife, it was her habit of turning bad luck into tragedy. Nevertheless, I
was disturbed by her last remark, one she had never made before, and which seemed to me a bit extreme.
As I drove from home towards Fort George, I glanced at the sky. If it rained, the workers at Bond Shed would
be unable to load the trucks. If the goods, most of them perishable, did not reach the shops on time, my boss
would hold me responsible, rain or no rain. In many ways, he has been like a father to me, and I try to spare him
unnecessary economic pain.
Inside the Customs House, I moved from office to office, from desk to dusty desk, proffering bills of lading
and invoices. The rain had vanished, and the two o’clock sun was blazing down on the zinc roof. Thinking about
the error I had made in my mother’s name gave me a cold feeling in the pit of my stomach. I seldom made
mistakes in my business affairs, but it seemed to me that in my personal life, the harder I tried the worse things
got.
Standing in line at the cashier’s cage, waiting to pay the duties owed, I thought of the help my mother had
given Rozalia and me when our children were small and money had been short.
I saw her moving from bed to bed, when they’d had measles, making them drink unsalted pumpkin water, “to
cool their insides.”
On Saturdays she walked to our house with freshly baked Creole bread and powder buns. Each year, Ma and
her gentleman had taken the children upriver during the long school holidays. I had been too proud to
acknowledge that Ma’s help mattered, or to show her much affection, doling it out, as Rozalia once said, “grain by
grain.”
But I had been in a terrible state sitting by my mother’s hospital bed during the final days of her illness. One
morning she touched my hand, which stayed splayed, as if glued, against my knee.
“Feeling all right?” she’d asked.
Her eyes, like my own, were large and dark. Stout, and strong, for most of her eighty years, she had lost half
her weight in very few months.
“Yes, Ma, and you?” I felt ignorant and powerless in the face of an illness without a known cure.
“Your pride will get the best of you yet, Eddie, if you’re not careful,” she said, sighing as she looked at me.
Ma knew, I believe, that in spite of everything she had done to make amends, I had not forgiven her for lending
me, as a baby, to my father’s family and then reclaiming me when I was nearly twelve. I remember feeling angry
and resentful living with a mother and brother I hardly knew.
Often, at night, I lay in bed, exhausted from pedaling my messenger bike around town all day. I could hear the
three of them telling stories and making jokes outside, on the front steps. Would my mother, I wondered, have
brought me to live with them, if she had not needed the weekly paycheck I faithfully put into her hands? The night
of my eighteenth birthday I left my mother’s house to live on my own. As I packed my trunk, I said to her,
“You have Terence. You prefer him to me anyway.”
“Sometimes I wish you were more like us,” she replied, “but then I didn’t raise you so I can’t complain.
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Money isn’t everything, you know.”
“That’s what you say now,” I replied, thinking about Terence, whom Ma had sent to the high school I’d
dreamed of attending while I forced myself to attend night school in order not to be left behind. As I lugged my
trunks towards the mule and cart waiting at the gate, I thought of my father’s people. I wondered how, in spite of
everything, they could have let me go. Had they asked my mother to take me away? Perhaps with so many other
children in the yard to provide for, I became a burden they were glad to relinquish.
I’ve worked hard all my life because I never want, ever again, to be an economic burden to anyone. But at the
same time I couldn’t afford to further erode the affection of Rozalia and our children, the only real family I have
ever had, because of a flaw in my mother’s headstone.
After paying the cashier, I called the boss to explain that he should send my assistant over to the Customs
House, as I needed to take the rest of the afternoon off. Surprised, he asked me if I was sick. I told him that I was
having a recurrence of a “bad feeling in my stomach,” which, I suppose, was true enough. Outside the Customs
House, I gave instructions to the head driver waiting near the fleet of trucks and then drove home. At the bottom
of our stairs, I began shouting,
“Roz! Roz!”
“Where’s the fire?” she asked, unbolting the door. Her eyes were puffy, and a handkerchief was balled up in
her fist. I tried to put my arms around her, but she pulled away.
“Were you crying, Roz? Don’t upset yourself over a little mistake like that. Why don’t we go to Smithy’s to
see what he can do?”
At first I thought she would refuse. Instead she gave me a sidelong glance and said.
“We’re both crying, Eddie.”
“There’s something important we should discuss anyway, Roza,” I said, wiping my cheeks, and feeling
lightheaded.
Smithy’s workshop is below his house on Cemetery Road. As we entered the yard, his wife, her hair dripping
wet, pushed open the green jalousies of an upstairs window and called,
“Afternoon, Rozalia, Eddie. Smithy is over at the cemetery with Terence, something about estimates for a new
headstone?” My heart sank at the mention of my brother.
“I wonder if you’ve misjudged Terence?” Rozalia asked softly, smiling up at Mrs. Smithy.
“Anything is possible,” I said, examining the tiny bird’s feather in my brown hat band.
The first, and last, time I had seen my mother’s grave, it had been heaped with wreaths and bouquets. But I
couldn’t remember ever giving her a single flower while she was living. I looked at the red bells trembling in the
breeze on Smithy’s overgrown hedges. Mrs. Smithy returned to the window, a hairbrush in one hand.
“Mind if I dig up one of your red bell plants, Mrs. Smithy?”
“Take as many as you like, Eddie. A shovel is under the front step.” Mrs. Smithy, who seldom left the house,
drew a chair to the window, and settled herself into it.
“We have plants at home, Eddie,” Rozalia was saying. “I don’t know why sudden, you feel you have to dig up
Smithy’s red bells.” She stood to one side, watching skeptically as I dug up one of the plants, wrapping it
carefully in a newspaper I retrieved from the car.
“You might need water,” she said, picking up an empty paint can from a mound of rubble in one corner of the
yard. With Mrs. Smithy’s permission, Rozalia filled the can at the vat near the house.
“We could walk,” I said to Rozalia, “if you’re up to it.”
Nodding, she lifted up the newspaper with the red bells. I carried a can of water in one hand and the shovel in
the other. Mrs. Smithy closed the blinds as we started towards the cemetery about five minutes away. A year ago,
after my mother had been buried, I waited until Rozalia was seated in the car with the family before telling them
that I felt like walking back to town.
“Now?” Rozalia asked, removing her hat.
“What’s wrong with now?” Nobody else in the car spoke, but I could sense their disapproval.
“We promised Terence we’d go to his house.”
“Is it a disgrace to walk there now that everybody has a car?”
“Who is everybody, Eddie?”
“Why do you always pick up on everything I say?”
“Be like that then. We feel bad leaving you to walk there alone. That’s all.”
“I’ll be fine.”
After they drove away, I did not look back at the place where my mother was buried. I felt overwhelmingly sad
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that she was gone. But in an odd way, of which I was ashamed, I also felt free. And the last thing I wanted to do
was to sit all evening listening to Terence hold forth.
I hadn’t been to his house for years. About five years ago, when his wife Marie died, I went to the church, and,
of course to the cemetery. Marie, a distant cousin, had been my childhood friend. I had started out trying to
include them in our family life. However, after they lost their only child, Marie only came by at Easter time.
Marie continued grieving for years, and Terence took refuge in our house. He played games with our children,
and bragged about the favors he planned to bestow on us once he became a “big man” in the Force. At teatime,
whenever he interrupted himself to say things like, “Please pass the condiments,” the boys doubled up laughing,
and my daughters giggled until they cried. Later they would marvel to me about Uncle Terence’s “exciting life,
high manners and joking ways.”
“Every year,” he was promising Rozalia one Sunday, when I arrived home from the club, “you and Eddie will
receive an invitation to the September celebrations at Government House. I will see to it personally.”
Of course, the moment after I entered the room, silence fell. I felt like an intruder on the intimacies of a happy
family, who were fearful of what I would do to them. I retired to the bedroom until Terence left, which he took his
time about doing. Listening to the hilarity in the dining room took me back, unpleasantly, to our youth, when I
lived with Ma, her gentleman, and Terence.
Marie had been as bad that way about Terence as the rest of my family. She believed every false compliment,
every grandiose vision of the future. She forgave Terence his lies (“Well meaning, Eddie,” she often told me) and
his broken promises. She died not knowing for years I had, on occasion, supplemented their house hold income. I
did not tell Rozalia about this, and she feels that I should do more to help Terence. But in certain ways, I’ve tried
to be loyal to my brother.
On the evening of my mother’s funeral, before I’d had a chance to say anything, Terence said to my family, his
eyes swollen from weeping,
“Why don’t you folks come over and have a little bite to eat with me, for a change? We’ll have a drink or two,
and talk about Mother Dear, and about poor Marie.”
“Mother Dear, Mother Dear,” I repeated mockingly to myself as he proceeded to include a few of his friends in
the invitation. Plain old “Ma” had never been good enough for Terence. But who had taken care of our mother,
organized the funeral, and paid for the bricking of the grave?
That evening I had not gone to Terence’s house. I was afraid of what I might say after a drink or two. I went
home to sit on the verandah. The constant activity of the creek diverted my thoughts to the town’s commercial
life, in which I played a part.
Rozalia and the children had been outraged by my “unfeeling behavior.” They have never really forgotten the
incident, and I have been unable to put things right since that night—if things had ever been right especially
where Terence was concerned. Now as we neared the cemetery, a year later, I glanced at Rozalia who had been
quiet most of the way.
“I am thinking of retiring, Roza, in a year of two, God willing.”
The afternoon was still humid, and the air was filled with the exhaust fumes from the trucks, buses and cars
making their way to, and from, the Western Highway.
“Retire, Eddie?” She kept her eyes down to avoid stepping into one of the frequent potholes in the road. “So
soon? You’ll miss your work, believe me.” She lifted the newspaper bundle to shield her eyes as we walked
towards the sun.
“We might start a business of our own, doing the same thing I’ve been doing for most of my life.”
“This is a surprise, Eddie, a big surprise. What will we do for capital?”
“The bank agreed to a proposal I put to them, and my boss has said he’ll co-sign the loan. He has more
business than he can handle. What do you think?”
Rozalia was silent, taking deep breaths. I said,
“We could buy the building and use downstairs as an office. But if you are dead set against the idea, let’s
arrange to build a house and go on as we are.”
“Why are you rushing to the conclusion that I am against the idea, Eddie? It’s a surprise that’s all; anybody
would be surprised. I wouldn’t mind helping you with the books but—”
“We’ll still build our own home in a year or so, but I’ll let you look at the facts and figures.”
“If that’s a bargain, Eddie, then I agree.”
“It is,” I said, as we entered the cemetery, more at ease with each other than we had been for a while.
“A family partnership, Eddie! At least one of the children will want to join us.”
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“For years now they’ve been after me to start my own business. At lunch on Sunday we can discuss it with
them.”
“Even Terence might want to work with us, Eddie.”
I fell silent as we approached my mother’s grave. The bouquets, placed there that morning by Rozalia and
Terence, were wilting.
“Don’t you sometimes feel sorry for Terence, Eddie?” Rozalia asked. “Think of all the times he was passed
over for promotion. He told me that he believed it was all due to party politics.”
Terence and Smithy were talking together near Marie’s grave, a few yards away. Rozalia stared at me, her face
animated, waiting for an answer. I thought of Ma who had died not knowing how much I had grown to love her. I
said,
“If you think Terence should be a part of our business, Rozalia, let’s give it a try.” I bent down and began
pulling up the sour grass from around the base of Ma’s grave.
“What are Terence and Smithy doing over there anyway?” Rozalia asked.
“Terence is paying his respects, I suppose, probably brought more flowers.” The thought of Terence working
with me day after day gave me a bilious feeling in my stomach. I dug a big hole for the red bells. They should
bloom all year, unlike Terence’s pilfered bouquet. I reached for the can of water as Rozalia said,
“I do believe something is up. Terence is holding his head in his hand, and Smithy is patting his back.”
“Crying to Smithy, no doubt, about how I hated Ma and carelessly gave him the wrong spelling to carve on the
stone.”
“Why do you always think the worse of Terence, Eddie? He doesn’t talk about you like that. Let’s find out
what has happened.”
I walked with Rozalia towards Marie’s grave, the mosquitoes swarming around our heads. Smithy dropped his
hand from Terence’s shoulder, as we approached.
“Listen, Eddie,” he said, “I was explaining to your brother that I carved that stone as a favor to you. I don’t do
name carving anymore.”
“I know, Smithy, and I am grateful. I am hoping you’ll help me out again. I gave the wrong spelling of my
mother’s middle name.”
Smithy scratched his bearded cheek, looking puzzled for a moment, and I wondered why. Nowadays he spent
his time carving angels and other elaborate memorials to the dead.
“Your brother showed me the birth certificate. What a pity. I may have to buy a new stone, though, if I mess up
the old one.”
“Do whatever you need to do, Smithy,” I said, turning to look at Terence, whose chin was resting in his hands.
“Terence. It’s a good thing you spotted that mistake. Spelling was never my best subject.”
His eyes were red, and I felt a stirring of pity. But when Rozalia went to sit beside him and began patting his
shoulder, I dropped my eyes, feeling my insides contract. I sat on a grave opposite. Every now and then Terence
looked at us as if his heart was about to fail him. If Rozalia hadn’t been there, I would have said what I had to say
to Smithy and left. I tried again.
“You think that I didn’t care about Ma, eh Terence? I’ve said it was my mistake and Smithy has agreed to fix
it.”
“I know you loved Mother Dear,” Terrence said. “And spelling, it turns out, isn’t everything after all, dear boy.
She used to remind me regularly that you’ve never let us down in a crisis.”
Rozalia was making signals to me with her eyes inclining her head towards Marie’s grave. Startled, I said,
“Terence, where’s Marie’s headstone?” He looked down at his hands, before folding them in his lap.
“I was just discussing that very thing with Smithy. But I haven’t got the full amount just yet.”
I walked closer to Marie’s grave, scarcely crediting my eyes. On the evening Ma came to collect me from my
father’s people, I hid under my aunt’s bed so that no one could see me crying. Marie hunted for me all over the
yard, calling my name, running in and out of the small family houses. Lifting my aunt’s bedspread, she saw me
huddled against the wall. She swore she would never tell anyone, and she never did. I had loved Marie like a
sister.
“Poor old Marie,” Terence said.
An unhappy thought surfaced in my mind, growing stronger as darkness fell. I wondered if Terence had seen in
the mistake I made in Ma’s name, a chance, however remote, of turning the responsibility for marking Marie’s
grave over to me? I turned to Smithy, and said,
“How about adding a stone for Marie to my bill?” Smithy glanced questioningly at Terence who looked as
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though he had been relieved from a long stretch of night duty.
“Eddie is our captain, you know Smithy,” my brother said. “He’s carried the bigger load since we were boys.”
Terence came stumbling towards me, arms outstretched. I didn’t flinch from his embrace, and I found myself
patting his shoulders for the first time in my life. I like to think he saw sympathy in my eyes, not anger or envy,
because before turning away, he raised a hand to his forehead in a fleeting salute.
As we walked towards Ma’s grave to collect Smithy’s shovel and paint can, Rozalia whispered,
“Poor old Terence just lost his chance to work with us, didn’t he, Eddie?”
“I think he did,” I said.
I wanted to tell her what I had always known—that the chances to which my brother aspired, and to which he
probably felt entitled, had been lost a long time ago.
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1
If he can’t ever keep
his eyes in his socket,
hows he ever going to keep
his dick in his pocket?
*
A man whose eyes
Always stray;
Follows skirts,
Looks at legs,
Stares at breasts,
Will never pass the test.
The test of time and faithfulness.
His intentions will never be sincere.
He will always cause you tears.
The fights will never end.
The trust will cease to begin.
*
If your man doesn't keep
his eyes in his socket,
He will never keep
his dick in his pocket!
*
If you cant ever trust him,
His loyalty,
His partnership,
Your entire relationship,
Then whats the point
in loving him
He will never give you
what you deserve.
Why be with someone
that makes you feel this way
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Why settle for a man
whose eyes always stray
*
You need to take a stand.
You need to get rid of this man.
2
a
You’re a Rock Star,
You’re super Fly,
You’re my dream Girl,
You rule the world;
Having you is like a prize,
Sometimes I say “Oh My”,
I can’t believe you’re my girl.
I think that you and I could rule the world,
TOGETHER
You and me
FOREVER
I want you to be my lady,
I want you to have my babies.
b
Are you crazy?
You want me to have your babies?
Have you lost your mind?
You just want me all the time?
Having you (at first) was great,
Sometime I would lie and say “I love you”,
I love having such an awesome guy,
I love having you in my life.
TOGETHER
You and me
FOREVER
I want you to be my man,
For as long as I can stand (you)… Ouch!
3
I find myself
in a constant state
of a bad mood
Of late .. the great ..
the A to the G .. my fate ..
it contemplates,
— My tears …
*
You ask why?
Why I shed these tears,
And why I cry,
And why my level of insanity
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tends to multiply ..
*
I'll tell you why …….
*
.. It's the bickering and irrelevance
of a “chitter chatter” that seems
far too prelevant …
*
It ..
consumes
My mind,
your mind,
his mind,
her mind,
everybody’ goddamed mind!
*
That’s all
that they/him/her and you
tend to talk about ….
*
.. It’s that
bickering and irrelevance
of a “chitter chatter” that seems
far too prelevant …
*
So while talk IS the topic of conversation,
my mood and mindstate
has evolved
into a place
of constant
Rehabilitation!
4
Sometimes—I don’t know why—
But I sit down—And I cry.
*
The pain/pressure/anguish/anger
These too great for words, this I can’t deny.
Why can’t they/you/them/her/him/all of you,
just let me be me,
the only person who I am supposed to be,
someone/something other than “just pretty”,
someone/something outspoken
and full of personality/originality/just me.
It’s because I’m not one of those men?!?
I just don’t under-stand!
*
If I had a penis—
You would see me/hear me/listen to me
You would not dis-criminate against me.
I would not constantly be stereotyped,
just allowed to live my life.
If I had a penis—
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I could actually accomplish
great/grand/amazing things,
without fighting a battle
of wanting/needing/having to win.
If I had a Penis—
I would be recognized!
Not judged by my tiny size,
The quality of my physique,
or even
my big bold beautiful brown Angela eyes.
If I had a Penis—
You would ignore the cleavage of my chest,
you would dis-regard my perky white voluptuous breasts.
You would pay no attention
to my size/my hips/my ass or my thighs,
you would never fanta-size about my long blond hair (so fair),
You would never—ever—be the cause of my streaming tears.
If I had a penis—
You would listen to me,
that is a guarantee!
You would take me seriously,
not insult or criticize me!
You would treat me like a hu-man,
(not just a pretty little wo-man)
This I comprehend/under-stand!
*
But I don’t (have a penis)—oh well—no problem—
I’ll get by—even though they/you/him/her and you
constantly judge me
by my tiny size/my thighs/my ass/my eyes,
my (fair) hair/my (fair) skin,
the size of my chest/my breasts/my legs .
Keep looking, whatever!
Keep criticizing, whatever!
I love being a woman anyway—
but still, sometimes, I wish I had a penis!!!
5
These lustrous sinful thoughts
Are they learned or are they taught
While tormented in this world of hell
These demons corrupt and freely swell
A powder white and dark as night
To wish and wonder as we take flight
So smooth and sultry, can’t you tell
It deludes your being, taught and well
To blow these fears far and away
We call for it to here and stay
It masks the fears so freely felt
Controlled by terms of longer guilt
To cut and slice to line it all
Will rise these lines from short to tall
Let it drip down to below
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Away my fears will far and blow.
6
Does
the sound
of my voice
bother you?
Or do the words
I speak
offend you?
*
Is it because
I’m a woman?
*
Or is it because
I AM A WOMAN!
*
One
who should be pretty and sweet,
One
who shouldn’t speak,
—much
”Oh Fuck”!
I did it again,
I said it again…
—ooopsy—
I used the “F” word
“How Absurd”!
(Is that what you would say?)
*
Well,
I would be inclined to say
that the sound of my voice
along with
the words of my choice
And lets not forget
the fact
That
I AM
a womam,
all bothers you
(Is this true?)
7
It’s
Simple!
I’m
Complex.
*
I think
these
things,
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Because
they
are true.
I observe
And
I analyze,
Beyond
What
others do!
8
Lust without sin is contradictory,
it inhibits our very being,
and precludes a sense of victory.
*
Lust without passion is submissive,
it falsifies our thought process,
and deludes corrupt kisses.
*
Lust without greed is inept,
it inebriates our treacherous soul,
and destroys licit fact.
*
Lust without love is obscure,
it terrifies our breathing heart,
and creates an undefined war.
9
Article (abbreviated) in The Belize Times, October 30, 2005\fn{The Colosial Life Insurance Company Limited
(CLICO) art collection highlights excellence in the visual art of the Caribbean region. Each year they publish a calendar composed of art
work culled from the Caribbean, Central and South America. The 2006 calendar features Belizian artist and TV hostess with the most-ess
Angela Gregg. Ms. Gegg’s painting entitled Resemblance, from her Liniar Abstract Collection, was chosen for [the] CLICO calendar.
Angela has written that that piece}
reflects some of the “pen and ink name graffiti” that I used to do as a child. I would take a person’s name and
put it on paper, utilizing shapes, objects and lines to manipulate it into not looking like the name. the only way
one would see name, would be to analyze and dissect, to work until they found the name.
I discovered some of these old drawings in a sketch book, while going through a few boxes of old items at my
family home. After this, I decided to work with some of the shapes, objects and lines, transferring them onto
canvas.
10
Interview on Channel 7, April 26, 2006\fn{She’s the woman who turned cooking fine cuisine into pop culture, but while
she takes a break from Cooking with the Smoky Mermaid, Angela Gegg isn’t using the off season to come up with new recipes, instead,
she’s devoting time to her other life, as an artist. While most artists with a few canvasses to hang queue up for limited space in art galleries,
Gegg has snagged a sweet gig that will see her paintings, a few dozen of them, line the walls of the Princess Hotel and Casino. For this
artist, who's not afraid to cook up a controversy, it's an opportunity to draw reactions from folks who would never go to an art gallery. }
I love the fact that people all over Belize, all over, travelers, anywhere in the world, people who come through
this hotel, kids, mothers, brothers, aunts, and uncles can come and see my work. Its not like they are confound to
this gallery where they have to go in and take a look at the work, everybody comes to the Princess.
To me I am really honored, I am really dumbfounded by the fact that I am able to show my work here and that
so many people will be able to be a part of what I create. That’s very important for me, for people to understand
and see.
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Again not many people may like my style of work, I don’t really care. I want you to look at it and be your own
judge. You don’t have to like it. I don’t know what reaction I am going to get, hopefully it’s a positive one from
everybody. This is me, take it or leave it.
I don’t select things to provoke people. I do purely because it is who I represent and who I am as an artist.
11
Interview on Channel 7, July 6, 2006\fn{She’s rose to fame as the host of a cooking show, but Angela Gegg isn’t about to be
pigeonholed as a kitchen queen. She’s shown her paintings and now, she’s produced an anthology of many-things-Angela. She told us about
her book today, and why it’s called The Light, the Dark and Everything in Between. }
I have just always written from pretty much since the day I was born. I’ve had a paintbrush in one hand and a
pen in the other. I have always been writing. Writing is a comfort for me. It makes me feel good. I psychoanalyze
different situations, analyze things, sit down and write about my ideologies in life. I have a lot in my head so I feel
I need to get it out on paper. It’s very interesting.
In my opinion it’s kind of scandalous. Hey I don’t mind, scandal is up but there’s a lot of topics in there that
will interest people: stereotypism, chauvinism, terrorism—everything is in there. I talk about love, poetry, art. You
name it; it’s in the book.
It’s all about everything and why not. People always ask why, I want to know why not.
Okay I don’t write about birds and bees. Most books on poetry are about birds, bees, all these pretty little things in
the world. That is not what I write about.
I write about serious stuff. I am a very deep person. A lot of people do know me in that aspect of life but this is
another side of me.\fn{The following excerpt from the book—so identified as “Excerpt from Book”—is then printed as part of this
interview:H}
They clearly see my work to be too sexual. They cannot comprehend the fact that I am simply an intellectual
because I use words as such like fornication, they assume that I compose my writings while in a state of pure
inebriation because I may paint the breast of a woman’s child. These masses choose to create thoughts while I
simply smile. I will smile at the masses from now and until the end of my time while I create compose and
critically bloom.\fn{Coming in at almost two hundred pages and including racy pictures of the author and her provocative paintings,
the book will be officially released tomorrow.}
12
Interview on Channel 5, Belize, July 7, 2006:\fn{Alyssa Noble, Reporting}
Be unique and be creative. Don’t care what people think, do it for you, don’t do it for anybody and that’s me, I
do everything for me. And I think that has caused my success thus far, because I’m not going to listen to people
and paint the toucans, or paint the palm trees. That’s just not my thing.\fn{ The artwork of twenty-six year old Angela Gegg
is definitely not typical. In her second exhibition titled “Hott Chicks Can Paint Too”, Gegg unveils some forty paintings and digital
drawings.}

The digitally enhanced photography series, this is a collection I’ve been working on for the past two years
since my first big show. I take digital computer images and I take them and I utilize color, shapes, forms I throw a
lot of stuff into them. I saturate them; I take out hues and pretty much just go from there with the printing process
from the ones that I find the best.
Painting, I love to paint still yet but I’m just experimenting with new and different things. So this is what is
coming out of that and you see a lot throughout the show of these types of works. Both my writing and my art are
very therapeutic.
You know a lot of people always ask me where I find the time to paint. Well any little two seconds I can take in
my studio, I take out some paint, do a little bit, and get back to it when I come in from work, at night, on
weekends. I wake up in the middle of the night sometimes, and say
“I have an idea; I need to put it on.”
I need to put it on canvas, on the p.c.,\fn{ Personal computer:H} or just on something. I really enjoy working with
anything creative.\fn{In addition to her art, this afternoon Gegg also launched her first publication called The Light, The Dark and
Everything in Between. She describes the two hundred page book as an adventure for the intellect. }
I want my readers and my viewers to go through the negative aspects of the book with the more serious topics of
conversation first. Then I take them to in between and in between is a place of disarray. I rearrange people’s
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minds; I talk about different theories, my analogies of different things, things that most people would never think
about.
And then of course I take you through to the light, because I want to end off the book on a very light-hearted,
very nice note, where I talk about love and beauty and anything pretty in life, poetry. I even talk about diamonds;
shining stones observing every ray and then I go off into a whole piece about very mundane topics, but also very
beautiful topics.
There’s a little bit for everybody in the book. If you are one person who can’t relate to my book, that’s not
possible because there’s so much information in here. I fully believe that every single person can get something
out of that book.
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Interview on Channel 7, Jul 11, 2006\fn{And while Gilbert Alamilla is crossing over from television to music, another TV
personality is doing something similar, Angela Gegg is crossing over from her looking show to fine arts. We told you last week about her
foray into publishing, well she's gone much further into the arts than that; the smoke mermaid has crashed the fine arts party and brought
her particular style to the sometimes staid proceedings. She told us what her paintings are about and why she does them. }
A lot of people in my opinion, from my personal past experiences, do misinterpret and stereotype artists per
say and people always look at me and are like, “you are an artist?” So I guess that just sort of influenced me and I
am like, “yes I am an artist, so what.”
I feel the need to be me and creative at the same time. This is two years of work, a lot time. A lot of new stuff
has come; colors shapes, forms.\fn{Why don’t you stick to one style?}
How boring. People are always telling me I should stick to one style but you know there are so many
personalities in the world, so many types of people and people have so many interests. Why should I just do one
type of work? I know that is the typical artist thing, you just do one style, but there are so many different aspects
of Angela. Why should I just do one style when there are so many parts of me?\fn{ I see many representations of the
female body. Any reason for that?}
I’m female, I know my body. It represents women, like strong women, and women in society I guess. I am
female, I know my shape. I like for people to look at the piece and pull from it themselves. It is not like I am
trying to provoke something from them. I want them to look at the piece and get something from it. It doesn’t
necessarily have to be what I feel it is.
For example in the Tears Collection, if they are seeing the tears in the painting, if they are in a good mood, it
could be tears of laughter, tears of joy. If they are sad, let it be tears of sadness. It doesn’t necessarily mean one
thing. That is the beauty of abstract art, it could mean anything at anytime.
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The Belize Times, December 17, 2006\fn{Angela Gegg is the new star of the G2 show on Positive Vibes Radio, along with
her co-host the Grandmaster. The pair brings an entirely new vibe to the airwaves. It's a show that has never been done before as the pair
put a unique twist on poetry, the spoken word, rhyme and rhythm .. verse will never be the same. At 7pm every Thursday's you hear
Angela’s intro the show with a rhythmical piece, where the hype begins, }
It’s a hip-hop generation show; in case ya’ll didn’t know; to promote; the spoken word; to re-arrange; the use
of verbs; to uplift artists of out time; past, future and present; those who shine; and ultimately; drop lyrics in a
rhyme.
It’s the Grandmaster and me; the A to the G; just keeping it real; bringing it to you; genuine and true; this show
called the G2; right here on Positive Vibes; 90.5.\fn{ Her trailblazing series, Cooking with the Smoky Mermaid, was the very
first live televised series (that wasn’t a newscast) done on weekly basis. The show paved the way for other televised shows to follow,
starting a new era of Belizean television. }
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Interview on Channel 7, November 6, 2007\fn{On Thursday the Smoky Mermaid will host its annual benefit dinner for the
Red Cross. The restaurant is hoping to raise $6,000 which it is expected that the Red Cross will use to help make Christmas merry for those
children in the north who are still living with the after effects of Hurricane Dean. Angela Gegg is Smoky Mermaid’s manager and she told
us how you can help.}
We do it every year. We’ve been working with the Red Cross annually so we feel its something we could do to
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help out the community.
We are supplying the menu and the food and the menu of choice for the evening is going to be awesome. It’s a
Cajun Creole style menu. Our guest chef for the event is Mr. Francis Gegg who was actually trained by Mr. Paul
Perdum in Louisiana who is a fantabolous Cajun chef, a lot of people know about his cooking.
We’re doing a French onion soup as a starter, spicy fish cakes, we’re doing a blacken fish with dirty Cajun rice
which I know has Italian sausage and a bacon in it and we’re also doing veg, glazed plantains, all sorts of stuff.
The Red Cross I know is doing a silent auction in the night to try to raise more funds as well. Its $75 a ticket and
we’re having two dinner seatings—one will be at 7 and one will be at nine and it’s a ticket—its more a
contribution. Support this worthy cause, guys at home, because we need as much as we can get. Christmas is
coming up so I’m sure a lot of those people that suffered or that had detriments could use that help—especially
this time of year.
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Interview on Channel 5, November 24, 2008\fn{Channel Five has brought you numerous live programs over the years that
net cash to viewers. And this coming Wednesday just in time for the Christmas, the new entertainment show “Tek It or leave it” will be
launched. It’s a game of chance and luck which will have audience participation and thousands of dollars as prize money. Jose Sanchez met
the new host today. The host of the new show, Angela Gegg, explains how you can ake home some big bucks. }
Alright Jose you wanna know, Tek It or Leave It is a brand new game show Channel Five is bringing to Belize.
Nothing like this has ever been seen before.
I know a lot of people say that right. But when I saw the set for Tek It or Leave It I really realized, like wow,
this is gonna be something totally different. It’s totally unique to Belize and it’s gonna be very interactive with our
audience.
And if you guys don’t know yet, we are gonna be giving away five thousand dollars which is a pretty good
amount of cash.
Tek It or Leave It is kind of a little spin off of a little show called Deal or No Deal whereby you have cases up
on a board and you have contestants up on stage. That contestant will actually pick one case. Maybe you have a
lucky number, they have pickni, maybe they want five, something along those lines. They’ll end up picking one
case, and then we’ll work from there depleting cases off the board. Throughout the depletion process the banker
will be calling in and giving me an offer. You see what I mean. And it’s up to the contestant and the audience
hypeness to see whether they are going to take the offer or if they are going to leave it and play on for the five
thousand dollars in cash.
Should in case the five thousand dollars gets wiped off the board, we have different dollar amounts, for
example thirty-five hundred, three thousand, two thousand. So even if the five thousand gets wiped off the board
they still have a pretty good chance of a good amount of cash.\fn{ The contestants will be selected from the studio audience
whose entrance tickets automatically make them eligible for participation. }
If you are a contestant and if you are eighteen years or older, that ticket stub basically gives you entrance into
the contest. So once you are an audience member you have a chance to be up on stage and take home some cash
and I think that’s a pretty good deal. And I want to invite you to all to come on down on Wednesday because
maybe you can take home five thousand dollars in cash.
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An article in The Belize News Post, June 25, 2009\fn{Can you give us a short run down of what it is that you do? Tell us
about what you make or produce. Obviously, we are aware of your youtube video series, your paintings, poems and other works, but can
you tell us more about your practice for the benefit of our readers? }
I’m an artist, poet (spoken word artist), and TV personality in Belize. As an artist, I find it necessary to be
inventive, self-expressive, searching, daring, even disturbing, and in doing so, I am hoping to enlighten others and
open ways for a better understanding of my art. I speak my mind, some people love me for it and others loath me
for my pure and utter honesty, that’s life!\fn{ We know that among other things you are a poet, Belize News Post re-published a
piece called “If Da So You Stan”, which deals with gossip and pretenders. We get the sense that you are really concerned with issues of
identity. Is this right?}
That is Right…and that’s all I have to say about that (for now).\fn{ Many of know you as the artist “Proshka”, why do
you use this pseudonym or stage name?}
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Whether you see a work of art signed as Angela Gegg or as Proshka, they are one and the same. The name
Proshka is derived from my Latvian heritage. It was taken from the maiden name of my grandmother, Lia
(Praskevic) Tattersfield. My grandmother left her hometown of Latvia when she met my grandfather, Tom
Tattersfield. They both moved to Belize in 1948, making it their home, and starting a family; one of their three
children was and is Deborah (Tattersfield) Gegg, my mother. (the rest is history)….. I never did have the pleasure
of spending much time with her as breast cancer took her life when i was only two. As a tribute to her, I took her
name, Praskevic pronounced (proshka – vicks), and shortened it to PROSHKA, and have used it ever since…To
break it down – its a family thing! Gotta REPRESENT.\fn{ Do you have any thoughts on being an artist in Belize? Or are there
issues that are unique to being an artist in Belize? }
Do you really want me to go there?!?\fm{What’s the art scene like in Belize?}
We need more artist to step up and out! More galleries, institution’s, and educational means.\fn{ We already
touched on concerns with identity, how do you see your role or identity as an artist? What is your role as a Belizean artist? }
To uplift and motivate our women of Belize.\fn{ Tell us more about your past show “Hott Chicks Can Paint To“, what is your
experience of being a woman artist? Are there unique obstacles for a woman artist or just being a woman in Belize? }
Hott Chicks Can Paint Too is only one of my many solo exhibits, opened by the then Prime Minister (Said
Musa). The show was a group of subconscious works of art was opened by the Honorable Sir Colville Young, our
Governor General. I have also exhibited at the Princess Hotel and out-district in San Pedro. As an artist in a
country that is severely lacking in ART, it has not been an easy road. Often times I feel like throwing in the towel
and moving on to somewhere that will more appreciate my work BUT at the end of the day given the positive
feedback I get from our countries youth, I tend to persevere.\fn{ Do you have any shows coming up? Any other events you
would like to share with our readers? Anything you would like to add? }
November 13th, 2009—at the Mexican institute of Culture & History I am having a full exhibit called
IMPULSE and another book launching, titled ARTIST CONFESSIONS
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Interview on Channel 7, Belize, November 13, 2009\fn{We’ve featured many artists on this newscast but Angela Gegg
is in a zone of her own. She’s a writer, a poet, a painter, a thinker – and more than all that, she’s one outspoken lady. She isn’t afraid to
speak her mind, write exactly what she thinks or let her art challenge notions of what’s acceptable in the public discourse. In a word, she’s
bold, and…after years of consistent and quite prolific production, she’s proven that she’s committed. She launched her new art show,
“Impulse” to coincide with her birthday today. The staging ground for this major exhibit is the Institute of Mexico – which really is the only
art space big enough to fit her paintings, poetry and installations. }
When people come into the exhibit it is going to kind of them a sense of not just pictures on a wall. You want
to walk in and just be part of something. When you’re walking into the exhibit there is little things, I am not going
to point them out, but I want people to play with their minds a little bit.
So they are going to be walking through all the galleries, once the galleries are opened, watching videos,
looking at crazy abstract art, looking at photography, looking cubist art, looking at all kinds of stuff and it is a bit
provocative. So they say, so you people say in Belize. I personally don’t think so but they say it is provocative
what I do so it is.\fn{But it is provocation says the artist – not just for the sake of it – the provocation is to engage the viewer. }
Yes and I want them to think outside the box. It is not just coming in and looking at work. I want them to be
part of the artwork themselves.\fn{ And if you want to be a part of this show, you have to be prepared to be confronted with imagery
that you won’t see any other artist daring to try.}
A lot of people might not like me for it, some people love me for it. I take hits either way. Some people really
appreciate what I do, some people are appalled by what I do. But personally I feel that it is the freedom to express
myself, why should I not have it.
From the book, wash, mash, trophy wife, you know. And what a lot of people don’t understand is these things
stem from what people may say to me or things in my life. I am trying to insult nobody, that is part of my book –
it is a part of the whole installation. Like you said, you thought it was a rich girl stage. A lot of man look at me
and think trophy wife and I see the opposite because I work damn hard.”\fn{ That work shows in the varied presentation,
spread out over three rooms—exploring a broad range of painting styles. }
This has been like a whole week of putting the show together. You don’t just hang stuff on walls. What we do
is very very, it is a lot of work, you have to think where you want to put things. The placement of everything is
specific. Nothing is done without order. Everything has a place, everything has a purpose. Nothing is done with a
system and a format at all.\fn{ The diligence demonstrated by an artist who’s been painting and writing for most of her life and she
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says she is far from done.}

I love what I do, I love painting, I love writing, I love anything creative. I love building, I love anything;
designing. I love art, art to me is just the best thing in the world.
There is so much to do. So much more to say. So much more to see. So much more to show.
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Interview on Channel 7, November 18, 2009\fn{On Friday of last week we told you about the opening of Angela Gegg’s
provocative art show, Impulse. But pushing the envelope is her thing, and the show pushed it halfway across the table of convention and
now a book is pushing it that other half. The book is called Artist Confessions. Like the writer, the work is brutally frank and almost
effortlessly controversial. She told us that she is trying to pull readers into a world of enhanced perception. }
Like I said it is a thought provoking book. You can read something but if you have a visual aid next to it, it is
like boom you get the sense after you read it. Sometimes people will read something and are like okay and then
you have that visual aid and you’re like holy crap I get it. Often times the poetry people don’t get it and then if
you have that visual aid next to it they form something so different.
I know I don’t think like the average person. I look at things and see things very differently. I look at an orchid
and I may not see an orchid. I look at a conch shell and that is not what I see all the time.
And in the book I am probing a lot of that. Because it is the truth, it is the raw truth. I do it for me but people
can relate to me because people are out there who think like me but are afraid to say what they have to say
because they are afraid of the repercussions from people, they are afraid of what people might insinuate or think
or say about them.
I get tons of mail, tons, especially from young ladies who say like your work what it means to them and how
much they can relate, especially when I talk about relationship issues.

The Cathedral of St. John, Belize City, Belize District, Belize
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The Church of the Sacred Heart, San Ignacio, Cayo District, Belize

The Church of St. Francis Xavier, Corozal Town, Corozal District, Belize
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La Imaculada Church, Orange Walk Town, Orange Walk District, Belize: two views
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The Church of the Sacred Heart, Dangriga, Stann Creek District, Belize: two views

The Church of St. Peter Claver, Punta Gorda Town, Toledo District, Belize: two views
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